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Going Back in Time and “Home”
By Julia Hiltscher and Tobias M. Scholz
Most of the time, we start the eSports Yearbook by mentioning that it was a turbulent
time, and last time we said that it feels like
Groundhog Day, but this edition feels different. We are during a pandemic and many of
you experienced some form of a lockdown.
For us, the first time we realized what is happening was in eSports. It was when ESL was
forced to prohibit an audience at their event
in Katowice. An event that was built around
the vibrant eSports community was suddenly
empty. In the light of this event, we chose a
cover picture that grasps this emptiness of an
eSports event in times of a pandemic.

In this year, we see contributions to economic sustainability. Lisa Völkel addresses
the dynamic capabilities of professional
eSports teams and how they are adapting to
new developments. The team surrounding
Bruno Duarte Abreu Freitas tackles the
power of the video game publishers as a
threat to potential sponsors. Tobias M.
Scholz discusses the topic of intercultural
teams in eSports and how they impact the
success rate. Finally, Kaitlin Armstrong introduces Pokémon eSports and how it uses
gratification to create a community for this
franchise.

Though, eSports was capable of dealing with
the pandemic better than most communities
and industries. This was primarily because of
the inherently digital nature of eSports and
you could say eSports did eSports like a decade or two decades ago without fans and
from home. Playing from home became the
new normal for an extended period of time
and only slowly eSports is opening up to an
audience.

In terms of social sustainability, we see the
discussion about the social niche of eSports
and how it addresses the mass or grassroots
audience. Timo Schöber looks at Germany
on that. The topic of Olympic and eSports are
debated from a moral perspective by
Neslihan Filiz. Gaylor Rabu gives some insights into French law and the need – or not
– for state recognition. Finally, Memduh Kocadağ focuses on the challenges of being an
eSports athlete.

One of the first events in sports was the
League of Legends World Championship in
China, becoming a best practice for creating
a bubble that was later seen in the NBA and
others. The time showed that eSports was
more resilient than any other community, but
eSports was not a winner but lost the least.

Finally, Jadeite Jackson discusses the risks in
eSports and highlights the necessity for
stakeholder responsibility in eSports, thereby
linking towards sustainability.
Yours,

The pandemic dampened the general hype;
furthermore, it led to a reevaluation of
eSports in all its facets. Topics like mental
health became more important as well as the
issues concerning the business model with
many eSports companies. On top of that,
stakeholders in eSports realize that they impact the ecology as well. Thus, the topic of
sustainability emerges amid the pandemic.
Although eSports has to address economic
and social sustainability, ecological sustainability may be postponed. Still, we do believe
that we will see some contributions in the
next eSports Yearbook on that topic.

Julia Hiltscher (Christophers) &
Tobias M. Scholz
... keep on gaming!
P.S. Although there is seemingly a consensus
to write esports and not eSports, we will stay
with the path we chose a decade ago with the
first eSports Yearbook. More importantly,
Julia’s and Tobias’s first project together in
2004 was also writing eSports, so for us, it is
tradition.
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Dynamic Capabilities in
Professional eSports Teams
By Lisa Völkel

The phenomenon of eSports has its roots in
the 1970s and 1980s and has experienced
massive growth since the first tournament in
1972 (Hiltscher, 2015). Intensified by the acquisition of Twitch by Amazon in 2014,
eSports has gained attention not only by endemic but also by non-endemic companies,
such as BMW or Coca-Cola. As a result,
many new stakeholders have found their way
into the eSports ecosystem. Influenced by
this growing number, the eSports ecosystem
changes continuously (Scholz, 2019). Investors now come from a wide range of backgrounds. For example, famous musicians and
athletes like Imagine Dragons and Rudy Gobert are investors in ReKTGlobal, the parent
company of Rogue, a professional eSports
team (ReKTGlobal, 2020).

monetize the audience (Cocke, 2018). Additionally, the field of eSports is still evolving,
and the right business model is yet to be
found (Adomnica, 2017).
Mark Cuban, the owner of the Dallas Mavericks, expressed his doubts in professional
teams and their survivability in an interview.
On Fair Game, he stated that, especially in
the United States, “owning a team is an awful
business” (Fair Game, 2019). To him, there
are too many changes in a short time, and the
viewership numbers, for instance, on Twitch,
are insufficient compared to markets like Korea (Fair Game, 2019).
The problems and uncertainties the professional teams face were highlighted by the
COVID-19 pandemic that struck the world in
the early months of 2020. Everything, where
possible, was moved to an online format. The
professional teams, active in an inherently
digital industry, are well prepared to deal
with online formats. But still, some professional teams were rapidly facing problems in
securing their liquidity. For example, the parent company to the teams Toronto Ultra
(CoD League) and Toronto Defiant (Overwatch League), OverActive Media, was one
of the first organizations forced to make
layoffs (Hitt, 2020). As of the end of 2020,
the COVID-19 pandemic is still current and
changing everyday life and impacting the
professional eSports teams.

With an increasing number of non-endemic
actors came an increasing number of investments in the overall industry. This increase
has been beneficial for the professional
teams, as this enabled them to focus on professionalization. In defiance of the overall
professionalization, the flood of money
caused many professional teams to lose the
focus on long-term profitability and a viable
business model. Accompanied by the volatility of the eSports ecosystem, this culminates
in the death of professional teams (Scholz,
2019). In late 2019, for instance, the professional team Echo Fox dissolved. After controversies, Echo Fox was forced by game developer Riot to sell their League of Legends
(LoL) roster. As a result, the whole organization dissolved (Asuncion, 2019). While not
all professional teams face death like Echo
Fox, many still struggle with profitability.
Stakeholders like the game developers currently secure most of the revenue. The professional teams, in contrast, often do not capture enough value because they insufficiently

Despite many doubts and struggling teams,
there are successful team organizations. For
example, Ninjas in Pyjamas (NiP) is a Swedish organization that exists since 2000.
Since then, NiP grew to an organization that
competes at top levels in different games and
owns the gaming peripheral company Xtrfy
(Ninjas in Pyjamas, n.d.a). This team is only
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one example on a list of organizations that
survive in the volatile eSports market.

What sounds like a description of an ice
hockey game, which regularly takes place in
the arena, is something different. It is one of
the most famous Counter-Strike: Global Offensive (CS:GO) tournaments in the world,
organized by the Electronic Sports League
(ESL). The winning team, Team Liquid, took
home $1.000.000 in prize money (ESL, n.d.).

However, research on eSports is still scarce
and there is no literature specifically on the
management of professional teams (Reitman,
2020). Therefore, the question at hand is:
what characterizes the management of teams
that survive in the eSports market? One possible answer lies in the strategic management
approach of dynamic capabilities. This paper
outlines how dynamic capabilities interact to
enable the development of a viable business
model, a topic that management literature has
only briefly discussed.

The struggles and
doubts the eSports
scene faced more
than a decade ago
seem unjustified

Objective of the Paper

eSports brought all these people together.
Electronic sports (or short eSports) is an umbrella term for various competition formats
organized around different video game genres. The genres range from multiplayer
online battle arena (e. g. LoL), first-person
shooters (e. g. CS:GO), to real-time strategy
(e. g. StarCraft II). Professional players, employed by professional teams, play these
games competitively (Hamari & Sjöblom,
2017). The competitions take place both onand offline. Most commonly, the two entities
game developers or specialized tournament
organizers organize the different leagues,
championships, or tournaments (Besombes,
2018). Wagner early defined eSports as “an
area of sport activities in which people develop and train mental or physical abilities in
the use of information and communication
technologies.” (Wagner, 2006)

The aim of this paper is to identify dynamic
capabilities as the mechanisms by which professional eSports teams develop and maintain
viable business models and gain competitive
advantage. As professional teams are part of
the eSports ecosystem, they are under the influence of the other stakeholders. Therefore,
the focus lies on the influence of the ecosystem and how the team organizations deal
with it internally. A possible answer lies in
strategic management and business models;
the aim is to gain a better understanding of
these aspects of professional teams.
Different types of business models are described by examining successful professional
teams. Through their business models, organizations can influence the eSports ecosystem
themselves and shape it, to some degree, in
their favor. By developing a viable business
model and shaping the ecosystem, professional teams are more likely to survive in the
dynamic eSports world.

Competitive gaming has almost always been
part of computer gaming, as competition between players is an integral part of gaming
culture. Since the first tournament in 1972,
eSports has grown remarkably due to advances in technology. However, for many
years it remained unclear if eSports would
stay a niche phenomenon, or if a global phenomenon was arising. Particularly in the
wake of the financial crisis in 2008, the
emerging eSports industry took a significant
blow. Professional teams, like Meet Your
Makers, dissolved. Leagues like the Championship Gaming Series (CGS) collapsed, and
many others lost their jobs. Notwithstanding

Also, this paper intends to give insight on
which capabilities professional teams need to
prevail in the eSports ecosystem. Thus, implications for professional teams are made, to
sensitize them on how to become and maintain a viable team organization.
Theoretical Framework
A Brief Introduction to the Topic of eSports
The LANXESS Arena in July 2019, a German multi-purpose arena in Cologne, is filled
with more than 14.000 cheering people.
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that, some trends kept emerging and fostering
the scene (Taylor, 2012). Three things mostly
contributed to the growth of eSports. Firstly,
the game developer Riot released League of
Legends in 2009. Secondly, the announcement of StarCraft II in 2010. As a third component, the founding of the streaming service
Twitch in 2011 (Scholz, 2019).

As described by Scholz (2019), the eSports
ecosystem (depicted in figure 1) consists of
various entities, categorized as primary and
secondary stakeholders. An inevitable interdependence characterizes all stakeholders.
For instance, the tournament organizers depend on professional teams and video games
to be able to organize tournaments (Scholz,
2019). How well the stakeholders utilize the
interdependencies ultimately determines the
success of the entire ecosystem (Jalonen,
2019).

Nowadays, the struggles and doubts the
eSports scene faced more than a decade ago
seem unjustified. In 2019 the eSports economy generated revenues of $950.6 million.
This number is expected to grow further to
$1.1 billion in 2020. Not only is the revenue
expected to grow, but also the viewership
numbers. Newzoo estimates 495 million people to watch eSports in 2020 (Newzoo,
2020). It seems that eSports nowadays is rather a global phenomenon than a mere niche
phenomenon.

The primary stakeholders are the ones that
“directly contribute to the value chain and interact directly with the audience” (McCauley
et al., 2020, p. 33). As indicated by this definition, the audience is the key stakeholder
everyone else is centered around. Especially
the group of primary stakeholders (professional teams, professional players, tournament organizers, and game developers) tries
to monetize the audience that actively participates in the ecosystem (Scholz, 2019). The
audience creates revenue for the stakeholders
through different channels, mainly by buying
merchandise, attending offline tournaments,
or donating in streams (Besombes, 2019).

Stakeholders in the eSports Ecosystem
The eSports ecosystem consists of different
endemic and non-endemic stakeholders.
Some of them, for instance, professional
teams, professional players, game developers, and tournament organizers have been
mentioned previously. However, to develop
a better understanding of the whole ecosystem, further analysis is necessary.

The professional teams enable first-class
competition and they are in a constant battle
with their competitors to get the best players.
To attract and keep the best talents, teams
provide training facilities, coaches, and salaries (Scholz, 2019). There are commonly
three revenue streams available to team organizations: selling merchandise to the audience, sponsorships, and winning prize money
(Carrillo Vera & Aguado Terrón, 2019).
As introduced previously, professional players are a vital resource in the eSports ecosystem. They emerge directly from the audience
(Taylor, 2012). Professional players have different sources of income. First, the professional teams pay them salaries, and additionally, prize money may be shared. Second, the
professional players may have sponsors on
their own and can be streamers, therefore
generating revenue through content creation
(Carrillo Vera & Aguado Terrón, 2019).

Figure 1: eSports Ecosystem (own illustration, adapted from Scholz, 2019)

The next primary stakeholder, the tournament organizers, has fostered the eSports
scene for a long time. Tournament organizers
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are flexible with their choice of games and
competition formats. By actively searching
for the next big title and organizing professional on and offline events, tournament organizers diversify the competitive eSports
scene (Scholz, 2019).

reconfigure internal and external competences to address rapidly changing environments” (Teece et al., 1997, p. 516). The
framework seeks to illuminate how organizations in dynamic business environments can
achieve competitive advantage (Teece et al.,
1997).

The game developers are the primary stakeholder that develops and owns the eSports titles, which means they hold intellectual property rights and thus possess an inherent
power. Still, games have a finite lifecycle and
do not guarantee long-term appearance in a
competitive scene (Jalonen, 2019).

Still, games have a
finite lifecycle and
not guarantee longterm appearance in
a competitive scene

The primary stakeholders interact in a highly
interwoven business model network. Within
this network, they influence the sustainability
of the ecosystem (Scholz, 2020). The triple
bottom line represents the sustainable aspect
of the eSports ecosystem. According to
Elkington (1997), a simultaneous focus on
economic, social, and environmental aspects
is the basis for sustainable development.

While there is a large amount of scientific literature on dynamic capabilities, there is no
consistent understanding (Buchheit, 2013).
Zahra et al. (2006) note that the literature is
inconsistent and that definitions are overlapping or even opposing. In response to the existing heterogeneity, Schreyögg and KlieschEberl (2007) identify three different theoretical streams in the dynamic capabilities’ literature. As a first approach, radical dynamization, second an innovation routine approach,
and third an integrative dynamization approach. These three approaches all differ in
their understanding of dynamic capabilities.
In this paper, however, the emphasis lies on
dynamic capabilities as introduced by Teece
et al. (1997). Therefore, the next section outlines this approach briefly.

In opposition to the direct influence of the
primary stakeholders, the secondary stakeholders only indirectly influence the eSports
ecosystem, as they do not contribute directly
to the value chain. Media, investors, providers, suppliers, sponsors, and shareholders influence through investments, opinions, or
pressure (Scholz, 2019).
The sponsors are going to be considered
briefly. They currently provide the most significant revenue stream, expected to generate
57,9% of revenues in 2020 (Newzoo, 2020).
This large percentage illustrates that many
stakeholders are highly dependent on sponsorships (Ströh, 2017).

With their integrative approach, Teece et al.
(1997) highlight that competitive advantage
occurs in organizations that respond timely to
market changes, are flexible in product innovation, and demonstrate effective coordination of internal and external competences.
There are two fundamental aspects of the
framework. An organization achieves a
match with the changing business environment by the capacity to renew competencies,
which the term ‘dynamic’ reflects. The term
‘capabilities’ highlights the aspect of strategic management. Changing environments
call for adaption, integration, and reconfiguration of internal and external organizational
resources, skills, and competences. Teece et
al. (1997) identify resources as difficult-toimitate organizational assets. When these

As a last component, a legal framework limits the eSports ecosystem. It is set by governments, as they create regulations and legislations to deal with eSports (Scholz, 2020).
Dynamic Capabilities
David J. Teece and co-authors shaped the dynamic capabilities framework, which pertains to the field of strategic management and
originates in the 1990s (Teece, 2018b). Teece
et al. (1997) introduced dynamic capabilities
as “the firm’s ability to integrate, build, and
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specific assets assimilate into routines, organizational assets allow performing distinctive activities, called competences. Competences that are fundamental to an organization’s business are core competences (Teece
et al. 1997).

technology, and competitors. Therefore, opportunities not only for incumbent organizations but also for aspiring ones emerge. Simultaneously, profits are at risk. The dynamic
capability of sensing ensures that opportunities are detected. Most of all, the management needs to engage in scanning and searching activities in different internal and external fields, such as customers, science, and
technologies. From these fields, innovations
(and, therefore, opportunities) emerge. Once
an opportunity is successfully detected, the
objective of the dynamic capability ‘seizing’
is to address the present opportunity (Teece,
2007). Hence, seizing comprises decisions
regarding investment in future potentials
(Hutterer, 2013). This incorporates the implementation of the choice of business
model, too (Teece, 2018b). Seizing implies
managerial and entrepreneurial decision
making under uncertainty, without being hindered by biases, indecision, or inaction
(Teece, 2009). If the organization successfully deploys the dynamic capabilities of
sensing and seizing growth is likely. With organizational growth comes an increased
number of resources and assets. Thus, on the
one hand, path dependencies evolve (Teece,
2007). On the other hand, more and more
rules are set, thereby limiting the activity
range of an organization (Teece, 2009). To
escape these limitations, any organization
needs to transform and recombine resources
and organizational assets, which is the dynamic capability of reconfiguring (Ambrosini et al., 2009). This capability not only
deals with recombination and transformation, but it is also responsible for the release of resources (Eisenhardt & Martin,
2000). Only by reconfiguring assets, organizations maintain evolutionary fitness and escape unfavorable path dependencies (Teece,
2009).

The framework of Teece et al. (1997) classifies competences and capabilities as positions, paths, and processes. The rationale is
that the organizational processes are under
the influence of the asset positions and paths
the organization has chosen, thus explain the
competitive advantage. Positions refer to
specific assets that determine the strategic
posture and the competitive advantage of the
organization. Specific assets are, for example, financial, complementary, reputational,
and structural assets. The specific assets reflect the current position, but history and
paths traveled shape any organization.
Hence, the class of ‘paths’ acknowledges that
organizations succumb path dependencies.
Processes refer to the routines of organizations, with the roles of integration, learning,
and reconfiguration. The integration of different activities is an integral function of
management. Learning entails the improvement of existing tasks and the identification
of new opportunities. This is linked to the
role of reconfiguration, as organizations must
develop the ability to carry out necessary adjustments. Schreyögg and Kliesch-Eberl
(2007) point out that the processes are twofold, consisting of a static and a dynamic
component. In this regard, the integration
represents the static component, whereas
learning and reconfiguration are dynamic. If
these two components interact in firms, a dynamic capability emerges.
Teece (2007) enhanced the dynamic capabilities framework. For analytical purposes,
Teece (2007) disaggregates dynamic capabilities into the three clusters of sensing opportunities and threats, seizing opportunities,
and reconfiguring tangible and intangible assets. By mastering these three clusters, organizations realize long-term competitive advantages as they respond to emerging market
changes sooner and take more favorable positions (Schoemaker et al., 2018).

Managers play an essential role in the framework. Teece (2014) elucidates that individual
managers and the top management team are
the source of dynamic capabilities. Salvato
and Vassolo (2018) go as far as denoting dynamic capabilities as “social accomplishments” (Salvato & Vassolo, 2018, p. 1745),
which highlights the emphasis put on the individuals. Managers are the ones who perform key tasks. They are, therefore, a central

Not only markets rapidly change, so do the
consumer needs, the overall environment,
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element in the dynamic capabilities’ framework (Augier & Teece, 2009).

Value creation is the element of business
models that defines how the value proposition is delivered. It comprises the combination of internal and external resources, which
takes place in the value network (Bieger &
Reinhold, 2011). The network consists of
stakeholders that influence how a company
captures value. On both the demand and the
supply side, alignment with the value network can lead to positive effects, such as an
increased supply of complementary goods. If
the network lacks alignment, value dissipation is possible. Therefore, value creation is
essential but insufficient. Closely linked is
value capture, as the organization needs to
secure the created value (Chesbrough & Rosenbloom, 2002).

Eventually, dynamic capabilities try to explain how firms achieve long-term competitive advantage in dynamic markets with rapid
change. Astute managers that master the
three clusters of sensing, seizing, and reconfiguring are the firm’s source of success.
Business Models
An organization’s business model has several
functions. According to Chesbrough and
Rosenbloom (2002), business models articulate value propositions, identify market segments, define the process of value creation,
estimate the cost structure and the profit potential, define the firm’s position in the value
network, and the competitive strategy.
Casadesus-Masanell and Ricart (2010) provide a simple definition that depicts the basic
logic of the business model concept. According to the authors, “business model refers to
the logic of the firm, the way it operates and
how it creates value for its stakeholders”
(Casadesus-Masanell & Ricart, 2010, p.
196).

Value capture represents the financial aspects
of a business model. The element is divided
into the categories costs and revenues. Revenue streams arise for the organization because the customer translates the priorly created value into money. There are different
revenue streams possible, for instance, subscription fees, sponsoring revenues, or selling a product. The cost category includes all
costs that arise in the value creation and value
delivery process. All activities, resources,
and assets are measured. Only if the difference between the revenues and the costs is
positive, the company is profitable (Dubosson-Torbay et al., 2002). Value capture further includes the mechanisms of how the organization splits the revenues among the relevant stakeholders (Chesbrough & Rosenbloom, 2002). Bieger and Reinhold (2011)
call this value dissemination, as an organization only achieves sustainable financing if it
disseminates the value.

As suggested above, the business model describes how firms operate and create value.
While there are ambiguous definitions, authors often explain the concept by describing
different business model components. There
are nearly as many different components, as
there are different definitions. However,
most scholars agree on three main components: value proposition, value creation, and
value capture (Voigt et al., 2017).
The value proposition determines who the
targeted customer, or groups of customers,
will be. Value is brought to the customers by
material/immaterial products or services, or a
combination of both (Bieger & Reinhold,
2011). Various types of ‘customers’ may be
addressed. The customers can range from
consumers to suppliers, competitors, or sponsors (Demil & Lecocq, 2010). The value
proposition satisfies a unique customer need.
Hence, the proposition is the reason for customers turning to a particular organization
(Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2010).

If an organizes mixes the three business
model components properly, they reinforce
one another and thus enable growth and competitive advantage (Schallmo, 2013). The
business model further depends on the inherent characteristics of an organization. Therefore, every organization shapes its unique
business model based on a generic one (Voigt
et al., 2017). However, organizations are, exposed to environmental changes. The world
is more globalized, markets are more volatile, and the consumers cannot be segmented
as easy as 20 years ago. For that reason, it has
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become imperative to examine the business
model regularly. In this way, companies can
adapt to the changing conditions reactively or
proactively. The proactive way is seen as especially important, as companies anticipate
change and may innovate their business
model (Bieger & Krys, 2011). Thus, the business model concept enables companies to
meet the challenges of a changing world.

in, and lack of resources will be analyzed in
detail.
Although professional teams face multiple
situational barriers, they can take action and
overcome these barriers. The bottom box depicts the capabilities professional teams need
to build to do so and to, upon reversion, influence the eSports ecosystem. The dynamic
capabilities framework is divided into three
main capabilities: sensing, seizing, and reconfiguring. To successfully gain competitive advantage through dynamic capabilities,
the eSports teams need to manage these capabilities. The capability of sensing is about
identifying opportunities. In the eSports ecosystem, such opportunities mainly come
from two sources: professional teams find innovation in games, new talents in professional players, or the audience. The capability of seizing means that the teams have various options on how to focus their business
models, ranging on a continuum from
‘eSports’ to ‘Entertainment’. The general
business model of professional teams in the
eSports ecosystem will be examined. This
paper illustrates the different possible
choices of business model focus currently
observable through examples of six professional teams. Choosing a focus for the business model leads to the third type of dynamic
capabilities, reconfiguring. The professional
teams need to align their assets with the
choices they previously made.

Research Framework
Mental Model
The mental model above provides the basis
for this paper, as it portrays a simplified representation of the professional teams within
the eSports ecosystem. Johnson-Laird (1983)
describes mental models as a tool for human
beings to understand complex issues. According to the author, mental models are incomplete images of reality and “simpler than
the entities they represent.” (Johnson-Laird,
1983, p. 10). Therefore, they are useful in explaining how certain aspects work without
diving deep into fundamental principles
(Johnson-Laird, 1983). This mental model
connects the theoretical framework and functions as a guideline for the analytical implementation that will follow. It further divides
the paper into different sections.
Professional teams are not only part of the
eSports ecosystem, but they are also one of
the four primary stakeholders. As such, they
take a significant influence on the ecosystem
themselves but are also highly influenced by
the other stakeholders. A strong dependence
on each other characterizes the four primary
stakeholders, as they are vital to one another.
Additionally, the secondary stakeholders,
such as investors, media, and sponsors, influence the professional teams. As they are the
main subject of this paper, they are furthermore analyzed on a more detailed level,
which is depicted in the bottom box.

As professional teams change throughout the
process, it is necessary to articulate some performance indicators, as these ensure proper
performance. The mental model pictures the
performance indicators in the right box. The
social media impact of a team, the sponsors,
and the return on investment give valuable
insight into how a team performs. Additionally, the teams can use these indicators to influence the ecosystem further.
Methodology

However, there are additional influences, or
situational barriers, that the professional
teams are facing (left box). These situational
barriers are from particular importance, as
they not only arise from within but also to
some degree from the eSports ecosystem as a
whole. Therefore, historical amnesia, lock-

For this paper, a sole literature review is insufficient. eSports is not an entirely new phenomenon, as it is around for more than
twenty years. Nevertheless, the scientific literature on this topic is still scarce, so that the
existing literature cannot provide the answers
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to the questions at hand. Additionally, even
while writing this paper, developments in the
eSports ecosystem, like investments and
sponsorships, shape it continuously. Therefore, this paper will focus on abductive reasoning.

Analytical Implementation
Situational Barriers
Historical Amnesia
eSports is a unique environment with many
stakeholders. However, the eSports industry
does not have one unified governing body
and is decentralized. Nonetheless, the stakeholders connect shared values and underlying assumptions. This issue becomes evident
from repeated patterns, categorized in governing principles by Scholz (2019). Especially relevant in this paper is the principle of
the shifting metagame and how it impacts the
eSports environment.

The best explanation of abductive reasoning
is reached by explaining the terms inductive
and deductive reasoning first. Behfar and
Okhuysen (2018) state, that all three forms of
reasoning are standard modes in organization
science, distinguished by two elements: first,
how precise the knowledge claimed is. Second, the degree of generalization that the explanation proposes. In this sense, inductive
reasoning infers a theory, or general explanation, from observations. Conversely, deductive reasoning infers the observation as a
consequence of a general explanation or theory. Therefore, both induction and deduction
are concerned with general applicability. In
contrast, abductive reasoning is about observing phenomena and deriving probable
explanations from these particular observations, leading to a tentative claim of certainty
(Shani et al., 2020). Mantere and Ketoviki
(2013) summarize: “we predict, confirm, and
disconfirm through deduction, generalize
through induction, and theorize through abduction” (Mantere & Ketoviki, 2013).

The governing principle of the shifting metagame originates in game design. Nowadays,
the game titles are ever-changing, as they are
updated and continuously patched. While
playing, every person adopts an individual
style and interacts with the game uniquely.
This individual interaction is called the metagame. As the game shifts, so does the metagame. The continuous devaluation of the past
is the consequence since strategies become
less relevant and replaced by more innovative ones. Scholz (2019) terms this oblivion
of the past “historical amnesia” (Scholz,
2019, p. 107). The eSports industry repeatedly displays historical amnesia, particularly
apparent by two examples. The first is the
discussion of whether eSports should be
Olympic or not. The second example is the
ongoing geolocated franchising of leagues
(Scholz, 2019).

The eSports industry
repeatedly displays
historical amnesia

Should eSports be part of the Olympics or not
is a ubiquitous discussion. In 2018 representatives of both eSports and traditional sports
came together to discuss the future for
eSports at the Olympics. This conference is
seen as progressive, as it juxtaposed eSports
to traditional sports. Moreover, the increasing importance of eSports in pop and entertainment culture was acknowledged (Gries,
2019). Hallman and Giel (2018) consider this
increased acceptance as the reason why
eSports will be officially accepted and become an Olympic discipline. However, so the
authors, this will only be possible if eSports
establishes one unified governing body and
other necessary organizational structures.
This ongoing discussion neglects one crucial

This paper uses abductive reasoning to discover probable explanations for observations
at hand. The professional teams are investigated by gathering evidence from different
sources. On the one hand, the sources comprise mainly online magazines, such as The
Esports Observer, that reflect the current occurrences in the eSports ecosystem. On the
other hand, scientific literature contributes to
gathering further information on the eSports
ecosystem, dynamic capabilities, and business models. This paper will use strategic
management approaches to explain the competitive advantage and survivability of professional teams in the dynamic eSports market.
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case: the World Cyber Games (WCG). The
WCG, a famous international tournament,
started in 2000. In a range of games, contestants from different nations fought for gold,
silver, and bronze medals. Therefore, the
WCG are considered the Olympics of
eSports (Taylor, 2012). In 2014, however,
the WCG were suddenly canceled after 13
years, as it faced severe financial problems.
Only recently the WCG were revived, as the
Korean company Smilegate acquired the
right to do so (Mitchell, 2020). It remains to
be seen how successful this revival will be.
Still, there is a discussion if eSports should
be Olympic or not. It seems that those responsible neglect the negative experience
that was made previously with an Olympicstyle tournament. Thus, they showcase historical amnesia.

American eSports scene collapsed and
needed years to recover (Taylor, 2018).

The second example of historical amnesia is
the franchising of leagues. Major game developers Riot and Activision Blizzard have
adopted a franchising system, heating the
discussions around the system in eSports.
While proponents of franchising believe that
it adds investment, stability, enterprise value,
and expertise to eSports, opponents question
the size of the investments and the geolocated structure. Even well-established teams
drop out of leagues because they moved to a
franchising system. The team 100 Thieves,
for instance, did not want to adopt a geolocated model and therefore did not join the
Call of Duty (CoD) League (Stern, 2019).
While the franchising of leagues currently is
a controversial issue, there is already an example of a franchised league that ultimately
failed. The CGS, launched in 2006 by DirectTV with the Championship Gaming Invitational tournament, was a well-funded
league with high production values. This
league had contracted players, paid regular
salaries to team managers and other staff,
mainstream media coverage, and 18 geolocated teams in total (Taylor, 2012). Many
people placed their hope in the CGS, but ultimately these hopes were not met. The CGS
copied an acquainted concept and enforced it
on the eSports ecosystem without respecting
the uniqueness of eSports (Scholz, 2020).
This led to the demise of the CGS in 2008.
With this, many structures in the North

The first case of lock-in is the cultural similarity in the eSports ecosystem. As stated
above, in the early days of the eSports industry, organizations evolved on their own. No
exogenous organizations did disrupt the evolution. For most traditional businesses,
eSports is challenging to grasp. Therefore,
especially in the early days, investors and
sponsors shied away. Many stakeholders
struggled with this lack of investors and
sponsors. However, as a result, only a specific kind of organization evolved, consisting
of eSports enthusiasts, and created a distinct
cultural understanding of the eSports ecosystem. As the eSports ecosystem evolved globally, so did the cultural understanding. Therefore, the eSports industry is in a lock-in. The
stakeholders that evolved from within share
a cultural understanding, which is difficult
for outsiders to understand and makes the entrance to eSports challenging (Scholz, 2019).

Eventually, the stakeholders in the eSports
ecosystem all have different opinions and
ideas on how the scene should evolve. However, while doing so, many forget events of
the past. These events can be, above all,
learning experiences that can be valuable for
future actions. Therefore, historical amnesia
may hinder professional team organizations.
Lock-in
The eSports industry grew on its own, without interference from exogenous entities. On
the one hand, this resulted in historical amnesia. On the other hand, the professional
teams are in some terms in a state of lock-in.

The professional teams are also in a lock-in
in the franchised league format (Scholz,
2019). Within this format, professional teams
pay enormous fees to grab a permanent spot
in a league. For instance, a spot in the CoD
League costs over $20 million. In exchange,
the teams are locked into a specific league.
This lock-in is neither good nor bad, as not
only advantages but also disadvantages arise.
On the one hand, franchising promises stability. It is said to provide more legitimacy, increased commitment from sponsors, a better
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viewership experience, and minimum salaries for players. It offers the possibility of
providing more and fixed content for the
viewers for many years. Therefore, the value
of sponsorship inventory rises, too. On the
other hand, only some teams can afford to
pay such enormous fees. Thus, the only
teams that compete in a franchised league are
the ones with enough financial backing.
Other teams are locked out (Weiner, 2019).
Additionally, the fixed set of teams that competes in the league reduces the competition
(Scholz, 2019).

development, such as the semi-professional
leagues of the ESL or the Overwatch Contenders. However, these solutions to the pipeline problem are insufficient. There might be
no long-term solution for the problem at all
in eSports due to the finite live spans of every
game. For the professional teams, this lack of
talents and talent development becomes a severe problem. There is insufficient production of new stars. Thus, the succession of
players is a critical point (Partin, 2020).
In the second area, the professional teams
face a lack of financial resources. As mentioned above, the professional teams’ primary sources of income are sponsorships,
prize money, and the sale of merchandise
(Carrillo Vera & Aguado Terron, 2019).
While there is a high amount of revenue in
the overall eSports industry, many teams are
still not profitable because they inadequately
monetize the audience (Cocke, 2018). Therefore, professional teams lack financial resources.

In conclusion, the teams are firstly in a state
of lock-in as they are culturally set. Secondly, the franchised model locks professional teams in, too. The franchising system
is heavily discussed in eSports, showing to
sides. On the one hand, franchising provides
stability for the professional teams. On the
other hand, this system reduces competition
by locking teams out.

Third, team organizations lack resources in
the field of data. In eSports, there is plenty of
data that is useful to different stakeholders.
For instance, professional teams can use data
to enhance their performance, agencies use it
to discover new talents, and the audience can
use data to enhance their performance. Moreover, fan engagement can be enhanced (Ashton, 2019c). The enhancement of performance is especially interesting for professional teams. There are already examples of
teams collaborating with traditional enterprises. In 2018, for instance, Team Liquid
collaborated with software company SAP as
an innovation partner. This partnership created a tool for enhancing the drafting phase.
Despite eSports being digital and, thus, data
inherently available, data use is still poorly
developed (Ashton, 2019a). Mainly lack of
data collection and lack of platforms to collect these data is criticized (Korotin et al.,
2019). If these necessary infrastructures are
missing or underdeveloped, the professional
teams are not able to use any data to enhance
their performance.

Lack of Resources
In eSports, there is a small basis of professional teams that compete for a finite set of
resources (Taylor, 2012). Furthermore, resource allocation is bottom-up. Therefore,
the lack of resources may hamper becoming
successful but does not avert it. In eSports,
everybody can be successful (Scholz &
Stein, 2017). The professional teams do face
the problem of lacking resources, too. Nowadays, there are deficiencies in three areas:
talents, financial, and data. What characterizes these three areas is going to subject of
the following.
In the first area, lack of talents, the professional teams face the pipeline problem. Becoming a professional player requires much
training, which is extremely time-consuming. Additionally, only a tiny portion of gamers become stars. These few ones becoming
stars is only made possible by a massive base
of players training to become a professional.
Especially the group of aspiring professional
gamers lacks (monetary) support. In contrast
to professional sports, there is no explicit
path to pro. The different game developers
utilize their power over the game in different
ways, creating different approaches for talent

Overall, professional teams face resource allocation problems in three areas: talent, financially, and in the use of data. These lack-
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ing resources lead to the problem that professional teams are not able to find new talents,
are often not profitable, and cannot enhance
their team performance based on data.

of new games, new genres, or new markets.
The other area is related to detecting talents.
Sensing is, in general, about detecting opportunities. However, these opportunities are not
visible at first sight. Especially in volatile environments, there are often only weak signals
indicating a significant change. It is precisely
the weak signals that need to be detected and
further probed to understand the arising opportunities and threats (Schoemaker et al.,
2018). In the case of eSports, several indicators can serve as signals for changes in the
games. Before investing in a league, the
teams’ management should ask how relevant
a game currently is, how competitive the
game is, and what the number of offline
events is (Murray & Seck, 2019). Dealing
with these questions is essential because they
provide clarity about how broad a specific
player base is, thus, how attractive the specific scene is to sponsors. Therefore, the
questions serve as indicators for team organizations deciding on investing or disinvesting
in leagues.

Professional Teams
Sensing Opportunities
Chapter two discovered that in a continually
changing world, organizations need the dynamic capability to sense upcoming changes
inside and outside of the organization to gain
competitive advantage. This chapter examines whether professional teams possess the
dynamic capability of sensing.
In general, the dynamic capability of sensing
is about scanning and interpreting the environment. In order to detect opportunities and
threats, any organization must access endogenous and exogenous information. The accessibility of information depends on the respective organization (Teece, 2007). Any opportunity or threat arises from the organizations’ ecosystem, and the actions of any
stakeholder shape these opportunities. Therefore, organizations must evaluate every opportunity within the respective ecosystem
(Teece, 2009). As professional teams’ function like traditional companies, this is relevant to them, too (Taylor, 2012). The team
organizations are part of the eSports ecosystem and as implied by the dynamic capabilities, need to evaluate their actions according
to the other stakeholders, such as the game
developers, tournament organizers, and the
professional players. With all the different
stakeholders, the eSports ecosystem is not
only complex but also highly volatile
(Scholz, 2019). To manage such conditions,
leaders need to be entrepreneurial (Schoemaker et al., 2018). Therefore, the volatile
eSports ecosystem calls for entrepreneurial
leaders who the professional teams often can
find in the team owners or top management
(Taylor, 2012). Professional teams appear to
be facing a situation that calls for the capability of sensing opportunities and threats.
While opportunities arise from all stakeholders, especially two areas are vital for the professional teams. One area concerns the
games, as innovation often arises in the form

After only two years,
the game developer
canceled the league.
For many team organizations, the cancellation came unexpectedly
Two examples further examine how opportunities and threats arise through games: first,
the market entry of Fnatic into the Indian
market and second, the strategy of Cloud9 regarding the competitive scene of Heroes of
the Storm.
In October 2019, the team organization
Fnatic made its entrance to the Indian market
by acquiring a squad for the battle royale title
Playerunknown’s Battleground Mobile
(PUBG Mobile). The organization intentionally entered this market after evaluating and
waiting for the right opportunity (Hayward,
2019a). At the time Fnatic entered the market, this was an exceptional decision. Now,
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in 2020, it appears that the organization was
right with its decision. At this point, the rise
of mobile gaming in the very markets of India, Southeast Asia, and Brazil is one of the
most current trends to watch (Newzoo,
2020). Fnatic intentionally entered a new
market well before its competitors. Therefore, Fnatic displayed the dynamic capability
of sensing.

seen how the scene develops. This also
means that there is no fully developed pool
of talents, from which professional teams can
choose talents. Thus, it may be promising to
look for new players in the audience, too.
This example illustrates that professional
teams sense opportunities, in terms of talent,
not only in the group of professional players
but also the audience.

The second example is the competitive scene
of Heroes of the Storm. In 2016 Blizzard
started the Heroes of the Storm Global
Championship (HGC). After only two years,
the game developer canceled the league. For
many team organizations, the cancellation
came unexpectedly. Above all, many players
and professional teams complained about a
lack of communication by Blizzard
(Schreier, 2018). The American organization
Cloud9, in contrast, left the HGC early
(Cloud9, 2016). While there is no statement
to be found regarding the reasons for the dissolution of the Cloud9 roster, the organization’s behavior still implies somewhat of the
sensing capability. Before the rivals did, the
organization sensed the threat of a failing
league and therefore left the scene.

Finally, the observation becomes clear that
professional teams in the ecosystem are, due
to the volatile environment, in need of ‘sensing’ as a dynamic capability. By inherently
entrepreneurial leaders, the professional
teams are well equipped to master the challenge of sensing changes before their competitors do. Teams like Fnatic and Cloud 9
have shown the capability of sensing opportunities and threats in the past.
Seizing Business Models
The second cluster of dynamic capabilities to
be mastered in order to gain a competitive advantage are the seizing capabilities. Like the
sensing capability enables the exploration of
opportunities and threats, so shows seizing itself as the capability to craft a competitive
business model. This capability is especially
relevant in highly volatile environments,
such as eSports (Schoemaker et al., 2018).
Because organizations with strong dynamic
capabilities can implement and shift their
business model (Teece, 2018a). A business
model, as discovered at the beginning of this
paper, is a simplified representation of an organization and aids in securing competitive
advantage. The competitive advantage, however, can only be sustainable if the business
model changes over time (Achtenhagen et
al., 2013). This is particularly true for fastchanging environments. If any organization
facing such conditions fails at adapting the
business model, the survival is at risk (Wirtz
et al., 2010). To survive, shifting and adapting becomes inevitable. However, as depicted in the research question, especially
many team organizations in the eSports ecosystem seemingly struggle to survive. Therefore, the subject of this chapter is to explore,
what the business model of the professional

The second area, in which professional teams
need the capability to sense opportunities is
in case of talents. As discovered previously,
the team organizations face the pipeline
problem. Due to this problem, they face a
lack of talents, which is why they have to
look for new talents at all times. The team organizations can find these new talents in the
group of professional players or directly in
the audience, as the professional players
emerge from the audience (Taylor, 2012). A
recent example of this is the evolving Valorant scene. Riot will publish this first-person
shooter, that is currently playable as a closed
beta version, in the upcoming months. Despite this early stage, many professional
teams are already looking for rosters to compete in potential tournaments. NiP, for instance, signed their former Paladins roster as
an initial roster. With this, they are one of the
first to sign a complete team. Thus, NiP is an
early adopter (Ashton, 2020b). The team organization located new talents in the group of
professional players. However, Valorant is in
an extremely early stage, and it remains to be
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teams is, and if there are professional teams
that capable of shifting it.

transparent for competitors and hence become imitated. Therefore, multiple competitors often share the same business model
(Teece, 2010). Not only the business model
becomes shared, so do dynamic capabilities.
Within these common features exist, but they
differ across organizations. Nonetheless, organizations share key attributes of dynamic
capabilities that evolved through different
paths (Eisenhardt & Martin, 2000).

In dynamic environments, there are many uncertainties. Facing such conditions, as the
professional teams do in the eSports environment, experimentation is key to discovering
a viable business model. While it is possible
to sense changes (guided by dynamic capabilities), it is not possible to predict what the
‘right’ business model is ought to be. Therefore, experimentation is vital (McGrath,
2010). The professional teams are well
equipped for experimentation, as trial and error is a familiar strategy. Often, they widen
their engagement in different games but drop
the games after some time. Thus, professional teams experiment (Scholz, 2019). As
part of the eSports ecosystem, the professional teams are further inherently focused
on the customer (the audience), which is an
essential factor for business models in the
light of digitization (Teece, 2010). However,
professional teams are not only well-suited
for acting upon sensed opportunities in terms
of business model, but also regarding dynamic capabilities. Organizations that have
strong dynamic capabilities often both cooperate and compete at the same time (Teece,
2018). This concept of coopetition is a crucial part of the eSports ecosystem, therefore
influencing the professional teams as part of
it (Scholz, 2019). Overall, the professional
teams seem to possess characteristics that aid
in seizing business models in a changing environment.

Professional teams share key attributes regarding the business model, too. The value
proposition, creation, and capture aspects are
mostly the same for all of them. Simultaneously, differences between the professional
teams are observable. This duality is in line
with the dual purpose of business models. On
the one hand, business models describe how
an organization operates. On the other hand,
the fact that business models become shared
allows a classification of different business
models (Baden-Fuller & Morgan, 2010). The
classification of business models allows further to differentiate them and arrange them
on a spectrum conceptually (Ahrend, 2016).
In the eSports ecosystem, the underlying
business model is the same across all teams.
However, the focus of the particular model
differs. As depicted in figure three, the types
are eSports focused, independence focused,
and entertainment focused business models.

It is not possible to
predict what the
‘right’ business
model is ought to be.
Therefore, experimentation is vital

eSports

Independence

Entertainment

Cloud9
Astralis

Fnatic
Ninjas in Pyjamas

FaZe Clan
G2 Esports

Figure 3: Business Model Focus
of the Organization
The following chapters illustrate all three
types. Before starting to dive deeper into the
specifics, it is to note how the author chose
the six different teams. All six organizations
are teams competing at the highest level.
Cloud9, Fnatic, Faze Clan, and G2 Esports
are listed by Forbes as four of the thirteen
most valuable team organizations in 2019.
This list considered estimated revenues, relying on interviews with company executives,
investors, industry analysts, and sponsors.
The revenues further compile of different
streams, such as sponsorship money, prize

While a business model aids at gaining competitive advantage, and dynamic capabilities
aid in crafting a viable business model, this
is not enough to secure a competitive advantage. The components value proposition,
value creation, and value capture often are
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money, and merchandise sales (Settimi,
2019). The two other teams, Astralis and
NiP, are not to be found on the list, but they
are nonetheless successful. For the first half
of 2019, they rank among the top ten teams
regarding total prize earnings (Hayward,
2019b). These rankings provide indications
to which the most popular and successful
teams are, but they are not entirely valid.
Many of the numbers mentioned in the rankings are imprecise or inflated (Scholz, 2020).
Therefore, the rankings are taken rather as
guidance than absolute metrics. Still, the
teams listed are among the top-performing
teams globally and thus function as examples
within the analysis.

While there is extensive information on the
business model of Astralis, there is not as
much information on Cloud9. Still, both
business models resemble one another. Both
teams participate in tournaments or leagues,
offer employment to professional players and
staff, sell merchandise, and have sponsors.
Those activities mirror not only the basic activities of professional teams but also the
three business model components (Scholz,
2019). They offer salaries for the professional players, and different immaterial and
material products for the audience (e. g. merchandise, rosters participating in tournaments/leagues). Through displaying sponsors’ logos in streams and other events, value
is proposed for sponsors, too. The second aspect, the value creation, is closely linked. The
different offers, such as merchandise, salaries, and displaying a specific brand on team
jerseys, are delivered to the different stakeholders within the eSports ecosystem, the relevant value network of the professional
teams. The last component of business models is value capture. Team organizations generate revenue through prize money, sponsorships, and the sale of merchandise. Costs
arise from all these activities (e. g. production costs, salaries).

eSports Focused Organizations
Both teams, Cloud9 and Astralis, are incredibly successful. The American organization
Cloud9 was founded in 2013. Nowadays, the
organization fields teams in twelve different
games. Among the teams are rosters in the
Overwatch and the LoL franchise. The organization is active in different game genres,
for instance, in Fortnite, CS:GO, PUBG Mobile, World of Warcraft, and Rocket League.
In 2019 alone, Cloud9 teams competed in 64
competitions, winning twelve of these
(Cloud 9, n.d.b). The organization has further
some well-known partners, such as BMW,
AT&T, Microsoft, and PUMA (Cloud9,
n.d.a). Additionally, the team has its shop
where it sells merchandise.

The professional teams Cloud9 and Astralis
share a business model. They engage in the
typical activities of professional teams and
solely focus on competition. Therefore, their
business model can be described as an
eSports focused business model.

Astralis is a Danish CS:GO team that is part
of the Astralis Group. This team achieved
outstanding results in CS:GO. For instance,
is Astralis the only team with four wins in
Major tournaments. The organization formulated its business model in detail. It consists
of the three elements performance, brand
building, and commercial platform. The performance model includes elements that are
necessary to attract and keep talents. Brand
building ought to create a loyal fanbase. The
commercial platform, the third element, entails the revenue streams from sponsorships,
merchandise, media rights, and league revenue share. Astralis’ sponsors are renowned
companies such as Audi and Logitech (Astralis Group, 2019).

Independence Focused Organizations
Fnatic is a UK based professional team operating in four different continents with a diversified portfolio of games, such as LoL and
PUBG Mobile. Founded in 2004, the organization has since had considerable success. In
2017, they were the first non-Asia-pacific
team to move to an office space (replacing
the gaming house model) and to enter the
World Championship Finals in LoL (Ashton,
2020a). The organizations’ sponsors are renowned companies such as BMW, OnePlus,
and AMD (Fnatic, n.d.a). Fnatic’s founder,
Sam Mathews, is an entrepreneur who started
to diversify Fnatic’s offering by launching
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Fnatic Gear in 2015, an in-house eSports
hardware and equipment line (Moed, 2019).
The organization sells merchandise additionally and creates content for the audience
through streaming.

Overall, Fnatic and NiP reduce their reliance
on sponsors by launching gaming peripheral
brands. Therefore, they shift the former focus
of the business model on eSports towards independence.

NiP is active in different games, too. The
range currently encompasses CS:GO, FIFA,
Defense of the Ancients 2, and Rainbow Six
(Ninjas in Pyjamas, n.d.b). Sponsored most
notably by betway, the organization not only
engages in tournaments but also in designing
gaming peripherals. As the first team organization, NiP launched the gaming peripheral
company Xtrfy (Ninjas in Pyjamas, n.d.a).
Like any of the teams mentioned above, NiP
sells merchandise in a dedicated online shop.

Entertainment Focused Organizations
The organization FaZe Clan entered competitive gaming in 2012 when it started a competitive CoD team. Before playing competitively, the members had a popular YouTube
channel since 2010 (Lorenz, 2019). Nowadays, the organization has additional teams in
multiple games, such as Fortnite, CS:GO,
and Rainbow Six (FaZe Clan, n.d.). While
FaZe Clan competes in tournaments and sells
merchandise to fans, the organization puts
particular emphasis on content creation. The
organization describes itself as being divided
into those two parts. Therefore, the team organization employs not only professional
players, but also content creators that create
content for Youtube, Instagram, Snapchat,
and live streams on platforms like Twitch
and Mixer (Marino, 2019).

It is important to note that NiP faced criticism
by former players and employees due to mismanagement in the years before 2016. However, NiP installed a new management in
2016. A report by Ian Smith (Esports Integrity Coalition) found that the current management is not to blame for any of the expressed
allegations (Ninjas in Pyjamas, 2019). Thus,
despite the allegations, NiP can serve as an
example in this paper.

G2 Esports was founded in 2015 by former
LoL professional player Carlos’ ocelote’ Rodriguez and entrepreneur Jens Hilgers. Currently, the organization has six teams in different games. A team in the LoL franchise, a
team in Rainbow Six: Siege, and a team in
CS:GO are part of it. In a dedicated online
shop, merchandise is sold (G2 Esports,
n.d.a). G2 Esports also has well-known endemic and non-endemic sponsors, such as
Logitech, Mastercard, and SecretLab (G2
Esports, n.d.b). While these activities are the
more traditional ones for professional teams,
G2 Esports additionally focuses on content
creation. Therefore, the organization built a
hub in Berlin in 2019, in which it plans not
only events but also youth programs to take
place. G2 Esports highlights its focus on content creation by producing shows, for instance, a documentary-like Fortnite talent
show (Perez, 2019).

On a basic level, both Fnatic and NiP apply
the eSports focused business model as described above. They offer employment to
professional players, have sponsors, and engage in different tournaments and leagues.
However, both teams added another layer to
the business model by starting their own
gaming peripheral companies. This additional layer complements the value proposition, value creation, and value capture. The
value proposition still addresses the stakeholders mentioned before, but the organizations put special emphasis on the audience by
offering dedicated gaming products such as
keyboards and headsets. By this extended
product offering, the value creation expands,
as the organizations need specialized internal
and external resources for product development. Closely linked is the value capture, as
the organizations add a revenue stream. Both
Fnatic and NiP have access to a revenue
stream that comes from the audience and offers enormous potential. Due to the additional production, the costs for the team organizations increase, too.

Again, on a fundamental level, both teams
employ the business model typical for teams.
The teams compete in tournaments, win prize
money, sell merchandise to their fans, and
have sponsors. What separates FaZe Clan
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and G2 Esports from other teams, is their extensive focus on content creation, or entertainment. Carlos Rodriguez highlighted how
important he thinks entertainment is in eSports by a comparison: “When thinking about
esports teams in particular, I genuinely believe we’re closer to what Disney is than we
are to what the LA Lakers are” (Rodriquez,
cited in Perez, 2019). Putting so much emphasis on entertainment, FaZe Clan, and G2
Esports shift the business model focus. Especially the components of value proposition
and value creation broaden. By adding dedicated content creators, the team organizations offer more entertainment. Thus, they
offer the audience the possibility to connect
with professional teams in a contemporary
way.

assets. Only then the new structures can be
effectively managed parallel to the old ones
(Teece, 2018a). While professional eSports
teams have, like any organization, a variety
of assets, one asset is especially valuable to
them: the professional players. At present,
the players have much power over the team
organizations, as the organizations dependent on them and, thus, willing to pay enormous salaries (E-Sport Business Talk, 2020).
Therefore, the players are essential, but not
the only important stakeholder.
As outlined in the theoretical framework, by
reconfiguring the evolutionary fitness of an
organization can be secured and even path
dependencies, if unfavorable, can be escaped
(Teece, 2007). For professional teams, path
dependencies in leagues are likely. Teams
acquire professional players and staff to compete in a specific league or tournament.
Hence, they commit organizational resources
to this specific endeavor. However, some
leagues may not be favorable for professional
teams, and exiting may be the best. Professional teams with strong dynamic capabilities are apt at reconfiguring their assets in order to respond to market changes (Teece,
2018a). Cloud9 and the organization’s roster
for the battle royale title Apex Legends are
an example for reconfiguring. First, Cloud9
committed resources and entered the scene.
After only a few months, the organization released the roster and left the competitive
scene (Mallow, 2019). It is quite common for
professional teams to release a roster. However, at the time Cloud9 released the roster,
the competitive scene was struggling, especially in comparison to competitor Fortnite
(Robinson, 2019). Cloud9 sensed the threat
of Fortnite being more relevant, seized their
business model accordingly (competing in
Fortnite, not Apex Legends), and finally
aligned their assets with this decision (releasing the professional players). Leaving Apex
Legends seems to have been the ‘right’ decision, as currently, Fortnite is way more important than Apex Legends is (Seck, 2020b).

Teams acquire professional players
and staff to compete
in a specific league
or tournament
Ultimately are both FaZe Clan and G2 Esports professional teams that engage not only
in eSports through competitive gaming, but
also by creating a high level of content for the
audience. Accordingly, the business model
focus shifts from the more fundamental one
to an entertainment focused business model.
Reconfiguring Assets
The third cluster of dynamic capabilities is
reconfiguring assets, which becomes necessary due to the previous sensing and seizing
activities. First, the organizations sensed upcoming opportunities. Then, they seized the
business model components accordingly. As
the last step, they need to implement these
changes within the organization by changing
the structures and routines (Wirtz et al.,
2010). It is reconfiguring where strong dynamic capabilities become apparent: not only
the business model shifts but also does the
organization. Especially when the new business model is close to the previous one, an
organization requires the skill to orchestrate

Another example of suitable sensing and
seizing capabilities, that ultimately lead to
the reconfiguration of assets, is Fnatic. In
early 2020 the organization unveiled its rebranding. Since then, the organization lists
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streamers as an official team on the homepage (Fnatic, n.d.b). While Fnatic’s business
model still focuses on independence, this reflects a shift towards entertainment. The organization sensed the opportunity of entertainment, seized the opportunity by opening
its business model towards entertainment,
and finally aligned the organizational assets
by employing dedicated streamers. It is the
second shift in the business model that is observable in Fnatic, as they first changed from
a more eSports focused business model towards the independence focused business
model. What is additionally striking is that
Fnatic still sees itself as a start-up, even after
operating for 16 years. Those responsible are
aware of the dynamic eSports environment
and eager to perform the necessary changes
(Ashton, 2020a). It is precisely this start-up
mentality that may make it easier for Fnatic
to transform the business model, as start-ups
are less restrained by resources and procedures. The case of Fnatic further outlines that
reconfiguring is an ongoing task. Organizations must transform and reposition themselves or aspects of the organization periodically to be able to respond to upcoming opportunities and threats (Teece, 2018a). Fnatic
has proven that they can sense, seize, and reconfigure and therefore are a dynamically capable organization.

(and thus, the offered brand visibility) is a vital tool for decision-making (Korpimies,
2019). Consequently, as professional teams
rely heavily on sponsors, the social media
impact is an essential indicator for them, too.
The first activity under consideration is live
streaming. By streaming, the team organizations build a brand, reach a global online audience, and partly achieve income (Taylor,
2018). For sponsors, particularly the integration of the brand into the broadcast is valuable. Professional teams offer direct (e. g.
brand appearing on the virtual playground)
and indirect (e. g. branded player jerseys)
branding possibilities (Ströh, 2017). The
streamers are often, but not necessarily, professional players of the team and enable the
different types of branding. They further create dedicated content for the audience on different platforms, such as Twitch or Mixer
(Carrillo Vera & Aguado Terrón, 2019).
Speaking in marketing-terms, these content
creators are typically called ‘influencer’.
However, in eSports, this term is connotated
negatively, as the audience perceives influencers as not authentic. Thus, the team organizations use the terms ‘content creator’ or
‘streamer’. The content creators often not
only engage in live streaming but also represent the team organization on other social
media platforms (e. g. Twitter, Instagram).
Thus, they enable significant revenue
streams. Different indicators, for example,
follower count or value of sponsorship,
measure the brand value of a content creator.
Especially for the professional teams, the risk
increases that the content creator’s brand
value may exceed its own (Ashton, 2019b).
Nonetheless, content creators are essential
for professional teams. The professional
teams highlight the importance of content
creators further by listing them among the
competitive teams on the teams’ homepage,
for instance, seen on G2 Esports’ homepage
(G2 Esports, n.d.c).

The dynamic capability of reconfiguring is a
continuous task that is responsible for aligning organizational assets that are affected by
the previous sensing and seizing activities.
Different professional teams have proven in
the past that they are not only capable of reconfiguring assets as a stand-alone capability, but also within the context of shifting
one’s business model focus.
Performance Indicators
Social Media Impact
Professional teams are often active in live
streaming and have a broad social media
presence. In this paper, the term “social media impact” summarizes these two activities.
This measurement is especially relevant
when negotiating with sponsors. Because the
sponsors are primary interested in brand visibility, the potential social media outreach

Another essential indicator that measures the
impact of professional teams on the audience
is the unit ‘hours watched’. This unit
measures, for how many hours viewers
watched specific content. The Esports Observer, for instance, regularly publishes what
the most-watched channels and games are on
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Twitch in a given period (Murray, 2020). The
higher the number of hours watched, the
more the audience is reached, and the higher
is the brand value of the organization. While
such rankings, as provided by The Esports
Observer, provide numbers for general categories such as games and channels, there are
as well rankings that aim at comparing the
professional teams. Such a ranking is, for example, provided by Esports Charts. It lists the
most-watched eSports team of 2019, giving
guidance on who the most successful professional teams were in terms of engaging the
audience through live streaming. This ranking lists G2 Esports, Fnatic, Astralis, and NiP
among the top ten (Yakimenko, 2020). These
teams all have a different business model focus (as provided previously). Nonetheless,
they all have an enormous social media impact that they can use to attract sponsors.

Given that the duration of sponsorship is an
important performance indicator, it is to examine whether the dynamically capable
teams identified previously are apt at establishing long-term sponsorships. To obtain reliable information regarding the sponsorships, the author contacted the six teams under consideration by e-mail. One organization, Astralis, responded. According to the
reply, Astralis established nine sponsorships.
Out of these nine sponsorships, three are indeed long-term sponsorships. Taking information from other sources, for instance, The
Esports Observer, into account, it is observable that all six teams established long-term
sponsorships over time. Fnatic, for instance,
is sponsored by endemic organization AMD
Ryzen Radeon since 2015 (Ashton, 2018).
In conclusion, the duration of a professional
team sponsorship can serve as a performance
indicator. The more the team exposes the
sponsors’ brand to the audience, the better for
the sponsor. A long-term sponsorship not
only indicates that a team increases the brand
awareness of the sponsor but also that the
professional team is worth sponsoring.

Sponsors
The team organizations’ sponsors are mostly
endemic. However, the number of non-endemic sponsors is increasing (Ströh, 2017).
The increase in non-endemic sponsors, such
as Adidas, Red Bull, and Coca-Cola, reflects
the societal and economic meaningfulness of
eSports (Kordyaka et al., 2020). These factors are relevant, as they influence the sustainability of the overall eSports ecosystem.
As part of the ecosystem, these factors influence the team organizations, too.

Return on Investment
In recent years many investors joined the
eSports industry because they were hoping
for a return on investment (Scholz, 2019).
Above all, they see the possibility to reach a
hard-to-access customer group that they cannot reach through traditional media. The
eSports ecosystem offers a variety of possible investments, but the possibility of investing in professional teams is unique (Deloitte,
2019b). For investors, it is essential to
acknowledge the traditional and non-traditional revenue streams. The traditional ones,
such as sponsorships, and merchandise sales,
can be found in other industries as well. Nontraditional revenue streams are derived from
streaming and winning competitions. The
teams, often active in multiple titles, offer a
range of investment alternatives with differing revenue generation potential and, thus,
diversification. For the investors, this possibly hedges the investment, as the overall organization may be profitable, despite poor
performance in single areas (Knapp, 2017).

Currently, the professional teams battle for
the best sponsorships. Establishing one is difficult and requires negotiating. Most sponsors want to increase brand awareness by
sponsoring in eSports. Exposing the brand to
the audience achieves this goal. Professional
teams can use the social media impact to underline the potential outreach. While the social media outreach of a professional team is
measurable, the effects of sponsorships are
difficult to measure. Therefore, the duration
of sponsorships can give insights on how
successful sponsorship is. The more the professional team exposes the sponsors’ brand to
the audience, the higher is the chance that the
audience will perceive the sponsor as positive (Korpimies, 2019).
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Professional teams thus are valuable investment opportunities.

on each other. For without one of these stakeholders, the eSports scene could not exist.
Thus, the interdependency of the ecosystem
influences the professional teams. The teams
further face situational barriers. Most stakeholders are somewhat ignorant of the past,
which is called historical amnesia in this paper. The stakeholders further evolved undisturbed over time. Especially in the beginning,
only a particular type of organization joined
the industry, leading to a cultural locked-in.
Moreover, the professional teams are locked
into specific leagues. The professional teams
additionally face a lack of resources in terms
of talents, financial resources, and data.

However, the revenue streams are inconsistent, and often the future brand value is
taken into account. However, the revenues
are not precisely predictable. Thus, the exact
future value is difficult to determine
(Deloitte, 2019a). Scholz (2019) outlined
that, as more and more money floods into the
eSports market, the investors will demand a
return on investment, which may be troublesome for some team organizations. Since
then, the problem does not seem to have gotten any better. In an interview, Marcel Feldkamp, former professional player, and current player agent, stated that many organizations still raise money infinitely but oversee
the return on investment (E-Sport Business
Talk, 2020).

The dynamic capabilities of sensing, seizing,
and reconfiguring can help professional
teams to sustain competitive advantage and
build a viable business model. The first component is sensing opportunities and threats.
Professional teams that possess this capability can identify the opportunities that arise
from the ecosystem in the two main areas of
talents and game innovation. Successful
teams are further skilled in identifying
threats, mainly to be found in games that are
no longer favorable.

On the one hand, professional teams offer an
investment opportunity due to their uniqueness. On the other hand, they have great difficulties in delivering a return on investment.
Thus, investors are obliged to examine carefully, which organizations have proven good
choices regarding the games (Deloitte,
2019c). It is precisely these dynamically capable team organizations that can create
long-term value for investors (Teece, 2007).
Therefore, the return on investment of a professional team can, in return, function as a
performance indicator.

They are not only
ahead of the competitors, but also secured the organization’s evolutionary
fitness by changing
the business model

Result
Summary
The professional eSports teams are part of an
industry that is dynamic, volatile, continually
changing, and still not mature. Teams that
want to sustain competitive advantage and
secure the organization’s survival rely on dynamic capabilities and a viable business
model.

The second dynamic capability, seizing, is
found in professional teams, too. The seizing
capability allows the teams to build a viable
business model and to shift it if necessary.
The professional teams use the same underlying business model. They employ professional players, take part in competitions, sell
merchandise, and have sponsors. This paper
proposes that these organizations apply an
eSports focused business model. However,
some team organizations shifted their business models over time while still applying

The professional teams are a vital stakeholder in the eSports ecosystem. As such,
other stakeholders influence them. The game
developers, professional players, tournament
organizers, and the professional teams center
around the audience as the key stakeholder.
These four primary stakeholders rely heavily
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the underlying principles of an eSports focused business model. On the one hand, there
are team organizations that focus on becoming independent organizations. Therefore,
they started gaming peripherals lines. On the
other hand, there are team organizations that
focus on the entertainment aspect of eSports.
These organizations employ content creators
and engage heavily in streaming. All three
types apply the underlying business model
that is typical for teams. Therefore, this paper
proposes that the focus changes, but not the
overall business model. Dynamically capable
organizations are apt at changing the business model focus and often experiment to
find the most fitting one.

engage in the sensing, seizing, and reconfiguring activities, as an ongoing process.
Limitations
While this paper gives some insights on the
strategic management of professional teams,
it also has several limitations. First, a more
detailed description of the secondary stakeholders is missing. Only the sponsors were
briefly discussed as they are currently the
most relevant secondary stakeholder for the
professional teams. For the objective of this
paper, this is sufficient. Nonetheless, a closer
look at all secondary stakeholders is essential
to gain a deeper understanding.

The third dynamic capability, reconfiguring
assets, is also found in professional teams.
Successful teams continuously engage in
new leagues and leave competitive scenes
that unfavorable. Thus, professional players,
staff, and other organizational assets continuously need to be aligned with the changes.
Professional teams that are not afraid of such
changes and repeatedly engage in these activities possess the dynamic capability of reconfiguring.

Second, to identify successful professional
teams, different rankings were considered.
While these rankings claim to have credible
numbers, they are, in fact, often inflated or
draw wrong conclusions about relationships
(Scholz, 2020). Therefore, these rankings
provide rather a guidance than concrete facts
and must be considered with caution. Closely
related is the fact that this paper considers
only a limited number of teams. While within
these teams, similarities can be observed, and
thus cautious conclusions can be drawn, a holistic consideration of a larger number of professional teams is missing.

It is not only essential to notice that some
teams are dynamically capable, but it is also
essential to articulate performance indicators. Regarding the professional teams, three
factors indicate the overall performance.
First, dynamically capable organizations
have an enormous social media impact. They
offer brand visibility for sponsors through
live streaming and their social media presentation. Second, team organizations successfully establish long-term sponsorships.
Third, professional teams create long-term
value and thus offer a return on investment.

Third, the overall research on eSports is still
limited, and therefore, the scientific literature
is scarce. Additionally, the information on
the professional teams are often not transparent, scarce, and the sources are questionable.
Therefore, as in-depth information is missing, only superficial observations about the
professional teams and their management decisions can be made.
Fourth, given the abductive reasoning of this
paper, the dynamic capabilities framework
only provides one possible explanation for
the success of some professional teams. The
dynamic capabilities framework tries to explain how organizations navigate in a dynamic environment by constantly changing
(Teece, 2018a). However, many professional
teams are still young. Therefore, this paper
cannot make a clear distinction, if the team
organizations are engaging in an ongoing

In conclusion, this paper showed that the
most successful teams are characterized by
the dynamic capabilities of sensing, seizing,
and reconfiguring. In a dynamic and volatile
industry, where many other team organizations struggle, these teams prove that they are
dynamically capable and thus gain competitive advantage. Moreover, they are not only
ahead of the competitors, but also secured the
organization’s evolutionary fitness by changing the business model. At the same time, the
successful professional teams continuously
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process, or if they instead made an educated
guess on how to manage the organization.

Implications for Research
To better understand the management of professional teams, more insights are needed.
Although the scientific literature on eSports
is increasing, research is still in its nascency
(Reitman, 2020). Much of the current literature refers to social, cultural, and legal topics.
Moreover, there is an extensive ongoing discussion about whether or not eSports is
sports. Literature focusing the professional
teams, and their management is missing.
While these organizations are, in some terms,
just ‘normal’ organizations, they still
evolved unhindered by environmental influences. Hence, they may have adopted a very
own style of management. In order to enhance the understanding of the team organization’s management, it is thus advisable for
future research to conduct further research on
the management of professional teams. Interviews with the top management, in particular, could provide more detailed insights.

Implications for Practitioners
This paper aimed to identify how dynamic
capabilities aid professional teams to survive
in the dynamic eSports ecosystem. It has become apparent that some of them seem to be
dynamically capable. The team organizations
sense opportunities, seize their business
models, and reconfigure their assets. The dynamic capabilities framework highlights that
dynamic environments call for entrepreneurial leaders (Schoemaker et al., 2018) to master the three clusters of dynamic capabilities.
Therefore, the professional teams should not
assume that every leader is equally prepared
to manage the eSports environment. Instead,
professional teams should seek entrepreneurial managers, such as Sam Mathews or Carlos ‘ocelote’ Rodrigeuz, that bring dynamic
capabilities with them.

Apart from this, another field of research
could be the business models of professional
teams. This paper proposes that the underlying business model is the same for all teams,
but that the focus of this particular model lies
on a spectrum. While currently, every business model focus can lead to success for the
professional teams, it will be interesting to
observe if this will be true in the future, too.
Because the field of streaming, in particular,
will continue to grow and is expected to be
the fastest-growing revenue stream in 2020
(Newzoo, 2020). Therefore, it will be intriguing to observe whether the majority of professional teams will adapt to this development. For research, this could imply that the
different types of business model focus provided in this paper are not within a spectrum
and that they rather represent different stages
of development. However, to support such
arguments, research is advised to examine a
more significant number of teams in a more
extended period.

Currently, the professional teams are somewhat just a pawn in the game of power
among the primary stakeholders. Regarding
revenues, they are left behind and struggle
the most. By developing dynamic capabilities, team organizations can shape the ecosystem in their favor (Teece, 2018a). Therefore, the responsible managers should proactively engage in dynamic capabilities to address new opportunities before the rivals do.
Especially in eSports, competitive titles
come and go, and the lifecycle may be extremely short. All the more important it is to
sense changes, seize business models, and reconfigure assets to be ahead of competitors
and to be able to secure revenues.
It is further essential to overcome historical
amnesia. The dynamic capabilities highlight
the fact that “history matters” (Teece et al.,
1997, p. 522). In the continuously and rapidly
changing eSports environment, it is vital to
understand the past. Only by understanding
why individual leagues, such as the CGS,
failed, professional teams can learn from
mistakes and gain better insight into what
might be a promising investment. The professional teams are, therefore, advised to examine the past more precisely and to install
mechanisms to learn from mistakes.

Outlook
The eSports ecosystem is dynamic and everchanging. The professional teams will always have to deal with changes that rapidly
arise. It is impossible to predict how the
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eSports ecosystem will evolve precisely.
Thus, this chapter provides rather educated
guesses on how certain situations may evolve
than definitive statements.

an Overwatch roster, they soon may lose talents to the competing title and to competing
team organizations.
As mentioned in the statement of the problem, the COVID-19 pandemic overshadowed
2020. Almost all major eSports events
moved to an online format. The altered conditions had a diverse impact on the eSports
industry. On the one hand, tournament organizers like ESL and DreamHack reported a
significant loss of profits. On the other hand,
the interest in video games and eSports increased, which lead to increased investments
in the eSports industry. This investment trend
is anticipated to grow further in the upcoming months, eventually reaching pre-COVID
levels. (Seck, 2020a).

For professional teams, innovation often
arises when new games are published. They
are, therefore, regularly concerned with the
question of whether to invest in a specific title or not. Currently, Riot is active in different areas. First, they plan on extending their
products and games to previously untapped
markets, for instance, the Middle East and
North Africa (Ashton, 2019d). This extension offers professional teams the opportunity to enter these markets. Riot will furthermore publish Valorant in the upcoming
months. Already now, professional players
are looking into the competitive scene. Even
though there is not yet a fully developed
competitive scene, famous professional
Overwatch players are switching to playing
Valorant (Wolf & Erzberger, 2020). For professional teams, two problems arise. On the
one hand, they need to decide whether to invest early in the development of a Valorant
roster. On the other hand, if they have signed

While there seems to be light at the end of the
tunnel, everything is still mostly uncertain.
No one can make a definitive statement on
what will come next and how the overall
market situation will evolve. The professional teams still have to deal with many uncertainties, not only arising due to the pandemic but also due to the eSports industry's
general volatility. It will be intriguing to observe which team organizations are best
equipped to survive.
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eSports: Mass Sport and
Its Role in Germany
By Timo Schöber

If you look at the media coverage on television, newspapers, magazines and the internet, you might get the impression that
eSports is primarily a monetarily driven professional business. Sold-out arenas, prize
money in the millions, highly paid professional athletes.

artistic, such as fan chants or choreographies
in the stadium.
We also associate sport with a kind of sense
of purpose. Sport is an end in itself, not an
obligation. People usually do sport because
they want to. Because sport is often self-sufficient and not just a means to an end. At the
same time, many people also pursue goals
with their participation in sport, such as records that are to be achieved.

What is often not portrayed in the major media outlets: the mass sport in eSports.
But what exactly is mass sport? What role
does it play in the economic system? Why is
mass sport particularly important for Germany? These and other questions are addressed below.

Sport clubs are also regional or even national
anchor points. They serve youth work, culture and socialization in cities, neighborhoods, and regions. In addition, large professional clubs are often “at home” all over the
world when it comes to fan communities.

Sport and its Importance for Society

But what exactly is
mass sport - and
what does it mean
for eSports?

In order to understand eSports in a sporting
context, it is important to look at traditional
sport as a first step. For the most part, sport
means more than the pure exercise aspects
that probably come to mind first when many
people think about sport.
It is true that physical exercise is an important part of most traditional sports. But
not for all of them. Chess is an example that
is often used when talking about sport in relation to eSports. But other sports are not
necessarily defined primarily by movement
aspects, such as darts, billiards, and sport
shooting.

Further, sport provides structure. Not only in
terms of very obvious structures, such as associations, clubs and teams. But also in terms
of rules, fair play and fixed procedures, such
as training schedules. Through sport, people
learn certain skills and they reinforce positive
attributes. Sport reinforces social norms such
as punctuality, reliability, honesty and helpfulness.

It is also true, however, that sport should be
seen as a phenomenon of society as a whole,
one that not only extends into many fringe areas, but is far more than just movement.
Think, for example, of fans of teams who see
themselves as a community, united as a
group behind their own team or club. Sport is
about passion, intercultural understanding,
identification and also many aspects of the

Since sport permeates the whole of society,
knowledge of its role in the community of
people is very important for understanding
eSports. Especially mass sport in eSports
forms a basis for the complete system of electronic sports. But what exactly is mass sport
- and what does it mean for eSports?
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Definition of Mass Sport

Mass sport athletes, on the one hand, are often fans of professional teams and players.
This means they consume livestreams, attend
offline events, subscribe to and fill social media channels with life, buy merchandise, run
their own blogs, read scene websites and
watch YouTube videos. So without mass
sport athletes, there would be hardly anyone
interested in eSports and positively fueling
professional sport.

In the first step, mass sport means what the
term already says, namely that sport is practiced in the breadth of society. This means
that mass sport can be found in all social, cultural, ethnic and religious strata and forms.
Mass sport can be practiced by anyone.
Therefore, mass sport is played by many people in a country, no matter where they come
from or what their social status is.

On the other hand, mass sport athletes also
consume the products of sponsors of professional eSports teams. These can be such
things as gaming peripherals, consoles, gaming computers, energy drinks, cars and gaming chairs. Mass sport athletes are the main
target group of eSports sponsors. Without
this target group, no money would come into
the economic system, because sponsors
would lack the incentive to invest in eSports.

Applied to eSports, this means that everyone
can participate in it. eSports means the competitive playing of computer and video
games. Professionalism does not have to be a
given. What is essential for eSports is that it
is competition-oriented. This distinguishes
eSports from simple gaming.
A mass athlete in the field of eSports would
therefore be a person who plays digital
games competitively - without earning any
money from it. Depending on the definition,
however, professional sport could also be
distinguished from mass sport in other ways
than just by the money factor. You could also
say that someone is not a professional until
they earn their living from eSports. In this
case, it would not be the money factor per se
that would be decisive, but the amount of
money earned.

Mass Sport and Politics in Germany
In Germany, mass sport plays an even more
important role than in many other countries.
This is due to legislation. In Germany, the tax
code (German: Abgabenordnung) defines
what is considered non-profit and what is not.
As a result, organizations recognized as nonprofit can count on tax, social and funding
advantages.
Recognition as a non-profit means, for example, that organizations can issue donation receipts, access funding opportunities and participate in certain networks. In addition, organizations recognized as non-profit have a
different social status in Germany and a different perception among the population than
organizations that do not have this status.

Mass Sport in the Economic System of
eSports
Professional eSports is built on a complex
economic system with many interactions.
This system includes eSports organizations,
athletes, associations, competition organizers, media, game fairs, sponsors and investors.

Mass sport athletes and clubs work for
eSports at the grassroots level of society.
They make it perceptible to the population
by, for example, creating club homes as socialization points, holding information
events, facilitating parents' evenings, and going to schools to talk to teachers and students
about eSports.

In contrast to traditional sport, there is an additional player in eSports: the publishers, i.e.
the manufacturers of computer and video
games. These not only hold the rights to the
games, but often also distribute them. In addition, they define the rules that apply in the
games. They also make changes to the games
through patches, which can have a significant
impact on players, teams and competitions.

An important component here is that mass
sport clubs demonstrate that excessive gaming has nothing to do with eSports, as this is
often erroneously assumed. With the help of

The foundation of the entire system are the
mass sport players.
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training plans and explanations, they make it
clear that eSports is much more than just
gaming, namely, for example, game analysis,
compensatory sports and a healthy diet.

Mass sport athletes and especially eSports
clubs are working very extensively and sustainably to change the attitude of the sports
federation. The unity of eSports cannot and
must not be broken. eSports is defined by its
competitive orientation, not by what is
shown on the screen, but by what takes place
in front of and next to the screen. It's about
training plans, analysis of opponents, the
meta and competitions, balancing sports and
the mindset, a healthy diet, aesthetics, community and cohesion, meaning and voluntariness, and much more.

The Autonomy of Sport
In Germany, sport autonomy prevails. This
means that there is no Ministry of Sport that
decides what counts as sport. Rather, politics
and sports are largely separated from each
other. For eSports, this means that only the
German Olympic Sports Confederation
(German: Deutscher Olympischer Sportbund, DOSB) can decide whether eSports
can be considered a sport or not.

Mass sport is essential in Germany to bring
this to society and thus to become recognized
as a sport, especially by increasing the pressure on the DOSB.

The problem is that scientific findings or research often do not play a role here, but rather
ideologically led debates. The DOSB rejects
eSports as a sport - so far, regardless of
whether studies and research come to a different conclusion. Germany is one of the few
industrialized countries in which eSports is
not recognized as a sport.

Club Landscape in Germany
Germany now has a large number of mass
eSports clubs. The models of such clubs can
vary greatly. Many clubs operate as independent organizations, while others have
joined traditional sports clubs as a division.

eSports is defined by
its competitive orientation, not by
what is shown on
the screen, but by
what takes place in
front of and next to
the screen.

Such clubs are also important for the practice
of eSports because they often have club
homes, performance centers or other premises. In this way, eSports is made tangible
and can be experienced because it can be
physically visited and does not just take place
digitally. This is a relevant building block on
the way to the recognition of eSports.
In addition, clubs and their premises serve as
socialization points. They get club members
out of their rooms and into the community of
the club. This sharpens the sense of togetherness and makes eSports more inclusive as a
mass sport.

The DOSB divides eSports into different categories. Sport games are indirectly recognized as virtual sport simulations, not completely, but at least more than other video
games. The background is that the DOSB defines that such video games depict real sports
and would therefore fit to sports. All other
video games, such as Counter-Strike and
League of Legends, are described by the
DOSB as eGaming. A term that only exists
in Germany.

Mass sport clubs exist throughout Germany,
especially in almost every major city. Some
clubs not only represent their own region but
are responsible for federal states or supra-regional areas. In general, eSports breaks down
boundaries here as well, because even in
mass sport you don't have to join a club from
your own region but can use the digital character of eSports to be a member of a club of
your choice.
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Conclusion

However, mass sport athletes and especially
eSports clubs are constantly working to
change this. By creating facilities, social perception, competitions and a positive perception of eSports as a whole.

Mass sport is the foundation of eSports as a
whole. A foundation that, in contrast to many
other countries, is often not yet perceived as
such in Germany.
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The Power of Videogame Publishers
as a Threat to eSports Sponsors
By Bruno Duarte Abreu Freitas, Ruth Sofia Contreras-Espinosa, and
Pedro Álvaro Pereira Correia
eSports – also commonly called electronic
sports or competitive gaming – are sportslike professionally orchestrated gaming competitions where proficient gamers – usually
called pro-players – participate (Shabir,
2017) to win money, prizes, prestige, among
other things (Mooney, 2018). Akin to water
sports, competitive gaming is a collective denomination comprised of various disciplines
(in this case, videogames), with tournaments
often including various different games
(Ströh, 2017). These events are categorized
according to their level of professionalism
(Winnan, 2016), which include amateur (Hamari & Sjöblom, 2017), semi-amateur, and
professional (SuperData, 2017a). On the one
hand, amateur events are mostly conducted
in the virtual world with online viewers and
participants (Stein & Scholz, 2016). On the
other, professional events tend to happen in
real-world places, like sports stadiums,
where pro-players go to compete and fans either go to these locales or watch them from
home via live-streaming (Gifford, 2017).

2017) and are among the world’s fastestgrowing markets (Winnan, 2016). Their elevated popularity (CGC Europe, 2015) and
significant worldwide reach (BI Intelligence
& Elder, 2017) has turned this industry into
an economic powerhouse (Shabir, 2017) and
brought a plethora of consumer brands who
now recognize its major strengths as a marketing channel (CGC Europe, 2015). Proof of
this happened in 2016 when more than 600
eSports sponsorship contracts were formed
(Shabir, 2017). Now, some of the most recognizable eSports sponsors include: CocaCola, Vodafone (Ströh, 2017), Microsoft,
Red Bull, Samsung, (Funk, Pizzo, & Baker,
2018), Manchester City, Nissan, Audi, Paris
Saint-German, Sony, and Google (Shabir,
2017).
Sponsoring eSports creates several opportunities and benefits for brands (Freitas, Contreras-Espinosa, & Correia, 2020; Shabir,
2017). One of the most desired ones is increased brand awareness, which is made possible by eSports’ massive fan-base (Ströh,
2017). It is estimated that, in 2020, the number of eSports fans reached 495 million and
that, by 2023, this number will reach 646 million (Newzoo, 2020; Statista, 2020). This
means that, by 2023, the eSports fan-base is
expected to exceed the number of NFL fans
and be on par with the audiences of other
popular sports (Shabir, 2017). Analysts calculated that the amount of eSports fans is increasing between 12.3% and 10.4% each
year (Newzoo, 2020). Such a massive audience has resulted in large sports arenas and
stadiums being completely sold out (Ströh,
2017) and in eSports attracting more viewers
than some of the world’s most important
sporting events (Winnan, 2016). For example, it is true that 1.7 million people watched
the 2014 World Championship football

It is defended that the rise of eSports’ popularity began in the early 2010s (Ströh, 2017).
However, in less than a decade (Shabir,
2017), they became a worldwide success
(Hiltscher & Scholz, 2017). Countries like
South Korea now classify eSports as an official sport and many western countries are
now starting to do the same (Hiltscher &
Scholz, 2017). The reason why it took until
the recent years for eSports’ popularity to
catapult is because only now the information
and communication technologies have
evolved to a point where fast-internet has become accessible to the general public and
consumer-friendly streaming technologies
have appeared (Carter & Gibbs, 2013). As of
now, electronic sports are the fastest-growing sport to ever exist (Sylvester & Rennie,
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match between the USA and Germany on
WatchESPN (CGC Europe, 2015) but, in
comparison, the finals of the eSports tournament, Intel Extreme Masters Katowice, was
watched by 46 million people on YouTube
and Twitch (Statista, 2018). Similarly, sponsoring eSports has shown to increase sales
(Freitas et al., 2020; Winnan, 2016). This is
because the general eSports fan possesses a
higher than average income (Ströh, 2017), is
an early adopter, a compulsive buyer (Winnan, 2016), and a relevant influencer of his
social circles’ buying behaviour (Ströh,
2017). In 2020, the economic prowess of eSports fans led analysts to value this market at
1.34 billion US dollars (Pannekeet, 2019)
and conclude that this value has been growing 9.7% every year (SuperData, 2017b). It
has also been found that eSports fans have a
high acceptance of sponsorships in this field
(Freitas et al., 2020; Ströh, 2017). Whenever
a sponsorship is conducted in other markets,
sponsors are often perceived as intrusive or
unwanted, which can damage the brand and
its image in some instances (Crompton,
1994). However, in eSports, fans demonstrate a down-to-earth awareness that the
competitive gaming industry is not sustainable without sponsors (Ströh, 2017). Ergo,
sponsorships tend to be met with overall positivism (Nielsen Esports, 2017). As a result
of this dependency, two benefits arise
(Freitas et al., 2020). Firstly, the costs of
forming an eSports sponsorship are significantly lower than those in most established
sports (Winnan, 2016). And secondly, the
brands that sponsor eSports are seen as supporters of an underdeveloped market that is
in need of monetary funds, which results in
the sponsor acquiring an improved brand image (Shabir, 2017).

interested in using the eSports scene to promote their competitive games (TEO, 2018).
eSports have shown to be capable of effectively catapulting a game’s exposure and purchase of in-game content (Ströh, 2017; TEO,
2018). Moreover, a game that is continuously
featured in popular tournaments will have an
increased lifespan (Ströh, 2017). Ergo, putting a competitive videogame at the forefront
of highly popular eSports tournaments brings
a lot of benefits (Winnan, 2016). It is because
of this that even large developers like Riot
Games – producers of League of Legends –
and Valve – producers of Defense of the Ancients 2 – have invested so much into competitive gaming and orchestrated popular
tournaments around their IPs with tantalizing
prize pools (CGC Europe, 2015). Now, some
game developers already produce games
with the intent of having them be played in
eSports (Shabir, 2017; Ströh, 2017) and to
become prominent figures of the scene
(Ströh, 2017). For instance, since livestreaming is essential to eSports, games like
SMITE now include streaming as a feature
from within their interface (SuperData,
2015).

However, in eSports,
fans demonstrate a
down-to-earth awareness that the competitive
gaming industry is not
sustainable without
sponsors
Simply put, multiple publishers now use
eSports as a marketing tool to promote
awareness, player-base, and revenue of their
IPs (Ströh, 2017). However, according to
Shabir (2017), now it has become typical for
publishers to impose conditions and restrictions on how third-party tournament organizers may use their IPs. Shabir notes that
this mostly happens after the game has
gained significant popularity in eSports and
the general market. Because they own the
IPs, publishers have the power to control

However, it is not just sponsors that are interested in this market (Winnan, 2016). Game
developers and publishers also use eSports to
maximize their reach, sales, and overall monetization of their IPs (TEO, 2018). Until the
recent years, developers and publishers
showed little interest in competitive gaming
(Shabir, 2017), but the million-dollar profits
and large fan-base of eSports (Ströh, 2017),
coupled with the millions of dollars needed
to produce and market current videogames
(CGC Europe, 2015), caused them to become
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who, how, and when a tournament can feature their game (Shabir, 2017). They can opt
to license their IPs to event organizers or to
particular streaming channels (TEO, 2018)
and can even prohibit their games from being
streamed or from having some parts of the
game shown (Ströh, 2017). According to
Ströh (2017), this shows that videogame publishers are an element that is unique to
eSports. In the competitive gaming market,
in addition to developing games, they can
also act as regulatory and governing bodies
(Ströh, 2017). As such, this research aimed to
determine the power videogame publishers
have over eSports sponsors. Specifically, the
research question was: Is the power that videogame publishers have over competitive
gaming a risk for eSports sponsors? The relevancy of this topic is justified by the fact
that eSports are dependent on sponsor money
to survive (Freitas et al., 2020; Shabir, 2017;
Ströh, 2017; Winnan, 2016), which means
that is imperative to find if the power of publishers is negatively affecting the eSports
sponsors’ marketing activities, restricting
their advertisement freedom, or hindering
their sponsorship ROIs. If it is found that the
power of publishers is having a negative effect on eSports sponsors, this could lead a
significant number of brands to stop sponsoring eSports and put the sustainability of the
eSports market at risk.

overall image with entity two by performing
promotional activations. Regarding the publishers, a distinction must be made between
them and game developers. According to Novak and Levy (2008), while game developers
only produce games, publishers can develop,
distribute, and market their games. This is
because developers often possess less financial strength, being forced to leave the remaining procedures (e.g. promotion and publishing) to the publishers (Novak & Levy,
2008). Since publishers develop and commercialize eSports’ most important component (i.e. the videogames), they occupy the
most important and dominant role of this industry (Shabir, 2017).
Every IP is owned by a particular entity
(Chao, 2017). For instance, Li (2016) notes
that League of Legends is owned by Riot
Games, who tightly controls the game’s copyrights. Riot Games regulates all tournaments that feature their IP, and all organizers
must conform to these norms (Li, 2016).
Some tournament organizers even have to
buy a license from the publishers to have the
right of using and streaming the IP (Taylor,
2012). According to Winnan (2016), unlike
the early 2000s, publishers now closely follow and regulate who, how, where, and when
their videogames are featured in competitive
gaming. By regulating the tournaments and
the broadcasts, as well as contributing to the
salaries of select pro-games, publishers create an ideal habitat to promote their IPs (Winnan, 2016). As evidenced, contrary to the
governing entities of regular sports (who apply the rules to each particular sport), in competitive gaming it is the publishers who establish the rules (Schaeperkoetter et al.,
2017). This makes it quite hard to apply the
same governing and regulatory models of
regular sports to competitive gaming (Brickell, 2017).

Literature Review
eSports is a complex organism comprised of
a variety of acting elements (Freitas, Contreras-Espinosa, & Correia, 2019). The most
prominent ones include: the fans (i.e. consumers), the professional players and teams,
the commentators, the tournaments and its
organizers, the associations, the media channels (Ströh, 2017), the videogames and the
gaming platforms, and, of course, the videogame publishers (Shabir, 2017) and the sponsors (Ströh, 2017). Regarding the sponsors,
as is written in the International Chamber of
Commerce (2011), sponsorships are commercial partnerships of mutual benefit where
entity one (i.e. the sponsor) grants some form
of support or benefit (e.g. funding) to entity
two (i.e. the sponsored) in exchange for the
right of associating its brands, products, or

Moreover, since the publishers own the IPs,
they have the authority to close all tournaments and events that include any of their
games (Li, 2016) and limit the streaming of
the games (Winnan, 2016). As stated by
Winnan (2016), they are allowed to use copyright laws to prevent entities that do not
conform with their vision from including
their IPs in any sort of public event – this can
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even include a small tournament at your local
library. Winnan provides the example of
Nintendo, who has closed multiple Super
Smash Bros. leagues, and Capcom, who often requires royalties from all tournaments
that feature Street Fighter. The author
stresses that publishers have this power because videogames are perceived as audiovisual works under the current archaic copyright laws. According to Winnan (2016),
simply put, gaming has to abide by the same
laws of the movie industry where a license is
needed to publicly show a movie. Unfortunately, this means that publishers can handpick which tournaments are allowed to feature their IPs, and this law may be abused as
it implies that even entire leagues that include a variety of games can be closed if a
single publisher is against their game being
included in the event (Winnan, 2016).

and reach (Zolides, 2015). As stated by
O’Beirne (2011), although the competitive
gaming industry is craving for stability, particularly so that tournament organizers, progamers, commentators, and fans become acquainted with the intricate nuances of the
games, the harsh reality is that publishers
need to release new games to generate new
revenue sources. The author notes that the
general videogame market has become immensely popular and new titles are continuously being released, hence it is not good
business practice to take several years to release a new iteration of a particular IP. Releasing a new game brings multiple benefits,
including giving new life to an IP that may
have started to become stale or catapulting its
player-base to the same or even higher figures than the game’s last iteration (O’Beirne,
2011). For instance, when StarCraft II released in 2010, it was extremely well-received (Christophers & Scholz, 2011) and
went to sell record numbers and even appear
on Korean television (Onofrio, 2011). The
launch of this game changed the eSports
scene by intensifying its relevance and competitiveness (Christophers & Scholz, 2011).
Some even regard it as the biggest thing to
happen in competitive gaming’s history (Onofrio, 2011). Ströh (2017) indicates that this
instability of IP popularity, promoted by the
continuous launch of new games, is unique to
competitive gaming. Even the popularity of
each particular sport also fluctuates, this happens solely due to high and low seasons or
due to the success or failure of specific countries, not by the constant appearance of new
sports that replace the previous ones (Ströh,
2017). The short lifespan of videogame titles
can raise some issues (Shabir, 2017) particularly for eSports sponsors (Ströh, 2017). The
continuous launch of new games implies that
the scene is constantly changing and the popular games of tomorrow will greatly differ
from the ones of today (Shabir, 2017). Even
eSports-defining games like League of Legends will eventually lose popularity as players move to other IPs or genres (Winnan,
2016). Companies that, unaware of this volatile environment, chose to sponsor in the
long-term just one videogame or one progamer or team that plays only one title will
be surprised to see a negative return-on-investment when that particular game begins to

Winnan (2016) points out that, at the moment, most publishers have become aware
that eSports is a very efficient advertising
tool for their IPs and that tournaments promote the creation of communities focused on
their games. Still, a number of publishers are
against having their games publicly shown
(Winnan, 2016). Winnan (2016) gives the example of Sega. According to the author, in
2012, Sega forced YouTube to delete every
video that featured the Shining Force III IP.
This was because Sega intended to launch a
new title of that franchise and wanted to prevent consumers from confusing the old title
with the most recent one. This resulted in all
walkthroughs, gameplay videos, and even
mere videos of fans commenting on the game
without footage of the IP being deleted under
the claim of copyright violation. This raised
a lot of backlash from the YouTube community because it looked more like total censorship than just copyright claim. This was seen
as an act of corporate bullying and showed
that both the gaming and eSports market
need to reform their copyright laws (Winnan,
2016). This connects with Ströh (2017), who
defends the importance of a dialogue with
publishers.
Another issue has been the constant release
of new videogames (Chao, 2017). Publishers
are very interested in displaying their latest
games in eSports to increase their coverage
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lose popularity (Ströh, 2017). Most pro-players can only play one game at a professional
level and when they change videogames their
skills are not on the same level (Zolides,
2015), therefore sponsors are put on a tight
spot (Ströh, 2017).

H1: The power videogame publishers have
over the esports market is a threat to esports
sponsors.

According to Taylor (2012), some publishers
are now acting as sponsors. One of the main
reasons for this is to have their games included in the tournaments (Taylor, 2012). A
number of them have even sponsored some
of the world’s most popular eSports tournaments (Lokhman, Karashchuk, & Kornilova,
2018). For instance, in just two years, Riot
Games invested over $10 million in prize
pools (SuperData, 2015) and involved fans in
crowdfunding campaigns to further increase
these prizes (Sylvester & Rennie, 2017). In a
similar vein, according to Winnan (2016),
some publishers are now financially supporting pro-gamers. Since pro-players are entirely dependent on sponsor funds to be sustainable, publishers like Riot Games now
provide gaming houses and salaries to select
players and teams that play their IP (i.e.
League of Legends) so that they do not have
to depend on sponsor money to survive
(Winnan, 2016).

In order to effectively reach the aim of the
study, an exploratory and qualitative method
was used. The researchers’ stance towards
the sample was overt, the data collection setting was non-contrived, and time horizon
was cross-sectional. The sample comprised
of seven experts in eSports sponsorships.
Particularly, one endemic eSports sponsor
(EES), two non-endemic eSports sponsors
(NEES), and four marketing agencies (MA)
that have assisted brands in their eSports
sponsorships. To diminish the introduction
of bias, the sample included just one expert
in eSports sponsorships per organization.
The sampling tactic was non-probability purposive expert heterogeneous. In particular,
the intent was to deliberately select and contact a varied collection of people with deep
and significant experience, knowledge, and
insight into the market and science of eSports
sponsorships. To guarantee that only individuals and corporations with relevant expertise
were included in the sample, the sampling
was limited to just companies and people that
have been involved with eSports sponsorships for a minimum of two years. Tables 1
and 2 present the brief characteristics of the
sample. Specifically, table 1 details the
eSports sponsors and table 2 the marketing
agencies. The members of the sample were
approached by sending a message to the
companies’ sponsorship or marketing departments or to its directors through the organizations’ website contact page or by writing
an email to their publicly available emails
which are usually also found in their website
contact pages. The unit of observation and
unit of analysis was the organization.

Method

As reported by Ströh (2017), there are now
some tournaments that are entirely organized, sponsored, or have been bought by
publishers. For example, MLG (Major
League Gaming), the biggest western competitive gaming tournament organizer, was
acquired by Activision Blizzard for roughly
$46 million (Ströh, 2017). Riot Games also
organizes its own tournaments (Shabir,
2017) and has often not allowed external
sponsors in its events (Winnan, 2016). As
stated by Winnan (2016), despite the potentially large amounts of sponsor money Riot
could receive, they prefer to use these events
as promotional tools of their main sources of
revenue (i.e. their videogames). The publisher Valve has done the same with Dota 2
(Winnan, 2016). In light of these arguments,
we posit that:
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Table 1
Characteristics of the esports sponsors
ID

Industry

Interviewee

Year of

position

foundation

No. of years
sponsoring

Total no. of esports sponsorships

esports
Players/ Commenteams

tators

Tournaments/
leagues

Videogames

Other
esports
entities

EES1

Gaming computers and peripherals Esports
2000s
≥10
≥11
≥11
≥11
≥11
≥11
Specialist
NEES1 Insurance
Marketing
1920s
2
1-2
0
3-4
5-6
0
Director,
Media, and
Sponsorships
NEES2 Conglomerate (consumer
Head of Mobile
1930s
5
≥11
1-2
3-4
3-4
1-2
electronics, medical equipment,
Marketing
computer hardware, ships,
Partnerships
automotive, apparel, chemicals,
in America
etc.)
Note. EES = Endemic esports sponsor; NEES = Non-endemic esports sponsor. NEES1 operates at a national level, all others operate
internationally.

Table 2
Table 1: Characteristics of the eSports sponsors
Characteristics of the marketing agencies
ID

Interviewee position

Year of

No. of years connected

foundation

to esports

Provide marketing advice Approximate no. of esports
outside videogames

sponsors assisted

MA1

Founder and Director

2000s

11

No

100

MA2

Founder and Director

2010s

2

No

40

MA3

Founder and Director

2010s

2

No

100

MA4

Member of the Board of Directors

2010s

4

No

50

Note. MA = Marketing agency.

Figure 1
Table 2: Characteristics of the marketing agencies
The power of videogames publishers in esports

Figure 1: The power of videogames publisher in eSports
Empirical data were collected through interviews with the experts (one at a time). The
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interviews happened in dates and times set by
the experts. In these interviews, besides asking general questions about the interviewee
and the company where he was employed,
the interviewee was asked to answer the
open-ended item “Do you believe that the
power videogame publishers have over competitive gaming is a risk for eSports sponsors?” These interviews happened on the digital platforms Skype, Microsoft Teams, and
Zoom, depending on the preference of the interviewees. Since these were structured interviews, there was a questionnaire to guide the
interview process. This questionnaire was
pretested before beginning the data collection from 14 April 2019 to 21 May 2019 on
nine academics from the areas of marketing,
management, business, and social scientific
research. Subsequently, the empirical data
collection happened between 15 August
2019 and 12 December 2019. The data analysis tool was NVivo 10. To ensure that the
research abided by the ethic norms of confidentiality in social research, every piece of
sensitive data that could be used to identify
the research participants was either deleted or
modified (e.g. interviewee and company
name and specific year of foundation).

very high entry barriers for brands and only
allows the biggest companies in the world to
sponsor. Some examples were given. EES1
pointed out that Blizzard, and numerous
other publishers, have requested sponsorship
values of roughly $25 million and NEES1
stressed that the amount of money Epic
Games was requesting for brands to sponsor
their Fortnite tournaments was “highway
robbery and ridiculous”. NEES1 justified the
behavior of these publishers by defending
that, since their games are so popular and
they earn such high amounts of money from
their videogames, they are not in need of
sponsors, so they randomly ask multimilliondollar high values. And if no one pays, they
do not really care.

[…] Fortnite tournament in which the publishers changed their
plans at the very last minute, suddenly prohibiting sponsors from being
featured

Results and Discussion

NEES2, MA2, and MA4 stated that publishers hold the power to fully control and limit
the sponsorships, along with anything that
happens in eSports that is related to their IPs.
As reported by NEES2, the higher the popularity of the game, the higher the control the
publisher will wish to have over anything related to its game in competitive gaming. It
was again stated that large publishers are not
interested in working with most sponsors because their returns-on-investment from game
sales and downloadable content is already really high. MA2 reported that publishers are
able to limit the types of sponsorship activations that are allowed and even what brands
can sponsor their games. In this sense, they
can decide that their games can only be sponsored by brands they believe are in line with
their vision or would benefit them in some
way. In the same vein, MA4 mentioned that
publishers play what is arguably the most vital role in competitive gaming, especially

The overall results confirmed H1 that the
power videogame publishers have over the
eSports market is a threat to eSports sponsors. The empirical data showed that all experts agreed that the power of publishers can
potentially negatively affect those who sponsor eSports. Ergo, we considered that, based
on their actions, some publishers may limit
or hinder the ability of some brands effectively and efficiently conducting eSports
sponsorships as well as their return-on-investment. Also, since the entire sample
agreed, there were no signs that this may be
a greater or lesser risk to endemic or non-endemic sponsors.
The sample provided very insightful comments. Specifically, EES1 and NEES1 indicated that publishers are in a position of
power that allows them to request exponentially high sponsorship fees for tournaments
organized by these publishers. This creates
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since their products and behaviors have a direct influence over how this market works.
MA4 provided the example of a Fortnite
tournament in which the publishers changed
their plans at the very last minute, suddenly
prohibiting sponsors from being featured in
the tournament. This meant that, among other
things, every team was forced to hide any
logo or connection to their sponsors whom
they already had contractual obligations
with.

added restrictions. However, if the brand decides to sponsor an eSports videogame
whose publisher controls its IPs’ eSports
scene, the brand may find its ability to sponsor restricted by one or more of the aforementioned publishers’ powers.
Despite there being scant reliable literature
and scientific research on how the power of
videogame publishers can affect eSports and
its sponsors, some connections were found
between the empirical data and the literature.
Particularly, EES1 and NEES1 were in sync
with Taylor (2012), who stresses that event
organizers usually must buy a license from
publishers to be allowed to include and
stream their videogames. Likewise, Winnan
(2016) defends that publishers like Capcom
often require tournament organizers to pay
royalties.

Lastly, MA1, MA2, and MA3 commented on
the publishers’ power to either support or
abandon their videogames. Particularly,
MA1 noted that some videogames have the
potential of being very popular eSports
games, but they never reach those heights because the publishers did not support the videogame’s eSports scene. This may lead some
brands to mistakenly invest significant
amounts of money into eSports games that
will have a very short lifespan in competitive
gaming. Similarly, MA2 indicated that there
are some current eSports games that are starting to become less popular but could regain
their relevance if the publishers supported the
game’s eSports scene. However, MA2
pointed out that, when a game starts losing
popularity, publishers often just stop supporting it. Also, MA3 added that a large number of games have a very short lifespan in
competitive gaming because publishers usually mishandle the game’s eSports scene.

NEES2, MA2, and MA4 were in accordance
with Li (2016) and Winnan (2016), who state
that Riot Games, and other publishers, tightly
control their videogames. These two authors
report that publishers closely overview and
regulate every tournament that includes their
games and tournament organizers are obligated to comply with all manner of rulesets.
Winnan (2016) was also in line with NEES2,
MA2, and MA4 when the author reported
that publishers have the authority of shutting
down all tournaments that include their videogames and that Nintendo has already done
it. Winnan mentions that a multigame
eSports tournament can be closed down if
one single publisher decides that it does not
allow its game to be featured in the event.
The author notes that, since publishers own
all the rights of their videogames, they can
make use of copyright laws and exclusive
right to forbid tournament organizers, broadcasters, and streamers from featuring their
videogames in public events.

Overall, the experts’ data suggested that videogame publishers possess three main powers over eSports. These are (1) the power to
request extremely high sponsorship fees, (2)
the power to control anything related to their
IPs, and (3) the power to support or abandon
their IPs. As figure 1 indicates, publishers exert these three main powers over eSports
which, in turn, has a negative effect on the
brands’ abilities to sponsor eSports. When a
brand decides to sponsor eSports, it develops
a sponsorship strategy. Here, apart from their
own monetary and relevancy limitations, its
ability to sponsor is not directly restricted by
any third party. If the brand decides to sponsor an eSports videogame whose publisher
does not control its IPs’ eSports scene, the
brand will be able to sponsor eSports without

Lastly, MA1, MA2, and MA3 were in conformity with Zolides (2015), who indicates
that publishers regularly stop supporting certain videogames so that their newest games
acquire the most attention and awareness in
competitive gaming. MA1, MA2, and MA3
were also in sync with Wong (2012), who
points out that a number of eSports games
frequently struggle to gain or maintain relevant popularity levels because publishers do
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not support their games’ in the competitive
gaming scene.

tournaments they will sponsor have a track
record of making decisions that negatively
affect sponsors. Also, before signing any
sponsorship deal, brands are advised to contact the publisher of the videogames they will
be associating with to know if the publisher
approves that particular brand to sponsor an
entity connected to their IP and if the planned
activations do not conflict with the publisher’s vision.

Implications
The empirical findings bring a number of relevant implications for eSports sponsors.
Since most brands are unaware of the nuances of eSports, it is vital sponsors become
aware of the authority and power publishers
have over the eSports scene prior to engaging
in any kind of partnership, especially because
most brands might believe that eSports sponsorships function the same way as in regular
sports. Concerning the publishers’ power in
requiring exponential sponsorship fees, despite eSports being in general much cheaper
to sponsors than regular sports, sponsors
must still thoroughly analyse if the publishers’ high sponsorship fees justify the expected return-on-investment. Even if the
sponsor is only partnered with one team or
player, the publisher may require the sponsor
to pay a fee if the sponsored player or team
wishes to enter a tournament organized by
the publisher. In a similar vein, publishers of
popular eSports games that organize tournaments can require sponsors to pay exponentially higher fees when compared to non-publisher organized tournaments. Publishers of
popular games have this power since leagues,
tournaments, and events orchestrated by
them feature their popular games and thus
have greater audiences than tournaments organized by non-publishers. To effectively
mitigate this problem sponsors should invest
in developing positive long-term relations
with publishers as this might lead them to request smaller fees.

Since most brands are
unaware of the nuances
of eSports, it is vital
sponsors become aware
of the authority and
power publishers
In terms of the power to support or abandon
IPs, to avoid this threat, the brands’ investments would be safer if they only sponsored
entities associated with long-standing eSports videogames that have shown to be
mostly impervious to the test of time (e.g.
Dota 2, CS:GO, League of Legends, and
StarCraft II). An even safer route would be
to only sponsor games that have been successful for a long time without the support
from publishers. These tactics will help mitigate the threats presented by the publishers’
powers and will prevent the sponsor from being too susceptible to the publishers’ actions.
Limitations and Future Research
The present research was extremely limited
by the scant number of quality literature and
academic-level scientific research on the specific topic of eSports sponsorships, eSports
business, eSports market and marketing, and
on the behaviour of publishers in the competitive gaming industry. Equally limiting were
the difficulties in gathering a large enough
sample of companies experienced in eSports
sponsorships and obtaining their permission
to interview the individuals responsible for
these partnerships. This resulted in an uneven
number of EESs, NEESs, and MAs, which

Regarding the publishers’ power to control
anything that happens in eSports related to
their games, brands that sponsor tournaments
orchestrated by publishers must ensure that
the sponsorship contracts they sign do not allow publishers to make changes that negatively affect the sponsor while the contract is
in effect. In the case of brands that sponsor
entities that are not directly connected to
publishers (e.g. most pro-players and tournaments), they should investigate if the publisher of the games that will be played by
their sponsored pro-gamers or featured in the
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may have introduced some bias in the resulting empirical data in favour of MAs – which
accounted for more than half of the sample.

were suggested to mitigate the threat of the
publishers’ power should be tested in realworld settings.

This research provided the foundations on
which several future studies may be built
upon. For instance, future research should
analyse which publishers have a greater tendency of making business decisions that negatively eSports sponsors. An analysis of the
number and percentage of sponsors that are
being negatively affected by publisher decisions is also needed. Lastly, the tactics that
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Are ‘Olympic’ eSports
Morally Justifiable?
By Neslihan Filiz
Watching or playing games and sports are almost inevitable part of our lives. In his book
Homo Ludens: A Study of the Play Element
in Culture, Huizinga says play is older than
culture (Huizinga, 2013). He says, human beings, as a cultural species, have not contributed to play because, before us, animals have
already been playing. However, having a
basic -animal- instinct to play, human beings,
as a cultural species, generated sports and
games. As Parry (2019) states: “Sport is a human enterprise” and so the games. Suits says
“playing a game is the voluntary attempt to
overcome unnecessary obstacles” (Suits,
1978). In other words, human beings voluntarily created artificial obstacles to overcome, because we love to play. It is worth to
remember that “sports and games are different from what may be seen as the reality of
the utilitarian workaday world” (Holt, 2016).
Yet, eSports actually transcend the everyday
reality, even if such a gaming zone is a human construct, gaming experience goes beyond human capabilities in real sporting life.
In fact, the eSports athletes do not play physically in a literal sense, but they control their
virtual characters to play the game, in other
words, they play as if they are the characters.
Recent literature on eSports mostly have put
an emphasis on whether eSports are sports or
not. However, this study asks a little more
different question: Are ‘Olympic’ eSports
Morally Justifiable?

in the Olympic Games, the IOC decided to
include the virtual forms of the existing
sports like football and basketball.
In this paper, I am going to analyze whether
eSports are morally justifiable as ‘Olympic’
sports with relation to various concepts such
as ‘games’, ‘sports’, ‘Olympic values’ etc. as
well as the Kantian Deontology (or, in other
words, Kantian Ethics). I think this is not an
inquiry of a categorical explanation, rather, it
is an inquiry of an ethical one.
Sports and Games vs. Olympic Sports
As I earlier mentioned, Suits (1978) defines
‘games’ by formulating his famous definition: “Playing a game is a voluntary attempt
to overcome unnecessary obstacles”,
whereas this is the short version of his main
definition: “To play a game is to attempt to
achieve a specific state of affairs (prelusory
goal), using only means permitted by rules
(lusory means), where the rules prohibit use
of more efficient in favor of less efficient
means (constitutive rules), and where the
rules are accepted just because they make
possible such activity (lusory attitude).” Yet,
at the beginning Suits claims that all sports
are games, but then he realizes that some
sports like gymnastics or diving are not
games (according to his formulation) based
on the fact that it is almost difficult to specify
their pre-lusory goals and their assessment
ways are different (one needs a judge assessing the athletic performance in accordance with “the ideal” performance, other
needs a referee assessing the athletic performance in accordance with “the rules” (See
his article Tricky Triad). In The Elements of
Sport, Suits (2007) explains his previous definition for sports by adding some more criteria along with the four criteria of the games

The International Olympic Committee (IOC)
have recently included sports such as sport
climbing, skateboarding, surfing to the
Olympic family of sports to attract young
generations. As of 2024, eSports is supposed
to be part of the Olympics. However, the situation is not clear now. Yet, Intel seems to
host an Olympics-sanctioned eSports tournament in Tokyo. (Khalid, 2019, September
11) On the other hand, if eSports would join
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(pre-lusory goal, lusory means, constitutive
rules and lusory attitude):
•

Being a game of skill

•

Being a game of physical skill

•

Having wide following

•

(Followers) Having a certain level of
stability in following

Human (not animals)

•

Physical (not chess)

Skill (not jogging)

•

Contest (not mountaineering)

•

Rule-governed (not ‘field sports’)

•

Institutionalized (not hula-hopping)”

Parry’s (2019) conclusion is as follows:
“E-sports are not sports because they are inadequately ‘human’; they lack direct physicality; they fail to employ decisive wholebody control and whole-body skills, and cannot contribute to the development of the
whole human; and because their patterns of
creation, production, ownership and promotion place serious constraints on the emergence of the kind of stable and persisting institutions characteristic of sports governance.”

McPherson et al. (1989 as cited in Loland,
2002) describes sport as ‘a structured, goaloriented, competitive, contest-based, ludic
physical activity’. On the other hand, regarding the Olympic sport, Parry (2019) presents
his definition as “an institutionalized, rulegoverned contest of human physical skill”.
While he tries to separate so-called sports
(like ‘blood sports’, ‘recreational sports’,
‘mind sports’ etc.) from ‘Olympic’ sports, he
“employs the technique of conceptual analysis, which involves the search for ‘logically
necessary conditions’ for the use of a word,
and of course the word ‘sport’ ”. He points
out that “as well as providing defining features (characteristics) of sport, they also provide a ‘demarcation criterion’ (that is, they
also tell you what sport is not). This is illustrated as follows:
•

•

Kobiela (2018) also deals with the conceptual analysis and tries “to construct a conceptual map of sport (and especially Olympic
sport)” which calls as The Olympic Sport Image (OSI)” and he finalizes that “it encompasses the following fields: athletic games,
judged sports, mind sports and art sports”. He
presents “a conceptual map of activities not
only actually present in the programme of the
Olympic Games, but also two other categories: 1) removed in the past from this programme and 2) suggested as its possible future part”.

Figure 1: Kobiela's mapping for the history of the Olympic Games in OSI’s

Traced back to Ancient Greece, ‘Olympics’
has a long history. Yet, it is obvious that, considering the developments in the history of
humanity, Modern Olympics of Coubertin
has a lot of dissimilarities from its Ancient
ancestors. By 1800s, the Olympic legacy of
Ancient Greece has been revived by the

works of the archeologists and inspired
Coubertin to realize his project of Olympic
Movement. Having rooted in Ancient Greek
ideals, “Baron Pierre de Coubertin, the
founder of modern Olympic games has presented Olympism as a ‘philosophy’ of life, an
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ideal, and an idea, and projected to implement it through the Olympic movement and
also Olympic games” (Filiz, 2020).

On the other hand, Hemphill (2014) prefers
the term ‘cypersport’ and defines it (against
to ‘conventional sports (sometimes they are
called as ‘traditional’)’ – the term that has
emerged after the era of eSports and is used
to refer the sports which we have been calling
them as ‘modern sports’):

Now, knowing that “sports” in the Olympic
sports are changing in time, I wonder ‘What
motivates the IOC to include a sport to the
Olympic family of sports?’, ‘Is there a moral
process before the final decision?’. There are
more to ask, but I am going to limit myself
here to focus on my real concern. Here, I am
not into the question of “Are eSports Olympic sports?”, but “Are ‘Olympic’ eSports
morally justifiable?”

“Conventional sports are increasingly being
digitalized, that is, converted into computergenerated replicas, sometimes for use as
training simulators, but more often for arcade
and home entertainment. By virtue of their
status as simulations, these computerized
versions of sport are often considered to be
virtual (i.e. unreal), disembodied or merely
‘games’. However, the term ‘cybersport’ has
been coined in the sport philosophy literature
to mean electronically extended human actions in computer-mediated or -generated
sporting worlds.”

eSports and Morality in ‘Olympic’
eSports
From our daily lives, we know that morality
and ethics are used interchangeably. The situation is the same in some academic literatures as well. On the other hand, Gert & Gert
(2020) clarify the two usages of the term
“morality” by saying that the term can be
used either:
1.

descriptively to refer to certain codes of
conduct put forward by a society or a
group (such as a religion), or accepted
by an individual for her own behavior, or

2.

normatively to refer to a code of conduct
that, given specified conditions, would
be put forward by all rational people.

I am neither a moral theorist nor a scholar
who studies moral philosophies, but I believe
that a philosopher of sport should inquire into
ethical and moral questions of sports in a
way, because I think even a basic metaphysical question of “what is sport?” (and, questions such as ‘what is eSport?’ or ‘what is cybersport?’ etc.) is an ethical question as well.
Although Suits and other formalists present
‘merely’ formulas to define games and
sports, it is not always possible to explain and
understand a socially-constructed concept
without applying its humanly applications.

I want to start by drawing a basic line between morality and ethics. I understand that
ethics is more about principles and morality
is more about applying the principles into
real life situations. Regarding the Olympic
sports and eSports, my research questions
are: “What are the main criteria to add a sport
to Olympic Games?”, “Is it really a moral or
an ethical process to deliberate about & decide on ‘prospective’ Olympic sports?”.
However, my questions are not limited to
them. Regarding the IOC’s concern about
preserving the Olympic values and principles, I wonder how eSports can harm to these
principles or cause them to be lost. I know
that the IOC is against the ‘killer (shooter)’
games of eSports but seems a bit more positive about ‘sports’ games of eSports. However, the games in eSports are diverse.

Now, let’s look at another basic concept:
Olympism. As I mentioned above, it is an
ideal, ‘philosophy’ of life and idea which has
been generated and presented by Coubertin.
As stated in the Olympic Charter (IOC, July
17, 2020):
“1. Olympism is a philosophy of life, exalting and combining in a balanced whole the
qualities of body, will and mind. Blending
sport with culture and education, Olympism
seeks to create a way of life based on the joy
of effort, the educational value of good example, social responsibility and respect for
universal fundamental ethical principles.
2.The goal of Olympism is to place sport at
the service of the harmonious development
of man, with a view to promoting a peaceful
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society concerned with the preservation of
human dignity.”

In order to analyze the issues at hand, it is
worth to remember that eSports is now an
emerging business field. Because eSports
world have a great economic potential, it is
no secret that it will generate its own virtues
and vices. Nevertheless, I am not going to analyze any moral questions regarding the business aspect of eSports and its related governance. Yet, I am going to specify the issues related to ‘integrity’ mentioned in the Competition Regulations book of International ESports Federation (IESF): 1. Naming and mature content, 2. Team exclusivity, 3. Cheating, 4. Disconnects, 5. Bug abuse, 6. Betting,
7. Match-fixing, 8. Alcohol/drugs, 9. Doping
(IESF, September 15, 2020). It is clearly seen
that, other than some eSports-specific issues
given in the numbers of 1, 2, 4 and 5 eSports
competitions have the same moral concerns/issues as the other sports competitions.

Reid thinks that embedded in the first principle are “metaphysical and ethical claims
about the nature of human beings and the
kinds of lives they ought to live, as well as an
assertion that there are universal ethical principles of some sort” whereas the second principle “lays out Olimpism’s political vision”
(Reid, 2015). She claims that “even though
Olympism does not define or even discuss
the metaphysical nature of sport per se, its social goals dictate to certain extent what sport
should be” (ibid). Then, the issue is not about
investigating metaphysically whether eSports are types of sports or not but deciding
whether it is morally justifiable to call eSports as Olympic ones. I believe there are
some kinds of ethical criteria to comply with,
before the initiation. The most fundamental
criteria would be to evaluate whether a type
of sport can adopt the Olympic values and
transfer them to the future generations.
Therefore, education through sport is crucial
for the Olympic culture to be inherited from
generation to generation. Having the ideals
of Ancient Greek culture, Olympism is the
key to understand what it means by the statement “the most important thing in the Olympic Games is not to win but to take part” and
live accordingly as an athlete.

Here I want to approach the problem from a
different perspective, so I am going to appeal
to Kantian Deontology to see whether eSports are morally justifiable as ‘Olympic’
sports or not. First, I think I need to summarize the grounds of Kant’s moral theory.
Then, I am going to apply his views to analyze the issue at hand as risky as an undertaking this might be.
Kantian Deontology, mostly based on Immanuel Kant’s works on ethics, namely, The
Critique of Practical Reason, The Metaphysics of Morals and Groundwork of the Metaphysics of Morals, is a moral philosophy
which links morality not to the consequences
of our actions but to their intentions. According to Kant, “good intention (or good will)”
is crucial for our actions. “In Kant’s terms, a
good will is a will whose decisions are
wholly determined by moral demands or, as
he often refers to this, by the Moral Law….
A human will in which the Moral Law is decisive is motivated by the thought of duty”
(Johnson & Cureton, 2021). Needless to say,
‘good will’ and ‘duty’ are two fundamental
concepts of Kantian Deontology.

The IOC expresses three Olympic values as
‘excellence’, ‘friendship’ and ‘respect’. Celebration of the Olympic Games is just the
flashy part of Olympic Movement, though as
an ideal, ‘philosophy’ of life and idea, Olympism is the soul of the Olympic Games. Yet,
it seems that the main mission is “the harmonious development of man, with a view to
promoting a peaceful society concerned with
the preservation of human dignity” and this
mission is accomplished via the Olympic
Movement and the celebration of the Olympic Games. For “the harmonious development of man”, Olympic Movement blends
sport with culture and education and Olympism serves to this mission as well. The
Olympic values do not represent the values
of an athlete but a human being (“man” as
called by the IOC). So the most prominent
problem would be “Can eSports serve this
mission?”.

As a philosopher lived in the Age of Enlightenment, Kant said ‘Sapere Aude!’(this
phrase is originally belonged to Latin poet
Horace), in other words, ‘Have the courage
to use your own reason!’, so he guided us to
act because of our reason not because of our
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emotion. “In his Critique of Practical Reason, Kant claimed that humans are free when
their actions are governed by reason. Reason
(what he sometimes called the ‘noumenal
self’) is in some sense independent of the rest
of the agent, allowing him to choose morally” (Singer & Eddon, 2018). Yet, to test our
intention (will) to act based on our reason, he
gave us formulas to abide by: Categorical
Imperatives. “Imperatives are only formulas
to express the relation of objective laws of all
volition to subjective imperfection of the will
of a rational being (e.g. human will)” (Kant,
2008). Kant expressed the formulas of categorical imperatives (CI) as the principles of
morality:

Kantian Deontology too. The dictionary definition of maxim is “a phrase or saying that
includes a rule or moral principle about how
you should behave” (mcmillandictionary.com, n.d.). According to Kant (2008), “A
maxim is a subjective principle of volition.
The objective principle is the practical law itself; it would also be the subjective principle
for all rational beings if reason fully controlled the formation of preferences”.
Now, it is important to remember that Kant
emphasized two different kinds of moral act
relevant to duty: ‘acting in accordance with
duty and ‘acting for the sake of duty’. The
former means ‘doing the right thing based on
our emotions or interests etc.’, the latter
means ‘doing the right thing because it is
right to do so (it is my duty to do so)’. Kant
believes that the latter has genuine ‘moral
worth’. Based upon a moral law which can
be universalized, a rational being is able to
choose what is right and if s/he does it out of
duty, then the act has moral worth. In short,
‘universalizing’ implies that it is right ‘not
just for me (or us)’ but ‘for everyone’, because ‘I want to live in a world that everyone
acts in that way’. In other words, it is like the
victory of reason over emotion: No matter
how you feel (at the end), do the right thing!
By saying that I know I need to be careful,
but, in short, it means that my moral act does
not have to with how I feel, on the contrary,
it is about how I think and will. As Dimmock
and Fisher (2020) warn us: “Kant is not telling us to become emotionally barren robots!
He is not saying that before we can act morally we need to get rid of sympathy, empathy,
desires, love, and inclinations. This would
make Kant’s moral philosophy an absurd
non-starter.”

First
C1 … act only according to
formulation
that maxim through which
you can at the same time
will that it become a universal law.
Second
C2 … act that you use huFormulation
manity, in your own person as well as in the person of any other, always at
the same time as an end,
never merely as a means.
Third
C3 …every rational being
Formulation
must so act as if he were
through his maxim always
a lawmaking member in
the universal kingdom of
ends.
Table 1: Kant’s categorial imperative (Kant,
2008 as cited in Dimmock & Fisher, 2020)
On the other hand, Kant distinguished the
‘categorical’ imperatives’ from the ‘hypothetical’ ones. For him, “A hypothetical imperative merely says that the action is good
for some purpose that one could have or that
one actually does have” (Kant, 2008). Therefore, “Hypothetical imperatives have nothing
to do with morality. However, a categorical
imperative does not depend upon my desires
or wants” (Willburn, 2020). For example, if I
want to achieve something, I need to do my
best to fulfill the requirements of achieving
that particular thing.

Now, let’s look at how the IOC thinks and
will. Regarding the maxims of the IOC to accept a sport to the Olympic family of sports,
I have raised some questions herein above. I
claim that the IOC is the supreme authority
for the universal approval of a new type of
sports. By initiating a specific type of sports,
the IOC gives the world a message: It is a
sport which is capable of being universal. I
think we need to visualize what if the IOC
accepts eSports (in total) to the Olympic family of sports. First, I believe that this decision

Likewise, as seen in the formulas above, the
concept of ‘maxim’ plays a significant role in
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is like saying: “It’s ok to play eSports if and
only if you comply with the Olympic values
and principles.” That means, a new version
of sport is welcomed by the IOC (‘universal
approval’ of a specific sport). Hence, it may
prove the universality of eSports and their
possible conformity with Olympism. On the
other hand, as Breivik (2000) states: “Kantian ethics say that we should be able to want
to make our norms and rules universal (universalizing). I think this should be true also
in sports and for sports. One should try to realize the same goods, rights, and obligations
in sports as in other parts of civil society.
Elite sport should not be an island ruled by
the IOC, with its own traditions and rules.”
Unlike Breivik, I believe that there is still
hope in the Olympic Movement to preserve
the ethos of sports and games. Yet, it is vital
to promote the Olympic values and principles
by blending sport with culture and education
more.

the service of the harmonious development
of humankind, with a view to promoting a
peaceful society concerned with the preservation of human dignity” (IOC, July 2020). I
think, the right place to search for the maxims of the IOC is the fundamental principles
of Olympism. If so, I believe that the phrase
of “the preservation of human dignity” complies with C2 formula. And, again, I believe
that the phrase of “respect for universal fundamental ethical principles” in “Blending
sport with culture and education, Olympism
seeks to create a way of life based on the joy
of effort, the educational value of good example, social responsibility and respect for
universal fundamental ethical principles”
(ibid) complies with C1 formula. Now, if we
look at the C3 formula which is “…every rational being must so act as if he were through
his maxim always a lawmaking member in
the universal kingdom of ends”, we can say
that as the supreme authority, the IOC should
act in accordance to that formula. “The IOC
is at the very heart of world sport, supporting
every Olympic Movement stakeholder, promoting Olympism worldwide, and overseeing the regular celebration of the Olympic
Games” (IOC, n.d.). Consequently, the IOC
can have such maxims: ‘Preserve the sports
(or the ethos of sports) in the world!’ and
‘Make sure that it is played in accordance
with the Olympic values and principles!’.
Moreover, remaining true to its missions, it
seems that it is a moral obligation for the IOC
to accept eSports to Olympic family of
sports, because it is also a way to promote
good governance (via the Olympic Movement in conformity with Olympism) under
the supreme authority of the IOC. Nevertheless, it is very hard to control every organization in every country despite the efforts of
National Olympic Committees and National
Federations. Some of them will work fairly
and some of them will not. Nevertheless, if
eSports is an inevitable trend that will last for
decades, then it is morally justifiable to add
eSports to the Olympic family of sports, because it can be regulated according to the
Olympic Movement. To add eSports to the
Olympic Games is a way to spread Olympic
values to the young people and regarding the
number of gamers/players and followers, we
can say that it is nonexpendable.

Remaining true to its
missions, it seems that it
is a moral obligation for
the IOC to accept
eSports to Olympic family of sports
As I have mentioned earlier, according to
Kant, for our actions to be moral, their maxims must be in conformity with the highest
moral law, the categorical imperative. In the
case of the IOC’s decision, we need to figure
out what their maxim is and assess whether it
is universal or not, that is, whether it is in
conformity with the categorical imperative. I
believe the IOC has a duty which is to spread
and promote the Olympic values and principles via the Olympic Movement. The IOC’s
mission is described as “The mission of the
IOC is to promote Olympism throughout the
world and to lead the Olympic Movement”
(IOC, July 2020). Therefore, if the IOC adds
eSports to the Olympic family of sports, then
the Olympic values and principles should be
spread and promoted within the eSports community as well. As it is mentioned above,
“The goal of Olympism is to place sport at
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Conclusion

sports, then eSports would have its own virtues and vices. Therefore, even if the ‘autonomy’ of eSports community would be
handed over to the IOC, in a way; I believe
that the universalization of eSports would
regulate such a rapidly emerging field. Because most of the eSports players/gamers are
youngsters, I think it is a great opportunity
for the IOC to spread and promote Olympic
values and principles by blending sport with
culture and education.

In this study, I tried to analyze moral justifiability of ‘Olympic’ eSports, first by explaining the definitions of ‘games’, ‘sports’ and
‘eSports’ and second by applying the Kantian
Deontology. Besides, I have looked into the
mission of ‘Olympism’ which is realized by
the Olympic Movement and the celebration
of the Olympic Games to find a background
for my analysis. I have claimed that if eSports is not added to Olympic family of
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Does eSports Industry Need State
Recognition? A Brief Analysis in the
Light of French Law
By Gaylor Rabu
eSports is rather new even if it begins to be
well established (Hiltscher, 2015). The first
Lan-parties and other tournaments were created by the players, then truly for the players
and more recently by publishers both to
strengthen their fanbase and to control the
competitive use of their video games. Nowadays, every country is not at the same level
of development although we can observe a
widespread interest for this new show. Specifically, politics have well understood the
extent of the phenomenon even if they do not
master all the issues. Like big markets, youth
population is a market to conquer: not of consumers but of voters. Players, clubs, and organizers share a same purpose: the sustainability and growth of the sector. It would first
help them to economically survive but it
would offer new opportunities. This inevitable professionalization of the sector does not
have to be left to chance. It should be carried
out in a smart way requiring a better a structuration. This way implies the promotion of
an appropriate legal framework and by consequences the necessity to avoid the wrong
inspiration sources.

ministry to a whole control of the industry.
The automatism of seeking State’s recognition deserves to be questioned as to its necessity.

Players, clubs, and organizers share a same
purpose: the sustainability and growth of the
sector.
From this perspective, the French law provides a very special insight. On 9 December
2015, at the end of a legislative process that
was as original as it was unprecedented
(Valette, 2017), the Bill for a Digital Republic was registered in the National Assembly.
Within it, Article 42 provided for government authorization to legislate by ordinance
to make video game competitions an exception to the lottery’s prohibition referred in
Articles L. 332-1 et seq. of the Internal Security Code. Initially focused on this single issue relating to the lottery regime, the project
evolved, dealing in particular with the practice of competitive games by minors and the
social status of players. This broadening of
the law’s scope of intervention can be explained in part by the encouraging work carried out by members of parliament. It resulted in the submission of an interim report
in March 2016 (Salles & Durain, 2016), with
eleven proposals aimed at clarifying or even
improving the legal and fiscal situation of
players and organizers of eSports competitions. As the text was enriched by the amendments and the work of the parliamentarians,

In this regard, a common query occupies people’s mind: does eSports industry need State
recognition? For example, the European
Esports Federation was created with the desire to bring together groups similar to national eSports federations. As there can only
be one such association per country, criteria
have been established to select the candidates. One of the main criteria was precisely
their recognition by the State of the location
of their head office. Selecting the different
files required to understand the meaning of
the word “recognition”. For, in the above example, it quickly appeared that it could take
many shapes: from a simple declaration of a
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its final version was adopted on 28th of September 2016, promulgated on 7th of October
and published in the Official Journal the following day.

Conditional Exclusion from the Application
of Gaming and Lottery Law
The French law prohibits lotteries of any
kind. The concept covers “all operations offered to the public, under any name whatsoever, in order to create the expectation of a
win which would be due, even partially, to
chance and for which a financial sacrifice is
demanded by the operator from the participants” (ISC, art. L. 322-2). This definition is
sufficiently welcoming to include video
game competitions, whether they are organized in situ with an audience or online.
Above all, these competitions most often
nurture an expectation of winning either in
cash (cash prizes) or in kind (goodies). As the
notion of financial sacrifice cannot cover the
competition entry fees alone, the risk of violation of this ban by the organizers was real.
Could they hide behind the skills and knowhow of the players? The answer is negative
insofar as Law No. 2014-344 of 17 March
2014 on consumer affairs which added a new
Article L. 322-2-1 to the Internal Security
Code under the terms of which the prohibition in question “covers games whose operation relies on the player’s know-how”. If the
legal risk existed, nevertheless we can be
very surprised by this approach. This question has never been asked, for example, for
sports. This reveals a certain apprehension
from the legislator vis-à-vis eSports, which is
not conducive to a strong commitment to its
development.

The law is therefore organized around two
articles: Article 101 governs the organization
of video game competitions mainly with regard to gaming and betting law and Article
102 institutes a social status for professional
video game players, each of which is subsequently supported by its implementing decree. The absence of more provisions is questioning. Some might have hoped that the legislator would have proposed a more developed legal regime. In reality, however, the
existence of a few special rules does not
mean that the law does not provide a secure
framework: it merely refers to ordinary law.
The French legislative solution illustrates
how State recognition may be necessary in
the short term (I), during professional
eSports genesis, but be an obstacle to its
longer-term development (II).
A Necessity for its Creation
As a recent activity, eSports has given rise to
concern. Taking the French case, it’s true that
the legislator didn’t know exactly what it was
and especially if there were any social or economic risks. After examination, it considered
that two issues needed to be resolved: the
compliance of the competitions to the gambling law (Poracchia & Rabu, 2017) (A) and
the need to protect players (B). It should be
noted at the outset that this assessment was
not erroneous even if the importance given to
some problems rather than others and some
of the solutions adopted are now proving to
be imperfect.

In a formula of relative clarity, the new Article L. 321-9 of the Internal Security Code
provides that “video game competitions organized in the physical presence of the participants, for which the total amount of the
entry fees or other financial sacrifices made
by the players does not exceed a fraction [...]
of the total cost of organizing the event, including the total amount of the prizes offered,
are not covered by the prohibition of lotteries”. An extensive conception of the notion
of video game competition seems to make it
possible to include any type of eSports event.
However, the players must be physically present, which raises questions about the legality of online competitions with a prize and
those organized in one phase online and then
a second in situ. Finally, the provision adds a

Ensuring Compliance to Gambling Law
The main purpose of the first of these two articles is to provide for the modalities of compliance of video game competitions with the
law on games of chance and lotteries. The legal option reveals a high level of complexity,
maybe useless. Incidentally, the French legislator chose not to allow bets on these competitions.
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double economic filter that is mechanically
included in the formalities imposed on the organizers.

league would fall within the scope of its public service delegation. By way of illustration,
the Professional Football League created in
2016 the “Orange e-Ligue 1”, a virtual football tournament. According to us, the answer
is negative because these events fall outside
the scope of the public service delegation underlying the sports betting authorization
scheme.

One thing is to define the basic conditions
permitting the organization of eSports competitions, another is to do so. However, the
least that can be said is that the French State
has succumbed to its administrative shortcomings. First, organizers must make a declaration of the holding of their video game
competition to the department of the Ministry of the Interior responsible for races and
games (ISC, art. L. 321-9, al. 3, et R. 32140.). The content of this declaration is set out
in Article R. 321-41 of the Internal Security
Code. As it is only provisional, Article R.
321-42 offers the possibility of a rectifying
declaration. It should be noted that its examination is outside the remit of the National
Gambling Authority (ANJ). Rightly so, since
it is precisely a matter of regulating an activity which is not in itself a betting activity.
Let’s add that identifying the debtor of this
obligation is more complex than it appears.
The text is incomplete, particularly with regard to the notion of material and financial
organizer.

This prohibition can be analyzed as much as
a bad as a good choice. First and on the one
hand, it could be seen as bad news for the
stakeholders in a sense that this deprives
them of additional financial resources. Moreover, it could be a means to attract a certain
audience as well. Then, this is not a point of
view shared by every legislator which could
lead to make the French eSports marketplace
less attractive for organizers which fail to
find their audience. On the other hand, we
can understand this legislative option taking
into account the different cases of eSports
competition manipulations with players betting on their defeat directly or per intermediary. This is a plague for eSports integrity and
by consequences for its growth (Rabu, 2020).
This could prove to be a life-saving ban for a
while.
Conditional authorization of video game
competitions and exclusion of a right to place
bets: the organisers’ legal situation seems to
be clear-cut on this point. However, the concept of betting is not uniform. The intrusion
of cryptocurrency, fantasy games and other
loot boxes is shifting the focus from prohibition to new practices that the regulatory authorities are slow to fully grasp.

Unconditional Exclusion of the Right to Organize Bets
Promoted as a random activity in its own
right, video game competition is different
from its medium and, therefore, raises questions about the possibility of eSports being,
on the contrary, the object of bets. Under the
terms of Article L. 321-8 paragraph 3 of the
Code of Internal Security, which stems from
the law for a digital Republic, “the organization of video game competitions [...] does not
include the organization of betting”. Literally, the text does not institute an authorization to organize betting in this discipline, nor
does it enshrine the prohibition. It merely refers to the ordinary law of betting.

Protecting Players
eSports gathers two kinds of players: amateurs and professionals. French State law intents to draw the line between them and introduces a legal framework to protect those
who have less than eighteen years old.

With regard to permanent bets, the principle
is that of prohibition. On the other hand,
online betting has been opened to horse and
sports betting. One might wonder whether a
video game competition organized by a delegated sports federation, or its professional

Rules for Minors
Many of players are minors. The law allows
their participation under conditions. On the
one hand, the participation of children under
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the age of twelve in video game competitions
offering monetary rewards is prohibited. It is
therefore allowed only for competitions
without monetary rewards, which can be interpreted as covering only competitions that
do not award any rewards or, more broadly,
also those that give rise to the awarding of
rewards in kind. Whatever his or her age, the
juvenile must be specially authorized in writing by his or her legal representative. He/she
must be informed of the financial stakes of
the competition and the games used to support it. If the authorization appears to be prior
to participation, a doubt remains as to when
the information will be given.

an association or company approved by the
Minister in charge of digital technology. The
semantics of Article L. 222-2, 1° of the Sport
Code are repeated without being expunged
from its editorial defects (Rabu, 2016). The
definition is complex and not as useful as it
should but deserves to exist. Concerned
about the massive use of self-entrepreneurship, sponsorship contracts and other "image
contracts", the legislator has seen fit, in order
to meet the more or less fixed needs of the
sector, to propose a contractual solution to
the social status of players outside the traditional employment contract figures. If the
choice of this kind of contract is largely arguable, the position of the French legislator
gets the credit to remember to players and
their team that they may be concern by labour
law. Apart from the hypotheses of players
playing solo - and though - team practice
very often meets the criteria used to characterize, in French law, an individual working
relationship. Cross-border contractual arrangements to evade the application of labor
law, but above all both taxation and social security contributions, are proving fragile in
practice. The first court decisions condemning practices that are sometimes described as
fraudulent are reminding the stakeholders of
the legal reality.

When French legislators
heard the term
“eSports”, they made
the link with sport. This
reflex shared by anyone
would be harmless if it
did not entail special legal consequences.
This measure seems to make sense. The category of players is more vulnerable than others. They can be more sensitive to easy gains
without assessing the financing risk because
of their participation (registration) in this or
that competition. However, the national statute of minors does not allow them to use
money as they want. The ordinary law was
quite able to manage this risk. In the same
way, minors under the age of sixteen are subject to educational obligations which, in theory, prevent parents and public authorities
from abandoning their children's education.

A Risk for its Development
When French legislators heard the term “eSports”, they made the link with sport. This reflex shared by anyone would be harmless if
it did not entail special legal consequences.
For, in France, the transposition of sports law
would require instituting a very closed supervision of eSports (A) or even unfortunate legal consequences for its development (B).
Risk of State Supervision: Influence of
Sports Law

Statutes for Players

The first possibility is to transpose all or part
of the provisions governing sporting activities. Although most authors exclude the qualification of sport from the competitive practice of video games (Boudot & Faure-Abbad,
2017; Huet & Chomiac de Sas, 2017), others

Although rare in France, players are sometimes salaried. A professional player who is
an employee of a competitive video game is
defined as any person whose paid activity involves participation in video game competitions in a legal subordinate relationship with
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are in favor of it (Perbost, 2016). If the obstacles to assimilation are not insurmountable
(Rabu, 2013), is the debate still going on?
The question is more about the interest for
the stakeholders of the sector to submit to
such a regime. The complexity and the heaviness carried by the Sports Code invite to be
reserved.

Substantive French law would also call for
much more restrictive treatment than is currently the case in the fight against doping.
The truth is that the World Antidoping Code
is not designed for eSports and this results in
lists of doping products and doping practices
that do not correspond to what is observed in
the eSports.

Beforehand, that requires to find out an entity
representing the stakeholders which should
have been clearly identified: clubs, organizers, players, even publishers? In France,
France Esports association has all these features. It could thus act as a sports federation.
Applying the Sports Code means requesting
approval or even delegation from the Ministry in charge of Sports: in other words, depending on a third ministry with real supervision. The “delegation” gives to a sports
federation a legal monopoly in the organization of its discipline. It is true that it then has
the merit of strengthening the position of its
holder and facilitating the structuring of the
sector. Moreover, it protects the federation
against actions based on antitrust law for
abuse of a dominant position or illicit agreement: participation in a public service mission is a justification for the restrictions on
competition generated by the monopoly.
However, can a grouping be seen as legitimate when its monopoly is imposed by law
and not the result of a collective approach? It
also requires the possibility to define its discipline: is eSports a discipline in itself? Do
we have to reason by categories (FPS, sports
simulations, cards games, etc.) or subcategories (for car racing: car racing simulations,
arcade, etc.)?

These are few of the legal consequences of
the transposition of sports federation scheme
as instituted in France.
Risk of Inappropriate Legal Choices
The recent Law for a digital Republic and the
discussions during the adoption of directive
(EU) 2019/790 of the European Parliament
and of the Council of 17 April 2019 on copyright and related rights in the Digital Single
Market enlighten that State involvement
could lead to wrong legal solutions and worth
to harmful legal choices.
From Wrong Legal Solutions
In a hurried move, the French legislator
transposed the specific fixed-term contract
regime – created of professional sportspeople
– on the basis of a rather light-hearted reflection. The approach is perhaps hasty because
it is still necessary to be able to justify such a
derogation from the use of fixed-term contracts under ordinary law, which itself derogates from the principle use of open-ended
contracts. Moreover, the transposition is imperfect, as the legislator omits the social situation of trainers and the exclusion of presumption of employment for performers and
models, which would have been all the more
justified in this respect in view of the practices of the sector.

The assimilation to a sports federation means
subjecting its activity to the regime of administrative acts. This would greatly limit the association's freedom of action, if only because
of the obligation to insert standard clauses in
the statutes and to adopt standard regulations.
Such recognition has its advantages like to
candidate to obtain public financing from the
State – larger than those paid by municipalities – or the free provision of public technical
advisers. The counterpart of these resources
is a greater dependence on the State, with its
managerial biases and political purposes.

In any case, any association or company that
intends to hire a player under this contractual
figure must be approved not by the Minister
of Labor or Internal Security but by the Secretary of State for Digital Technology. The
approval is granted, subject to conditions, for
a renewable period of three years and is withdrawn in cases covered by decree. The regime in place must be clearly understood: the
lack of approval does not prohibit hiring,
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only the use of a specific fixed-term contract.
As a result, other esports groups will have to
resort to more traditional types of employment contracts.

interactions based on a scripted storyline or
simulated situations and resulting in the form
of animated images, with or without sound"
(Art. CGI, art. 220 terdecies II). This approach
differs from that of French and European
case law, which favors a distributive qualification by designating it as a complex work.
This discrepancy is very problematic: for, according to the definition adopted, ownership
of copyrights on the video game is not the
same. However, it is up to the ownership of
the copyright on the video game to authorize
or not to authorize the organization of competitions based on it. The French legislator
missed opportunity for a convergence of
points of view which will probably emerge
during the litigation relating to the exploitation of sports entertainment.

The application of this regime seems cheerful: at present, ten teams have been granted
this approval. It’s hiding another reality.
First, if the number of clubs resorting to this
kind of contract is growing, it’s far less than
it could be in practice, which asks the question of nature of the legal relationship between the other clubs and their players. Then,
even these licensed clubs admit that they
don’t hire their players with this employment
contract. They still use sponsorship contracts
or other "image contracts" explaining that
this type of contract is too complex, hard to
set up, in short improper to the activity. All
these arguments are only partially admissible
because tempting to justify the necessity to
exclude the labor law application in fact to
avoid paying social charges. Nevertheless,
they can be followed on one important point:
why submitting eSports to a special labor regime? What are the justifications? Why having built a such complex process just to hire
players? We do not think that the use of the
same type of contract could be justified by
the existence of transfer in eSports. We do
not believe that the very short career of players would also be an explanation. On the contrary, it would easily be founded the conclusion of ordinary fixed-term employment contracts.

From the ownership of the copyrights on the
video game comes the ownership of the
rights on the video game competition. The
assimilation of sport with sport would justify
a reflection on the application of the monopoly on the operation of competitions instituted at Article L. 333-1 of the Sport Code.
As the law currently stands, its application is
impossible. The first reason lies in the fact
that there is no textual basis for this assimilation. It should be noted that an amendment
(N. 76) was adopted at the end of the debates
in the European Parliament on the adoption
of the new Copyright Directive. Article 12a
on the protection of organizers of sporting
events, which was to be inserted, provided
that “Member States shall confer on the organizers of sporting events the rights provided for in Articles 2 and 3(2) of Directive
2001/29/EC and in Article 7 of Directive
2006/115/EC”. The text therefore provided
for granting these operators a monopoly of
rights on the reproduction, communication to
the public and fixation of sports events. However, in the absence of any definition of the
concepts of “organizer”, “event” and its
“sporting” nature, it was possible to make an
extensive reading of the text which could include eSports. This proposal was finally rejected during the trialogue. The second reason relates to the provisions of Article L.
333-1 of the Sport Code. The benefit of the
operating monopoly enshrined therein is
granted, as a matter of principle, only to del-

To Very Bad Legal Choices
The definition of a video game and the corresponding competition is addressed from
the outset. A video game competition "confronts, using a video game, at least two players or teams of players for a score or a victory" (Art. L.321-8 ISC). In order to understand
this definition, it is necessary to know how
the legislator wished to legally approach the
notion of video game. Precisely, it supported
the definition adopted for tax purposes, under
the terms of which "a video game is any leisure software made available to the public on
a physical medium or online, incorporating
elements of artistic and technological creation, offering one or more users a series of
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egated sports federations and groupings authorized by them as defined in Article L. 3315 of the said code and, exceptionally, to affiliated clubs. However, there is no grouping in
France likely to claim such status. On the one
hand, although the France Esports association is recognized by the State, it does not
currently hold any delegation issued by the
Ministry of Sports under the conditions set
out in Articles L. 131-14 et seq. and R. 13125 et seq. of the French Sport Code. This
means that not only should the grouping benefit from a public service delegation, but that
it should also be issued by the Minister in
charge of eSports. In addition, this issue falls
within the framework of the above-mentioned articles. On the other hand, if certain
delegated sports federations organize video
game competitions in accordance with their
corporate purpose, they do so outside the
scope of their delegation.

would create the same difficulty. This could
call into question the interest of publishers
and their investors in spending so much on
the creation of a work from which they would
not be able to reap all the benefits.
Conclusions: Do More with Less
Just to briefly conclude, it is clear that we
have reservations about the need for State intervention. Of course, every country has its
own legislation with its legal specificities,
which helps to put the French example into
perspective. In any case, State recognition
should be limited to consolidate the legality
of video game competitions without the need
to impose unjustified constraints that are not,
moreover, founded in comparable activities.
Stakeholders could benefit from public support at the beginning of their development
without engaging in a process as cumbersome as that of the French model of sports. A
good business plan and the powers of ordinary law are enough to reach their purposes.
This simply requires knowledge and skills on
the part of the protagonists or, failing that, to
call on people who have them.

Submitting eSports to sports law would imply in France the recognition to an exclusive
right on the exploitation of the eSports show
would contravene to copyrights of publishers
on their video games. Likewise, dedicating a
copyright on the video game competition
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Assembling Intercultural Teams in
eSports – Implications from the
League of Legends European
Championship
By Tobias M. Scholz
In recent years, we can observe an emergent
and global phenomenon. Competitive gaming, the so-called eSports, moved from a
niche industry with a small portion of passionate fans to a stadium-filling attraction.
Superdata (2017) stated that the revenue in
eSports grew in 2017 to 1.5 billion US-dollar
per year. A variety of companies are eager to
join the eSports industry, which can be seen
at Amazon buying Twitch.tv, a streaming
platform, for 970 million US-Dollar
(Takahashi, 2015), and companies like Mercedes-Benz or State Farm perform as sponsors. There are now over 430 “traditional”
sports teams in eSports involved, and, especially in 2017, this number increased exponentially. The majority of the professional
sports teams at least discuss the opportunity
to invest in eSports. It is observable, that
eSports grew quite substantially in the last
year, although, it is not that novel as the phenomenon started to emerge at the beginning
of the internet. In nearly 20 years, eSports
flourished to an industry that nowadays can
fill the Bird’s Nest in Beijing China with tens
of thousands of spectators (Gu, 2017) as well
as seen as an innovative and disruptive industry (Scholz & Stein, 2017).

At the same time, eSports was predominately
played on the internet, and this can be seen in
the globalized approach in eSports that goes
further than any globalization in other industries. There was no need to search for team
members within proximity; people could
play together from everywhere. It is a truly
global and digital industry. Consequently, intercultural teams are today a typical sight in
professional eSports teams, but it is quite a
challenge to deal with such a team (Stein &
Scholz, 2016).
We claim that eSports is more globalized and
more digitized than many international virtual teams in modern corporations (Freeman
& Wohn, 2017). From an early age in their
career, eSports players have faced a globalized and digital world. To compete, they
have to collaborate with a variety of people
and have to find solutions to work in intercultural teams. eSports is not researched for
a long time, and there is no substantial research on intercultural management in
eSports available; it seems interesting to analyze the approach of eSports on intercultural
management. The approach to intercultural
management can contribute to the existing
literature on international virtual teams.

From a business perspective, this is an exciting development, but from an intercultural
management perspective, another evolution
is observable. For a long time, eSports
shaped in relative solitude; the eSports
sphere had to develop and grow on its own
without influences from the outside. Many
people did not understand eSports and, therefore, categorized it as a nerd-phenomenon
(Hallman & Giel, 2017). Solutions were created without interference from other sources.

There is especially one question to solve,
which seems to be a crucial question in intercultural management nowadays: how to
build effective intercultural teams (e.g., Earley & Peterson, 2004; Humes & Reilly, 2008;
Lobel, 1980; Zakaria et al., 2004). It is
widely accepted that a professional intercultural team-building is essential for the success of organizations (e.g., Davison, 1994;
Matveev & Nelson, 2004; Stahl et al., 2010),
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and this holds accurate as well for times of
digitization and globalization where international virtual team-building becomes a further challenge (e.g., Gilson et al., 2015;
Grosse, 2002; Lipnack & Stamps, 1999).
Consequently, understanding the way of creating successful eSports teams may give insights towards this question and help to get a
different perspective. Keep in mind, eSports
grew on their own and is an industry that depends on the digitization as well as an underresearched context (Bányai et al., 2019).

eSports
The phenomenon of eSports or competitive
gaming is commonly referred to as a development in recent years. The earliest documented eSports competition, however, took
place at Stanford University in 1972 (Hiltscher, 2015; Scholz, 2019; Taylor, 2012).
Still, exponential growth happened predominately in the past decade (Hamari & Sjöblom,
2017). eSports has grown from a small niche
industry into a respectable player in the modern business, media, and sports world. Furthermore, this development was topped exponentially in 2017, and the predictions for
the upcoming years will be exponential as
well.

There are many ways to compose teams concerning the cultural background (e.g., Adler
& Gundersen, 2007; Moosmüller et al., 2001;
Scholz, 2012), but the picture of effective optimization techniques is still vague. In recent
intercultural management research, substantial progress on this question cannot be observed. In particular, the question of an adequate cultural difference among team members is still unsolved (e.g., Nemetz & Christensen, 1996; Shachaf, 2008; van Knippenberg & Mell, 2016). The approaches on the
cultural void (e.g., Blodgett et al., 2015; Liebowitz, 2008) also do not specify cultural
proximity versus distance among team members in order to make their cooperation more
effective. Therefore, it appears reasonable to
analyze new contexts outside the traditional
business world, such as eSports.

In research, there is still no precise definition
of what eSports means. In general, eSports is
seen as an umbrella term. An extended definition for eSports originates from Wagner
(2006, p. 3): “eSports is an area of sports activities in which people develop and train
mental or physical abilities in the use of information and communication technologies.” Arnaud complements Wagner’s definition: “Passion, training, reflex, intelligence, and teamwork … if it is not sport, it
really has its taste” (Arnaud, 2010, p. 11).
This ongoing discourse was combined in the
following description:
“In summary, it can be stated that eSports is
eSports and is a socio-cultural phenomenon
rooted in sports, media, entertainment, and
culture, but emerged in a digitized environment. Furthermore, eSports blurs the barriers
to those fields. Thereby, eSports evolved beyond the constraints of traditional sports, media, entertainment, and culture” (Scholz,
2020).

In this paper, we will give a short introduction to eSports and present a research model
for analyzing intercultural management in
eSports. We will focus on the idea of the cultural optimization of eSports teams. In order
to test the proposed hypotheses, we analyzed
each team participating in League of Legends
in the season 2017 in the regions North
America, Europe, Taiwan South Korea, and
China as well as World Championship finals.
Furthermore, for Europe as the core research
object, we also analyzed all seasons from
2014 until 2019. These results were used to
develop a formula that describes the cultural
synergy. This formula is tested for the season
2019. These results will be used to discuss
potential implications for intercultural management.

At the moment, the tendency of linking
eSports to sports is omnipresent (Adamus,
2012; Hallmann & Giel, 2018; Hebbel-Seeger, 2012; Jenny et al., 2017) and has sparked
an intensive discussion about the appropriateness of doing so (e.g., Franke, 2015;
Hutchins, 2008; Jonasson & Thiborg, 2010;
Taylor, 2012; Witkowski, 2010). Resistance
is coming from sports officials like the German Football Association, stating that
eSports is not a sports activity, and the ambitions of making eSports an Olympic category
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are absurd (Reuters, 2018). At the same time,
actors in the eSports scene are arguing
against the sports label as well: “But to think
that a new phenomenon like eSports can be
described in terms of the old is to misunderstand it entirely” (Superdata, 2015, p. 3).
However, more and more sports teams are
heavily investing in eSports.

eSports, be it between producer and consumer, or amateur and professional (Taylor,
2012). There are no distinct boundaries; all
actors are part of the network and distinctly
linked to each other. Beyond that, eSports
people, as members of the eSports sphere,
adopt a particular way of life (Chee, 2006).
This integration process appears much more
intense than observed in any other cultural or
sports-related phenomenon. “Altogether,
professional gamers, audience members, and
commentators present a dynamic understanding of video games as a performative
medium” (Randhawa, 2015, p. 16). This
gamer culture could have an impact on the
intercultural understanding of eSports.

This reasoning is essential for further analysis in the context of intercultural management. eSports do not copy existing structures
to adapt to, for example, the traditional sports
environment, the current sports environment;
eSports do not aim to converge with traditional sports but strive to establish a unique
setting. This environment may be more dynamic and decentralized, thus catering to the
needs of this new industry. Consequently, the
solutions of eSports regarding intercultural
management could vary. It will be interesting
to test existing literature if it is confirmed or
rejected by eSports intercultural management.

Furthermore, participating in eSports often
entails a high degree of enthusiasm and spirit.
“[T]hey devote hours to hours to mastering
it, endlessly fascinated by the intricacies of
the system, its characters, its weapons, its
properties” (Taylor, 2012, p. 89). This is important when trying to understand the dynamics among entities within the eSports media sphere, as well as their potential of cooperating with other actors, even competitors.
The outstanding team of SK Gaming boasts
the slogan: “Gaming is believing.” This precisely describes the inherent feeling of every
actor in the industry. They believe in eSports
and, on a meta-level, want to see eSports succeed and gain popularity.

The outstanding team of
SK Gaming boasts the
slogan: “Gaming is believing.” This precisely
describes the inherent
feeling of every actor in
the industry. They believe in eSports and, on
a meta-level, want to see
eSports succeed and
gain popularity.

Research Model
Research Framework and Hypotheses
The success of a culturally mixed team is expected to originate in the symbiotic combination of their specific cultural dimensions, not
only among each other but also between the
team members and their team leader. Referring to the literature of Hofstede (1980) and
his cultural dimensions, it is possible to get a
cultural understanding of culturally mixed
teams, in particular by using the updated version of Hofstede et al. (2010). The question
that is relevant in this case is the impact of
cultural synergy on the team. Is it essential
that the team has a high cultural synergy or a
low cultural synergy? As stated by Adler and
Gundersen (2007), cultural diversity can

Besides their (potential) alignment with the
world of sports, eSports is also aligned with
gaming culture (Franke, 2015; Jonasson &
Thiborg, 2010) or gamer culture (Shaw,
2010). This illustrates the link between players and producers of video games: They
share a “self-professed passion for video
games” (Weststar, 2015, p. 1244). Consequently, boundaries are translucent within
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have a positive impact on teams, under the
assumption that creativity is required.

Hypothesis 1: Coaches seeking a pattern of
collectivism, homogeneity, and similarity in
teams or a pattern of individualism, heterogeneity, and dissimilarity are more successful.

Consequently, cultural diversity can have a
beneficial influence in certain situations
(Scholz, 2012). Cultural diversity could be
relevant for the composition in eSports
teams, as creativity could lead to a competitive advantage. However, training skills are a
routine task and also essential for any successful eSports team. On the spectrum of Adler and Gundersen, cultural diversity is
highly effective for the creative aspects of
eSports, but also highly ineffective for the
routine training of skills in eSports.

Although these patterns may be useful to select a winning team, it becomes evident that
the leadership as well is relevant. The coach
will require a certain way to lead the team,
House et al. (2004) categorized this in the
culturally endorsed leadership dimensions
with a focus on charismatic, team-oriented,
participative, humane-oriented, autonomous,
and self-protective behavior. All of these
seem reasonable in the context of leadership;
however, in an eSports team, we face a
unique context. In general, eSports games are
fast, even faster than many other sports
games. One single decision could lead to victory; this decision is made in less than a second.

Focusing on synergy and focusing on diversity can be useful in any way. However, it is
essential to focus on one characteristic predominately (Adler & Gundersen, 2007).
Consequently, the team composition should
follow a distinct strategy. The environment
in eSports is quite volatile and dynamic,
therefore, dealing with complexity (Duncan,
1975), and the differentiation (Blau &
Schoenherr, 1971) of team skills is critical to
success. The coach in those teams finally
makes these decisions, and there is the necessity to find the right fit for a team.

Consequently, a coach is not able to influence the decisions, so he/she has to let the
team members play their game. Here and
there is it possible for the coach to impact the
game, for example, using a time-out to
change the flow of the game. At the same
time, still, the players are highly autonomous.

The first hypothesis relates to the understanding that the individual cultural dimension of
every team member will influence the success of the team. We assume that the cultural
dimension of individualism and collectivism
will have a substantial impact on the team
composition, thereby stating that teams
should consist of people with a high individualism or high collectivism. If the team is individualistic, the coach will look for heterogeneity in the team to increase the potential
for creativity. However, a collectivist team
should focus on homogeneity. Finally, the
coach will focus on the similarity between
himself/herself and the team member. For the
collectivistic approach, the focus will be on
increasing homogeneity, but for the individualistic approach, it would be to decrease
similarity. Following the cultural diversity
understanding, there should be two strong
patterns: a collectivist, homogeneous team
with high cultural similarity to the coach and
an individualistic, heterogeneous team with
low cultural similarity to the coach.

Dimensions like charismatic, team-oriented,
participative, human-oriented, or self-protective will probably have less impact on the
coach-team relationship. Being charismatic,
human-oriented, and self-protective are
maybe necessary dimensions, however, in
the heat of the game, the players will not react on that. This is also the case for the dimension team-oriented, they know they are a
team, and only as a team, they will win. Consequently, they need to participate. Humaneoriented leadership will have an impact on
the breaks and time-outs. Still, it is questionable if these speeches have a sustainable effect. Even in sports, it is debated if the coach
has an influence on the player within a game
(Buning & Thompson, 2015). Therefore, the
focus lies on autonomy. It is not the case that
autonomous behavior is necessarily superior.
Instead, it is more reasonable that there needs
to be a fit between the understanding of autonomous leadership and the autonomous be-
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havior of the players. A coach requires a similar understanding of autonomy as the team
to let them work on their own or give them
constant feedback. Without this type of fit,
there will be miscommunication and unmet
expectations. Despite the value of autonomy,
it seems essential to have a fit between coach
and team on autonomy.

Furthermore, there is a substitute player
available, but usually, the core players participate in the majority of the games throughout
the season. Regarding the data set, League of
Legends is separated in regions, e.g., Europe
or North America, teams are playing a spring
season as well as a summer season, and the
regions will send their best teams to the
global finals to battle out the world championship. In 2017 that meant globally 56 teams
participated with 280 different players and 56
different coaches. For the European data set
from 2014 until 2019, twelve seasons were
played consisting of 10 teams (in 2014, only
eight teams participated).

Hypothesis 2: Coaches seeking for a fit in the
autonomy of their players are more successful.
Research Setting
Data were collected from the video games
League of Legends (LoL). LoL is a so-called
Multiplayer Online Battle Arena games or
MOBA games, and it is currently one of the
most popular ones. Each team consists of five
players, and they fight against another team
on a virtual battlefield. The goal is to defeat
the enemy by, for example, destroy the enemy base. LoL can be seen as the most successful as well as a prominent eSports title in
the industry. For example, at the League of
Legends World Championship, the number
of viewers peaked at over 14.7 million
(Lolesports Staff, 2016). In general, the typical team consists of five players and one
coach on the “field.” Other people are supporting the team that could be called the
coach. However, there is only one person allowed to interact with the players before the
game.

G2 Esports (Summer 2019)
Coach
Player 1
Germany
Denmark
P I

M U L R P I

Player 2
Poland

M U L R P I

Method
To make a comparison possible, we will focus on the intercultural dimensions by Hofstede and the culturally endorsed leadership
theory from the GLOBE study (House et al.,
2004), thereby using the values supplied by
Hofstede and focusing on the rankings of the
cultural endorsed leadership theories. As this
is an explorative study, we are using these
categorizations to get a better understanding
of this novel context. However, an in-depth
analysis will be necessary to validate the results.

Player 3
Denmark

M U L R P I

Player 4
Croatia

M U L R P I

Player 5
Slovenia

M U L R P I

M U L R

35 67 66 65 83 40 18 74 16 23 35 70 68 60 64 93 38 29 18 74 16 23 35 70 73 33 40 80 58 33 71 27 19 88 49 48

Average

Std. Dev.

Team-Coach

I (Team)

P I M U L R P I M U L R P I M U L R 54
50 54 31 61 43 50 29 22 21 35 10 20 15 13 35 4 40 10 individualistic

Homogeneity Similarity
137
heterogeneous

117
unsimilar

P=Power Distance;
M=Masculinity/Feminity;
U=Uncertainty
P=PowerI=Individualism/Collectivism;
Distance; I=Individualism/Collectivism;
M=Masculinity/Feminity;
U=Uncertainty
L=Long
Term Orientation;
I=Indulgence/Restraint
Avoidance;Avoidance;
L=Long Term
Orientation;
I=Indulgence/Restraint
Table 2: Exemplary Analysis for Hypothesis 1 of G2 Esports (Summer 2019)
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G2 Esports (Summer 2019)
Coach
Player 1
Germany
Denmark

Player 2
Poland

Player 3
Denmark

Player 4
Croatia

Player 5
Slovenia

C T P H A S C T P H A S C T P H A S C T P H A S C T P H A S C T P H A S
3 1 3 2 3 1 3 2 3 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 3 3 3 2 3 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 3 3 2 2 1 2 3 3

Average

Std. Dev.

Team-Coach

A (Team)

C T P H A S C T P H A S C T P H A S

FIT

0,4
2 2 1,8 1,6 2,6 2 0,5 0 1,1 1 0,5 1 0,6 1 1,2 0,4 0,4 1,2 Low fit with coach

4,8
Medium fit with coach

C=charismatic, T=team-oriented, P=participative, H=humane-oriented, A=autonomous, S=self-protective
Table 2: Exemplary Analysis for Hypothesis 2 of G2 Esports (Summer 2019)

Team
Samsung
Galaxy*
SK Telecom
T1*
Royal Never
Give Up
Team WE
Longhzu
Gaming*
Misfits Gaming
Fnatic
Cloud9
Gigabyte
Marines
G2 Esports
Team SoloMid
ahq e-Sports
Club*
EDward
Gaming
Immortals
Fenerbahce
Flash Wolves*

IND
18

HOM
0

SIM
0

collectivistic

Pattern
homogeneous

similar

18

0

0

collectivistic

homogeneous

similar

20

0

116

collectivistic

homogeneous

unsimilar

19
18

67
0

73
0

collectivistic
collectivistic

heterogeneous
homogeneous

unsimilar
similar

67
73
71
20

124
89
136
0

231
69
203
0

individualistic
individualistic
individualistic
collectivistic

heterogeneous
heterogeneous
heterogeneous
homogeneous

unsimilar
unsimilar
unsimilar
similar

39
70
17

130
138
0

125
76
0

collectivistic
individualistic
collectivistic

heterogeneous
heterogeneous
homogeneous

unsimilar
unsimilar
similar

20

55

98

collectivistic

homogeneous

unsimilar

36
29
17

147
58
0

108
42
0

collectivistic
collectivistic
collectivistic

heterogeneous
homogeneous
homogeneous

unsimilar
unsimilar
similar

teams with asterisks consist of members from one nation
Table 3: Analysis of the Team Compositions in League of Legends in the World Championship in 2017

Table 1 shows exemplary the raw data for
one team (G2 Esports) that we used for the
analysis of hypothesis 1. This analysis was
done for all teams. Hypothesis 1 was analyzed by describing the individualistic value
of the team; we took the average individualistic value of the team and cut 50 points on a
100 scale. The homogeneity is evaluated by
the sum of the standard abbreviation overall
cultural dimensions in the team. Finally, the

similarity is derived by the cultural differences between the coach and the team and
adding them up in absolute numbers. Both of
them are split at the 60 points barriers.
Table 2 shows again the exemplary analysis
of the raw data that was used for G2 Esports
in order to evaluate hypothesis 2. For hypothesis 2, we categorized the rankings of the
CLT leadership dimensions (House et al.,
2004, p. 684) and codified them into 1=low
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rank, 2=medium rank, 3=high rank. In the
GLOBE study, the authors differed between
absolute and relative scores. We used the relative score for our analysis, as it seems to be

more precise. Analyzing the fit is done by
comparing the values of the coach with the
average values of the team.

Team
Samsung Galaxy*

C
0

T
0

P
0

H
0

A
0

S
0

Fit
0

SK Telecom T1*
Royal Never Give Up

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

Team WE
Longhzu Gaming*

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

Misfits Gaming
Fnatic

1,8
0

1
0

1,4
0,2

0,4
2

0
0,2

1,4
0,2

6
2,6

Cloud9

0,8

0,8

1,6

0,4

0

1,6

5,2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0,6
0,2

1,4
0,2

1,4
0,4

0
0,8

1
0

1,4
0,4

5,8
2

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0,4
0,4

0,2
0,8

0,4
0

0
0,4

0
0

0,4
0

1,4
1,6

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Gigabyte Marines*
G2 Esports
Team SoloMid
ahq e-Sports Club*
EDward Gaming
Immortals
1907 Fenerbahce Esports
Flash Wolves*

teams with asterisks consist of members from one nation; C=charismatic, T=team-oriented, P=participative,
H=humane-oriented, A=autonomous, S=self-protective
Table 4: Analysis of the CLT Leadership Dimensions in League of Legends
in the World Championship in 2017

Results

of Royal Never Give Up states a lack of similarity because the coach is from Taiwan, and
the players are from China. Team WE are
highly collectivistic due to the reason that the
coach is from China, two players are from
China, and three players are from South-Korea. However, there is a specific heterogeneity and lack of similarity observable. Still,
both teams have particular cultural proximity
that may counteract these discrepancies. All
these teams focus on intense gameplay and
are known for their high skill level. The individualistic pattern highlights the cultural diversity and the potential for creative gameplay. Misfits Gaming has a coach from the
United Arab Emirates and players from Great
Britain, Germany, France, and South Korea.

Testing the Hypotheses
Taking a closer look at the data reveals a
great variety of nationalities involved, some
teams consist of people from six different
countries, and some teams are from one
country. Still, in some regions, there is a certain dominance observable. For example,
South Korea has only South Korean players,
and this development is explainable as South
Korea is seen as the home-country of eSports
and, therefore, based on the long history have
a considerable player-base.
Table 3 shows the final standing of the
League of Legends World Championship in
2017. In League of Legends, many teams
from the top 8 follow one of the proposed
patterns. Either they are collectivistic, homogeneous, and similar, or they are individualistic, heterogeneous, and unsimilar. The team

In the lower eight, there are also some teams
following the pattern, like Gigabyte Marines,
ahq e-Sports Club, and Flash Wolves are
from one country, so it is evident that there
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are homogeneity and similarity. However,
Team SoloMid is following the individualistic pattern consisting of players from the
U.S.A., Denmark, and China. It is not clear
why this trend did not work. Besides that,
every team varied from the hypothesized pattern. It seems in League of Legends that hypothesis 1 is not rejected. In summary, several teams follow the collectivist or individualistic pattern. Furthermore, there is a tendency that this pattern is more successful
than other compositions.

that has a successful track record in the past.
The League of Legends European Championship is not only more diverse but also more
successful, especially in recent years. Europe
reached the World Championship finals with
Fnatic in 2018 and with G2 Esports in 2019.
In 2019 no North American team even
reached the Knockout Stage of the final eight
teams.
Furthermore, the European teams tend towards pattern one; based on that, the individualism within the team is more relevant; the
homogeneity should have a low value —
these aspects co-align with the individualistic
and heterogeneous pattern. Besides, the understanding of autonomy in the team should
be similar, so everybody in the team has the
same understanding of autonomy in the team.
Therefore, the standard deviation of autonomy becomes relevant for the prediction of
success. Another factor in the prediction
based on the pattern, is the similarity of the
coach, thereby comparing the cultural dimensions of the coach with the average cultural dimension of the team. Although the
pattern one reveals a tendency of unsimilarity, it seems to exist a diminishing benefit of
unsimilarity in this context. Teams with a
high unsimilarity tend to perform worse than
teams trending towards similarity. Therefore,
we propose that a lower value in similarity/unsimilarity is more beneficial than a
higher, under the assumption that they can be
categorized as unsimilar. As stated before,
the fit between coach and team is also crucial
for the success of the team, and again the
value should move towards zero. The fit describes the cultural fit between coach and
team across the CLT leadership dimensions.
Also, we included another significant benefit
concerning uncertainty avoidance. Here the
uncertainty avoidance is compared to the
coach and the team as this is crucial for the
strategic position of the team overall. Are
they more risk-taking, or are the less risk-taking? The general assumption is that convergence towards the same mind-set is necessary to be successful.

Moving on to hypothesis 2 and the fit concerning the autonomy, there is a pattern observable. Table 4 is focusing again on LoL
and presents the results relevant for hypothesis 2. In all of the teams, there is a fit towards
autonomy observable, and the majority have
a perfect fit. Only G2 Esports in the lower
eight had a high value. The team consisting
of a Dutch coach and players from South-Korea, Croatia, Denmark, and Spain seems to
struggle with the autonomy fit. Still, the team
lacked a fit between coach and players in all
dimensions. Finally, autonomy fit appears to
be a universal necessity for teams in League
of Legends. Consequently, hypothesis 2 is
not rejected. The coach should look towards
a proper autonomy fit to be able to compete
on this high level at all.
Developing a Prediction Formula
Based on the results of the analysis from the
League of Legends World Championship in
2017, it became evident that there are patterns observable that may benefit the success
of a team. Pattern one is based on an individualistic, heterogenic team composition with a
low fitting between the team and the coach.
Pattern two is based on a collectivistic, homogenous team composition with a high fitting between the team and the coach. However, for the discourse of intercultural management, it seems that regions like China,
Taiwan, and South Korea are less interesting
due to the lack of cultural diversity in the
teams. Therefore, North America and Europe
seem more relevant to the research. However, to identify an equation that explains the
cultural synergy within the team and the
coach, it is essential to focus on the region

The results from the season 2014 until 2018
were used to create a formula that could predict the placement in the league based on the
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team composition and the coach. This formula is only based on the cultural dimensions, and the categorization by Hofstede
(1980) and the GLOBE Study (2014); other
performance statistics was not considered in
this exploratory research but may be added in
the future. The goal was to predict the outcome purely based on cultural dimensions.
Consequently, eight seasons were the basis
of this approximation. The season of 2013
was not included as a coach was not yet mandatory. The spring and summer season of
2019 was used to test the predictions. Based
on that, the following equation that is conformed to the argument about the pattern one
emerged:

the five players under the assumption that the
team is following the overall heterogeneity
pattern. The second bracket states the similarity (SIM) and the fit (FIT) of the coach towards the team, and the final bracket describes the fit concerning the uncertainty
avoidance (UA) between coach and team as
an efficiency factor in the equation. Overall
the tendency should be lowering the value in
this equation. The closer it gets to zero, the
more synergy is observable.
Based on the equation, we evaluated the predicted fit for the teams in the spring season
2019, and the results are depicted in table 5.
These results were compared to the actual
placement of the teams. Only SK Gaming
and Rogue deviated from the pattern one, and
their fit was multiplied by 1,2 to highlight
this deviation as both teams followed a more
collectivistic team composition. Overall, the
placement of the teams was relatively close
to reality. Only Excel Esports deviated and is
an extreme outlier, and after a bad start into
the season, the team tested around with their
academy players. Misfits Gaming and Rogue
were correctly predicted, and G2 Esports and
Fnatic were predicted to be in the Top 3 of
the spring season.

Equation: Predicting the Cultural Synergy of a European Lol Team
!"#$"%&# ()*+%,)
= ./01 + 345
∗ (71(9:7)<
+ ((/5 ∗ =/7)
+ (:9>?&>ℎ − :9$+&B)
This equation explains in the first bracket, the
individualism (IND) and homogeneity
(HOM) as well as the standard deviation of
autonomy (AUT) of the team consisting of

League of Legends European Championship Spring Season 2019
Team
Predicted Fit
Spring Place
1.
Excel Esports
155
9.
2.
Fnatic
172
3.
3.
G2 Esports
179
1.
4.
FC Schalke 04
182
7.
5.
Splyce
203
4.
6.
Origen
229
2.
7.
SK Gaming*
241
6.
8.
Misfits Gaming
255
8.
9.
Team Vitality
269
5.
10.
Rogue*
289
10.

Difference
-8
-1
+2
-3
+1
+4
-1
0
-4
0

teams with asterisks are diverging from pattern one
Table 5: Comparison of the Prediction of the LoL European Championship for the Spring Season 2019
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League of Legends European Championship Summer Season 2019
Team
Predicted Fit
Summer Place
1.
Fnatics
137
2
2.
G2 Esportss
143
1
s
3.
Splyce
176
3
4.
Excel Esports
182
10
5.
Origen
183
8
*
6.
SK Gaming
195
7
7.
FC Schalke 041
201
4
s
8.
Team Vitality
215
6
9.
Rogue*
221
5
10.
Misfits Gaming
283
9

Difference
-1
+1
0
-6
-3
-1
+3
+2
+4
-1

teams with asterisks are diverging from pattern one, teams with an s have the same roster as in the spring
season and teams with a 1 had only one change in the roster
Table 6: Comparison of the Prediction of the LoL European Championship for the Summer Season 2019

In the transfer window between the spring
and the summer season, several teams stayed
with their existing roster. This development
is quite recent as teams often only had shortterm contracts with the players and, therefore, transfers were quite common. Only a
few players stayed in one team for more than
a year. For example, Martin “Rekkles” Larsson is part of Fnatic uninterrupted since
2015. With the current growth of eSports and
the increase in professionalization (Scholz,
2019), many organizations are interested in
keeping the team for a more extended period.
Not only for performance reasons but also
marketing reasons. Therefore, we propose
that keeping the team together or only changing one player may have a beneficial impact
on the cultural synergy. Consequently, if the
team stays the same, we predicted fit would
be multiplied by 0,8, and with one substitution, it will be multiplied by 0,9.

worse than the cultural synergy equation predicted.
The equation predicts the placement in the
seasons of 2019 to a certain degree. But still,
using these cultural dimensions is an experimental approximation of the cultural context
in these professional eSports teams. Many
other variables may influence, but the prediction also highlights that the fit between team
and coach is also essential for the success of
a team, and this can be interesting for future
iterations of the equation. As the transfer
window is still open, a prediction of the
spring season in 2020 is not yet possible.
Discussion and Implications
This exploratory analysis shows some interesting aspects to discuss and scrutinize. The
focus on cultural diversity is highly relevant
for cultural optimization. Teams need to be
optimized around the team-building strategy.
Selecting a team is not only dependent on the
team members but also the coach or team
leader will influence the intercultural diversity in teams. Focusing on the different team
composition patterns identified in the course
of our research may be useful to find a
needed harmony in the team. The team can
work together, even if they are individualistic, heterogeneous, and lack similarity to
their coach.

Based on these adjustments, teams like
Fnatic and G2 Esports improved their fit as
they stayed the same. The prediction of the
Top 3 was near to the reality; only that G2
Esports beat Fnatic. The other teams were
quite close to their placement in the summer,
and teams like Misfits Gaming or SK Gaming only deviated one place, and Splyce was
correctly predicted. Again, Excel Esports
acts like an outlier, even though not so extreme as in the spring season. Still, it seems
that some hidden aspects need further investigation as to why this team is performing far
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Furthermore, it becomes evident that cultural
diversity is useful only for achieving a creative outlet, as well as cultural synergy, which
is useful for repetitive tasks. This may not be
new knowledge, but the esports context
shows quite clearly that the simultaneous focus on cultural diversity and cultural synergy
can lead to a competitive advantage. Purely
individualistic teams were successful as well
as collectivistic teams. However, it is not observable that the concentration of individualistic versus collectivistic alone leads to a
competitive advantage.

Every team should have
a secure fit on the autonomy cultural leadership dimension. It is the
foundation to work
from.
Interestingly, many eSports teams, even
though using digital tools and are globally recruited, are in one location. In the case of the
League of Legends European Championship,
most of the teams are located in Berlin. These
high-performance teams seem to only work
in a face-to-face environment, even though
the technology could enable them to be a virtual team. In a global and digital environment, teams and organizations are opting out
of the virtual world is an intriguing insight
for research in intercultural administrators
and highlights the importance of “analog”
communication in teams.

Patterns are useful, but they are no guarantor
of success. This can be an exciting implication for intercultural management as well; the
best practices may sound helpful. However,
they could not be adequate for their organization. Following the standard understanding
of intercultural management may not lead to
a competitive advantage. However, it may
also not lead to a competitive disadvantage.
The fit between coach and team members led
to a further interesting implication. Although
the hypothesis 2 on the coach’s preferences
on autonomy sounded reasonable, the data
showed that an autonomy fit between coach
and team is a necessity. Every team should
have a secure fit on the autonomy cultural
leadership dimension. It is the foundation to
work from. But it also highlights the aspect
that the dimension of autonomy is seemingly
irrelevant. There is a strong focus, not only
autonomy, to generate a great fit between
coach and team.

Intercultural management could learn from
this research, as it is not contradicting existing research, but showing that there are interesting patterns available. However, they do
not describe all the effects on team composition in eSports. Looking into this phenomenon in more depth could be interesting, as
teams need to find the right team composition quickly. Many leagues have only small
transfer windows, and so coaches are stuck
with their players for months. Furthermore,
many teams do not have substitutes and cannot replace players easily. The team must fit.
Although many companies could replace
their team members in intercultural teams, it
would be more cost-efficient to have the right
team composition from the beginning.
Thinking about the team composition from
the intercultural management gains relevance from understanding the eSports context.

The analysis was done descriptively and
looked into past tournaments. The predictive
formula can explain some of the results in the
seasons 2019 but needs more testing and improvement. Especially the case of Excel
Esports is difficult to explain, there are some
hidden factors that lead to these discrepancies. Furthermore, the recent years revealed
another trend, that teams stay the same
throughout the seasons, five teams kept the
roster from the spring season in the summer
season. This development might have an impact and should be factored in, how much it
affects is not yet predictable. At the moment,
the formula has no calculation included for
the performance statistic, and this will be
added in a future version of the equation.

Conclusion
The paper highlights the potential of cultural
optimization first and foremost in eSports.
But, as eSports is highly volatile, it will be
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interesting if those patterns will evolve in the
related context of accelerating business as
well. In a highly global, highly digitized
business context, the cultural dimensions of
people still have an impact on team compositions. And even in business, the “gamer
culture” gains relevance, since gamification
permeating it (e.g., Cardador et al., 2017;
Oprescu et al., 2014).

the combination (or: “configuration”) of
multiple intercultural fits to reach team success. Therefore, a significant contribution of
eSports is towards the Framing of research
on cultural diversity in virtual teams (Han &
Beyerlein, 2016).
Furthermore, understanding international
teams and how cultural distance or cultural
void influences such teams in the digitization, eSports is a valid research context.
These eSports teams are born digital and understand the benefit of digitization; at the
same time, they know that the best team can
be recruited globally. In the end, the cultural
fit requires the best players and, most importantly, a fit with the coach and the vision
of that coach.

Consequently, intercultural management covers both business and eSports and is required to be performed professionally. As familiar research context, intercultural management research leads to insights that might
contribute to a mutual, novel understanding
how to build culturally mixed teams effectively, broadening the perspective from the
concentration on isolated intercultural fits to
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Interactivity, Ethical Behaviors, And
Transmediation in eSports:
An Analysis of Pokémon Through
Uses and Gratifications Theory
By Kaitlin Armstrong
Play brings together communities through
traditional games or contemporary eSports.
eSports, or electronic sports, are streamed
competitions between skilled online video
game players. eSports include a variety of
competitive formats based on cooperative
play or individual participation. In some instances, eSports can lead to a career for players. eSports are becoming ubiquitous given
their ability to occur almost anywhere, including in individuals’ homes, at game
stores, at town halls, and at large convention
centers. eSports offer social interactivity via
online live streaming platforms like
Twitch.tv and YouTube, and on social media
platforms like Instagram, Twitter, Snapchat,
Facebook, and Reddit, and on television networks like ESPN. For eSports to function effectively, exposure and interactivity are essential for members of the gaming community.

can build on game scholarship by strengthening the bridge between game studies and
transmedia studies.
Pokémon thrives in eSports, in part, because
of the games’ narratives and gameplay,
which facilitate convergence. The Pokémon
series mostly focuses on collection and combat, following the journey of a Pokémon
Trainer (the player) who wants to become the
Pokémon League Champion. The Trainer
collects and trains a team of Pokémon for battle against other Trainers, Gym Leaders, and
rival teams. Pokémon’s tagline, “Gotta Catch
‘Em All,” reflects the game’s designers,
Satoshi Tajiri and Shigeru Miyamoto’s,
goals for players to catch and collect as many
Pokémon as possible. The process of catching and collecting Pokémon has changed little since the beginning of the series. Keeping
the catchphrase formula, Pokémon adds stability to the video game franchise grounded
in players’ familiarity with its relatively unchanging play mechanics. These consistent
gameplay procedures enhance the convergence necessary to sustain a transmedial
game world. Pokémon’s transmedial structure resembles Henry Jenkins’ term convergence or “the flow of content across multiple
media platforms, the cooperation between
multiple media industries, and the migratory
behavior of media audiences who will go almost anywhere in search of the kinds of entertainment experiences they want” (Jenkins,
2006). The Pokémon franchise tells its story
through television shows, movies, and video
games. While the flow of content between
different media platforms – the game, the
stream, and the social media accounts – facilitates storytelling in Pokémon eSports.

Nintendo’s Pokémon, is a newer franchise in
eSports that includes an interactive and competitive, role-playing video game about
Pokémon, or “Pocket Monsters.” Pokémon,
the game series initially created by Satoshi
Tijiri in 1997, creates exposure for its eSports
through its global popularity. To promote
new avenues of exposure while maintaining
the Pokémon franchise’s core cultural values,
Pokémon adapted to eSports culture by increasing tournament interactivity and moderation for players and spectators through live
streams and social media. The company also
uses positive brand value and aesthetics to
support its transmedia storytelling. Examining these aspects of Pokémon and its success
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Pokémon eSports consist of Pokkén Tournament, the Video Game Championships
(VGC), and the Trading Card Game (TCG).
Pokémon promotes both regional and worldwide Pokémon eSports championships, with
the latter held in the largest venues. Generally, Pokémon competitions have players
battle against others in different time zones
or in-person competitions that are scheduled
daily worldwide with few restrictions on
when games can take place. Within a Pokémon competition, a player’s set is made up of
Legendary Pokémon (very rare and powerful
Pokémon referred to as myths), Mega Evolutions (temporary evolutions that make a
Pokémon more powerful), and regular Pokémon (common characters). The 2019 competitions used Pokémon Ultra Sun and Ultra
Moon, while the 2020 competitions use
Pokémon Sword and Shield. The characters
and video games used within the Pokémon
eSports competitions determine the level of
interactivity between the player and the
game. The entry level is open and keeps the
player challenged enough to stay in the game
as he or she continues to excel.

community where people of all backgrounds
can feel welcome, which furthers recent
scholarship in game studies on toxicity and
guidelines against unethical online behaviors.

Within Pokémon eSports
there is both a personalized and inclusive approach to competitions
Although Pokémon adopted aspects of popular eSports competitions, such as grand venues, a governing league, and a player code of
conduct, Pokémon games offer players the
option for solo competitive play or online
play with others. Game Freak offers nonplayable characters (NPCs) within the story
of Pokémon Sword and Shield and the online
option of battling a friend or random opponent. Competing against an opponent faceto-face is a different challenge, requiring
strategies not usually used when playing casually. For example, the 2019 VGC Master’s
tournament shows how players use in-depth
strategies to battle in Pokémon Sun and
Moon. At the beginning of the tournament,
player Hirofumi Kimura shuffles through
pieces of paper, as the commentators remark
on his preparation for the competition. It is
likely that taking notes on his competitor,
Naoto Mizobuchi, allows Kimura to strategize his play long before he even steps on the
stage to battle. As is common among top tier
players, Kimura and Naoto spend time strategizing and training a party of Pokémon that
can earn them a victory. For instance, Kimura uses an Umbreon in his party that invigorates the crowd as it is rare to see a nonLegendary or Mega Evolution Pokémon at a
tournament. His unusual choice for the competition excites the audience and creates a viral moment that gives Pokémon eSports competitions further exposure. For game scholarship, this example echoes Stephanie Boluk
and Patrick LeMiuex’s arguments about
competitive and complex gameplay, specifically how this type of gameplay can challenge players’ expectations.

Within Pokémon eSports there is both a personalized and inclusive approach to competitions. Pokémon provides a casual environment for players because they can participate
in competitions officially sanctioned by
Pokémon. In Pokémon eSports, the Pokémon
League oversees competitions of all sizes for
all skill levels of Pokémon players, enforcing
its Code of Conduct and Inclusivity Policy.
According to the Official Pokémon website,
the company’s core values are “integrity,
honesty, responsibility, and professionalism”
(“Professor Program”), and these are evident
in the live streamed competitions. Also, the
Play! Pokémon Code of Conduct is available
online for viewing and explains what is and
is not appropriate in the Pokémon eSports
community. As interactivity is a vital component of eSports, interactions between groups
of people can lead to unethical behaviors
online which can be managed through Pokémon’s Code of Conduct. Generally, Pokémon
eSports competitions allow players of different skill levels to feel included through the
league’s management, company values, and
code of conduct’s inclusivity policy. This
emphasis on player inclusivity provides a

Beyond promoting the franchise through its
eSports, Pokémon utilizes nostalgia as a form
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of affective economics that creates a community through its branding and products. In affective economics, “the ideal consumer is active, emotionally engaged, and socially networked. Watching the advert or consuming
the product is no longer enough; the company invites the audience inside the brand
community” (Jenkins, 2006). Pokémon creates nostalgia through several products, such
as Pikachu merchandise with different
themes (e.g. sakura tree season, graduation,
marriage, etc.), Detective Pikachu (a film
featuring older generations of Pokémon characters), and new video games that feature
Pokémon from older video games in the franchise. Pokémon accumulated many fans over
the years with some participating in Pokémon
eSports competitions. Moreover, the brand
value of the Pokémon franchise is continuously increasing due to its franchising. As the
Pokémon brand value continues to be profitable, money is spent to ensure Pokémon fans
can play in eSports competitions.

a core part of being a member of society and
integral to one’s well-being. More specifically, some scholars note that play acts as social integration for different individuals as
the term is defined as “how strongly a person
is connected to one’s social group” (Griffiths
et al., 2017). Thus, play, and by extension
community building and social integration,
are foundational to eSports.
While metagaming can be defined simply as
the concept of making a game out of a game,
eSports more accurately reflects the broader
definition offered by Stephanie Boluk and
Patrick LeMieux of “the practices within,
around, outside, and about videogames”
(2017, p. 329). This definition, coupled with
Sicart’s work, suggests that play includes
eSports audience’s experience. Thus, connecting Sicart’s theory of play to metagaming provides a novel understanding of play
experiences that move beyond a game’s intended use and design. Further, Boluk and
LeMieux use the venue experience to frame
the extent to which community building can
develop through an experience that is attention-grabbing and captivating. Therefore,
Sicart’s community building aspect of play is
also encapsulated within the definition of
metagaming. Spectators’ access to an embedded chat channel during a live stream of
a competition is a form of metagaming due to
the spectator interaction in an embedded chat
channel was not something Pokémon intended to happen upon the creation of the
video game. Game scholars Boluk and
LeMieux acknowledge that metagaming
sometimes transcends what the game’s creators originally intended. eSports are practices
that sometimes operate beyond their game’s
original design. Pokémon also encourages
competitive gameplay in its games via added
online features Wi-Fi functionality in Nintendo consoles allows players to interact
online by battling one another or trading
Pokémon, for example. Therefore, internet
technologies facilitate metagaming around
Pokémon in the form of eSports. Boluk and
LeMieux’s Metagaming examines several
established and skill-intensive eSports, including Dota 2, while my analysis of Pokémon aims to include more casual and easily
accessible games within eSports scholarship.

Overall, my project illustrates how a familyfriendly franchise, such as Pokémon might
add to current connections between transmedia and game scholarship. With uses and
gratifications theory as the dominant framework, I accomplish my research, in part,
through examining Pokémon and scholarly
works related to its goals to increase interactivity through live streaming platforms and
embedded chat channels, broaden ethical
game play through moderating social media,
and increase its brand value via community
building and advertisements. This project
seeks to create a framework for scholarship
to examine the beneficial role a familyfriendly, culturally authentic franchise can
play in eSports.
Methodology
Given the integral nature of play in eSports,
transmedia storytelling allows play and computation to contribute to the continued success of eSports. Miguel Sicart details play as
“a form of understanding what surrounds us
and who we are, and a way of engaging with
others. Play is a mode of being human”
(2017). Play increases experiences in a community such as video games or stores. Play is
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My research synthesizes recent video game
scholarship with uses and gratifications theory to determine how Pokémon succeeds in
eSports as a family-friendly franchise. Uses
and gratifications theory is used to analyze
Pokémon eSports because it relates to transmedia storytelling and participatory culture.
Uses and gratifications theory describes a set
of “the social and psychological origins
needs, which generate expectations of the
mass media or other sources, which lead to
differential patterns of media exposure, resulting in need gratifications and other consequences, perhaps mostly unintended ones”
(Katz et al., 1973, p. 510). In essence, a
player or spectator chooses to interact with
media to fulfill one’s needs. Both uses and
gratifications theory and transmedia storytelling focus on the audience’s active participation in transforming the media. Thus, a
player and spectator will continue to seek out
the aspects of the Pokémon franchise that suit
one’s needs, in turn, leading to higher profitability and focus from the company in those
arenas. Pokémon focuses on diversity and inclusivity, thus resulting in a successful family-friendly, culturally authentic franchise.
The aspects of uses and gratifications theory
that align with my thesis are personal integrative needs, social integrative needs, tension
release needs, intrinsic cultural and aesthetic
enjoyment. Uses and gratifications theory
has a fifth need, cognitive needs, which was
not investigated in this thesis because there is
already extensive research on video games
and their cognitive effects (Kourakli et al.,
2017; Ang et al., 2007; Rauschnabel et al.,
2017; Schutter & Malliet, 2014; Mishra et al.,
2016).

social interaction, followed by fantasy, diversion, and arousal, respectively. Social interaction was significantly ranked higher than
the next most cited reason. This study is relevant to Pokémon eSports scholarship because it successfully encapsulates all aspects
of uses and gratifications theory, resulting in
an increased understanding of fan- and
player-base(s).
Within this thesis, personal integrative needs
include credibility, self-esteem, reinforcement of personal values, personal identity,
models of behavior, and gaining insight to
oneself. I argue that Pokémon effectively addresses these needs in the following ways:
Pokémon eSports encourages female players
to feel comfortable by creating an inclusive
environment, thus allowing them to meet the
needs of personal identity through appropriate models of behavior; the Play! Pokémon
Equality, Equity, Diversity, and Inclusivity
Policy promotes fans or players from any
background to feel valued, which in turn promotes one’s self-esteem; Pokémon eSports
reinforces and achieves Albert Bandura’s social learning theory’s positive models of behavior; through its participatory culture,
Pokémon eSports reinforces players’ personal values, insight to oneself, and stabilization of personal identity; and finally, through
participation in Pokémon eSports, players
can potentially achieve credibility, status,
and increased self-esteem.
The social integrative needs I examine include community building, affirmation, social empathy, reinforcement of values, membership of valued social groups, companionship, sense of belonging, identifying with
others, and social interaction. I illustrate evidence of these needs with the following examples: Pokémon eSports creates a safe environment for community building, the reinforcement of positive values, and the growth
of social empathy through inclusive play;
Pokémon’s leadership explicitly focuses on
taking action against unethical behavior, as
outlined in the Play! Code of Conduct; embedded chat channels facilitate the social interactions and community building; Pokémon eSports competitions foster fan participation.

My study builds on the work of Jonathan
Sherry et al., which draws on uses and gratifications theory to study video games and
players (2006). Sherry conducted focus
group interviews on 96 participants between
the ages of 18-22 and surveys amongst 1265
participants between the ages of 18-23. The
study sought to determine which of the following uses and gratifications theory concepts aligned with video game users: arousal,
challenge, competition, diversion, fantasy,
and social interaction. The primary reason individuals cited for playing video games was
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Next, the tension release needs examined
through the lens of Pokémon eSports are entertainment, diversion, and relaxation.
Throughout the thesis these needs are addressed in the following ways: through examining of Lin’s research on video games’
ability to serve as a form of tension relief; by
reviewing Boluk and LeMieux’s concept of
“metagaming” and it’s fulfillment of enjoyment; through analyzing of the relaxation
embedded within the casual level of gameplay available through Pokémon tournaments; by applying Sicart’s theory of play,
which encompasses many of the tension release needs; and finally, through examining
Juho Hamari and Max Sjoblom’s research results that indicate that escapism is positively
related to having more engaged and frequent
fans (2017).

leverage one’s personal and social integrative needs, tension release needs, and intrinsic cultural and aesthetic enjoyment.
In general, interactivity during gameplay has
clear connections to uses and gratifications
theory. For example, Yu-Ling Lin et al. emphasize the importance of human interactivity in scholarship by examining how interactivity affects players’ enjoyment and motivation for playing video games. Lin et al.’s
study consists of 40-60-minute interviews
with inter-rater reliability. The 120 participants include men and women between the
ages of 18-29 in either undergraduate or
graduate school. The results show how interactions in gaming communities allow players
to build relationships with each other and
benefit from the intrinsic pleasure of fulfilling their tension release needs. Additionally, the research demonstrates that “as far as
gamers are concerned, their motivation for
gaming can be said to stem from the interactivity” (Lin et al., 2015, p. 73). This thesis
seeks to demonstrate the role of community
in fostering the type of interactivity that motivates fans and players to participate.

Lastly, I delve into intrinsic cultural and aesthetic enjoyment needs, including broadening cultural horizons and expanding aesthetic
exposure. Specifically, these needs are examined in Pokémon eSports through: (1) the
aesthetics of Pokémon gameplay, (2) the
global accessibility of Pokémon merchandise
both online, in stores, in cafes, etc., (3) the
layout of the live streaming eSports competitions, 4) the use of kawaii culture to accurately represent Pokémon characters.

While Lin et al.’s study focuses on gaming
broadly, interactivity satisfies a player’s
needs through competitions, live streams,
and embedded chat channels. As game scholars William A. Hamilton et al. note, live
streaming technology is an integral part of
eSports because it increases player interactivity and, in turn, fulfills players’ social
needs. eSports competitions are often broadcasted live on platforms like Twitch.tv and
YouTube. According to Hamilton et al.,
“Live streaming combines high-fidelity computer graphics and video with low-fidelity
text-based communication channels to create
a unique social medium,” (2014, p. 1315).
Live streaming in its current form enables
public broadcasts of live audio and video
streams alongside a shared chat channel. The
ability to interact with other players via
streaming platforms addresses players’ social integrative needs through interactivity
and community engagement as well as tension release needs through entertainment.
For example, the 2019 Pokémon World
Championships used live streaming so that
spectators could watch these competitions

Increasing Interactivity: Pokémon’s
Success in Building a Community
Interactivity is an important concept because
it, in part, determines if and how players participate in Pokémon eSports. Johnathan
Corliss claims that interactivity is the centerpiece of video game studies, from which all
other scholarship stems (2010). Interactivity
consists of two or more individuals partaking
in a social exchange, such as communicating
online during gameplay and eSports events. I
define interactivity in this way to focus on social interactions within the Pokémon eSports
community. For eSports, interactivity includes the ability to watch, chat, and play in
competitions and tournaments via live
streams so that a player or spectator of any
skill level can participate. A lack of interactivity in eSports may drive away a player and
diminish Pokémon’s ability to successfully
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live while interacting with one another synchronously through embedded chat channels.
This example furthers Hamilton et al.’s
claims about interactivity in live streams by
demonstrating how Pokémon’s eSports
streams support player and spectator social
interactions.

keeps audiences engaged. Jean Burgess defines vernacular creativity as “the wide range
of everyday creative practices (from scrapbooking to family photography to the storytelling that forms part of casual chat) practiced outside the cultural value systems of either high culture or commercial creative
practice (qtd. in Taylor, 2006, p. 33). This
form of digital storytelling allows the ordinary person to record online memories
through live streaming. To further this point,
Burgess explains how digital storytelling
“transforms the everyday experience into
shared public culture” (2008, p. 9). Vernacular creativity is foundational for analyzing
video game live streaming and provides an
opportunity for players to publicly satisfy
their social integrative needs as a community. For instance, a live streamed Pokémon
eSports competition is no longer a private experience, but instead, a public one. Pokémon
eSports furthers vernacular creativity
through social media as digital archives. A
fan can access the recorded live streams at
any time to re-watch their favorite moments
or watch a competition he or she could not
watch live. A strength of Burgess’s approach
to understanding the circuits of production
and consumption is the emphasis on seeing
not only the creation of videos but sharing
and discussion as a form of social networking
(2008). Thus, recorded eSports competition
streams expand the definition of vernacular
creativity because they function as a way of
storytelling fan experiences through both the
video and chat features. By applying Burgess’s vernacular creativity and digital storytelling theories to eSports, memory preservation’s impact on interactivity in gaming communities like Pokémon is evident. Thus, vernacular creativity in Pokémon eSports fulfills
the community aspect of social integrative
needs as the creation of new memories is tied
to interactions between people online.

Part of increasing interactivity is making
eSports accessible and
Pokémon does this
through inclusive and
comprehensive caster
commentary
Live stream embedded chat channels afford
the Pokémon community a means to communicate, thus fulfilling players’ social integrative needs, including identifying with others and becoming a member of a valued social group. For example, when watching the
live stream of the Pokémon World Championships on YouTube, a fan can discuss the
match in the comments section or the live
chat during the match. Tim Wulf et al. asserts
that Twitch.tv provides users the opportunity
to simultaneously watch streamers play the
game while socially interacting with streamers and other viewers through a chat room
(3). A viewer may provide live commentary
to the streamer throughout the duration of the
live stream, allowing a player to potentially
benefit from encouragement or suggested
strategies. Therefore, embedded chat channels facilitate spectator-player communication, creating a unique online gaming community. The use of live streaming platforms
in Pokémon eSports follows the same (if not
similar) model as other online gaming communities—it supports social interaction and
community building, and thus, meets a
player’s needs based on uses and gratifications theory.

Part of increasing interactivity is making
eSports accessible and Pokémon does this
through inclusive and comprehensive caster
commentary. The Pokémon World Championships competition adds a layer of commentary during live streamed events. During each
Pokémon eSports live stream, the official
host and commentators make sure to describe

Another aspect that increases Pokémon’s interactivity is the franchise’s use of vernacular
creativity in their online platforms, which
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each moment in a way that anyone could understand. For example, professional commentators during the 2019 VGC Master’s Division Final describe the uniqueness of using
an Umbreon as most players tend to use Legendary Pokémon. How official hosts and
commentators explain each battle reveals
that the Pokémon community wants to make
its competitions accessible to anyone who
may not be familiar with how the games
work. For example, through comprehensive
commentary, new and potential players can
listen and absorb the information provided by
the host while using the commenting within
the embedded chat channels as a supplement
to what the official host is saying. While this
provides a much-needed foundation for new
and potential community members, comprehensive commentary can lead to the audience
blindly agreeing with and parroting commentators and adding to the debate of play options rather than focusing solely on the
player’s actions. Even with this potential
drawback, however, Pokémon’s comprehensive commentary has created an inclusive
community of audiences at all skill levels.

different skill levels. These practices allow
Pokémon eSports to fulfill players’ personal
and social integrative needs. High-risk play
addresses self-esteem and status, while inclusive online competitions in small and large
venues contribute to community building and
a sense of belonging.
Furthermore, Pokémon eSports competitions
take place in multiple venues or ancillary
buildings that offer alternative activities, fulfilling players’ social integrative needs. For
example, the 2019 Pokémon World Championships were held in the Walter E. Washington Convention Center in Washington D.C.,
USA, a venue with numerous ballrooms
(Events DC). In these rooms, Pokémon Go,
Pokémon: Let’s Go, Pikachu! and Pokémon:
Let’s Go, Eevee!, and Pokkén Tournament
XD events took place. These extra activities
are often casual, consisting of Pokémon
gameplay in a more relaxed and less highrisk setting, thus promoting a sense of belonging and satisfying players’ social integrative needs.
Furthermore, Pokémon extends Sicart’s theory of play, which is the interactivity
amongst individuals engaging in a game. The
theory of play and uses and gratifications theory continues through the official Pokémon
Instagram page, which updates both devoted
fans and occasional viewers on the physical
location of the competition, where to watch
the live stream of the event online, highlights
from the competition, the winners of each division, and creates a sense of community that
is integral to play and players’ social integrative needs. As a fan or occasional viewer is
able to easily access the tournaments online,
he or she will be able to primarily view the
stage during the live stream. However, for
the fan who can attend in-person, the competitions will provide an opportunity to experience the venue within a community, allowing
Pokémon fans to partake in events at a competition outside of watching a battle, thus satisfying community building. Pokémon fans
have access through the Pokémon League to
attend events at all levels digitally or in-person, therefore increasing the interactivity of
Pokémon eSports competitions. Pokémon
eSports competitions act as an example of
Sicart’s theory of play.

Pokémon eSports use a variety of venues for
competitions to enhance the audience’s experience, which allows the franchise to meet
players’ personal and social integrative
needs. Lavish, large venues are a component
of Stephanie Boluk and Patrick LeMieux’s
discussion of how eSports competitions
transcend video games because these locations accommodate the growing scale of the
audience and offer an experience that cannot
be achieved by watching online. Boluk and
LeMieux describe the atmosphere in which a
Dota 2 tournament took place in Benaroya
Hall in 2012. This expansive hall included
box seats, a full audience, and two teams
competing in the event. The grand display of
this eSports competition demonstrates that
the community is invested and that the league
wants to put on a show for players and spectators. Boluk and LeMieux state that the addition of these venues mixed with high-risk
competitive play styles provide a grand and
sublime environment for gaming (2017).
Pokémon eSports tournaments often include
large arenas and high-risk play; however,
Pokémon eSports tournaments also take
place in small shops and offer play for many
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The interactivity provided through memorable in-person experiences in Pokémon
eSports competitions fulfills both social integrative needs and intrinsic cultural and aesthetic enjoyment. Further expanding upon
Sicart’s theory that play creates community,
a fan who can attend the 2019 Pokémon
World Championships in person has the opportunity to watch battles live, purchase merchandise, take pictures with the designated
mascots, play classic games like Pokémon
Snap, and trade cards with other players. For
those watching a live stream, the audience
can create unique memories by watching moments in competitions live and discussing the
events within the embedded chat channels.
In-person and live stream experiences both
provide the opportunity for a memorable
viewing experience in their own way. As discussed by Sicart, who views play as more
than merely interacting with board games,
video games, or other concrete objects and
instead, encompassing broader daily interactions with other individuals (2017). Play beyond games describes how an audience can
tie in this experience to life outside of merely
playing the game alone or with others. This
experience can allow the audience to have a
better understanding and appreciation of the
franchise. Through this scholarship, the extra
attractions that are separate from the competition begin to matter.

Promoting Ethical Behavior in the Pokémon eSports Community
Promoting ethical behaviors in eSports enables Pokémon to meet a player’s personal and
social integrative needs as well as cultural
enjoyment. Enforcing and promoting ethical
behaviors while simultaneously moderating
toxic behaviors maintains Pokémon’s presence in the eSports community as a family
friendly franchise. Video game scholars Sonam Adinolf and Selen Turkay define toxicity as “a term that refers to negative behaviors including harassment, griefing (e.g.,
gaining enjoyment from intentionally making other players annoyed), trolling, cyberbullying, and intentionally opposing other
players” (2018, p. 366). These negative behaviors can lead a player to feel stressed, affecting her gameplay and leading to a cycle
of negative experiences known as a stereotyped threat. To promote ethical behaviors
means creating a safe space for players
online without fear of negative experiences.
Pokémon also ensures player inclusivity, fulfilling players’ intrinsic cultural enjoyment.
Respecting different cultures, backgrounds,
and race is important when expanding Pokémon since toxicity can lead a person away
from the franchise. The accurate and balanced representation of marginalized groups
is integral in pinpointing from where unethical behavior originates, which is one of the
necessary steps to creating an inclusive environment. Thus, Pokémon eSports can
achieve success in this regard by limiting unethical online behaviors through the following methods: moderating live streaming chat
rooms, reporting users using hate speech to
the live streaming websites or social media
apps, and banning a player for repeated toxic
behaviors to ensure it does not continue.

While some scholars address interactive
practices such as play, metagaming, vernacular creativity, and live, embedded chat channels, few, if any, bring these concepts together to comprehensively analyze a familyfriendly video game franchise. Synthesizing
these concepts along with uses and gratifications theory reveals the importance of a franchise that reaches a large demographic while
being successful. Increasing interactivity’s
relevance to uses and gratifications theory is
through the fulfillment of social integrative
needs, personal integrative needs, and tension release needs.

While a complete overhaul of unethical behavior in the eSports community is an enthusiastic goal, limiting players’ exposure to
racism, misogyny, and homophobia is not an
easily achievable feat. Elizabeth Hackney,
along with many other scholars, believes that
legislators, presumably in the United States
of America, have insufficiently dealt with the
complex issues regarding both explicit racism and a lack of diversity amongst video
game characters (2018, p. 890). Addressing
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the issue is one of the first steps toward a solution. According to a survey conducted by
the Anti-Discrimination League (ADL), 62%
of players said companies should do more to
make online spaces more inclusive and safer
(2019). Therefore, when racist comments
flood live streams during an eSports competition, players and corporate sponsors in
eSports should acknowledge the problem.
Acknowledgement is the first step towards
censoring misogynistic and racist behaviors,
which can decrease toxicity and increase the
company’s success. Much of the video game
scholarship surrounding unethical behavior
in eSports discusses the problem rather than
creating a solution, while this thesis illuminates how Pokémon has implemented effective policies to combat the issue.

Pokémon eSports. Specifically, Higgin analyzes representations in massively multiplayer
online
role-playing
games
(MMORPGs) to see why the games lack adequate representations of black characters.
Higgin determines that societal discrimination against black communities is integrated
into MMORPGs through stereotypes. Some
of these stereotypes include gang-related behavior or sports players while black women
are invisible (Higgin, 2009). Higgin finds
that negative gaming environments contradict tension release needs and personal integrative needs, leading some individuals to reduce their interactions with these online
video games. Higgin states that despite character customization in MMORPGs, a player
may not view blackness as a suitable identity
given in-game stereotypes. The work of gender studies and game studies scholar Gabriela
Richard supports Higgin’s work, noting that
“87% of customized characters in a massively multiplayer online game are male, and
92% are white” (Richard, 2006, p. 83). With
the majority of characters appearing to be
white or white-passing men, it can be difficult for marginalized groups to select an accurately representative character. Higgin and
Richard’s scholarship are relevant to Pokémon eSports because the research highlights
the importance of ethical gameplay to the
continued growth of Pokémon eSports and to
how game scholars study the role of fictional
representations in eSports broadly.

Because Pokémon aims to provide a familyfriendly environment of ethical gaming, it is
crucial to determine how to create, continue,
and promote such an inclusive environment.
Albert Bandura’s work on social learning
theory can partially explain how both media
and society within Pokémon eSports affect
one’s behavior. Bandura is a psychologist
and Professor at Stanford University who is
credited with founding several original theories that were inspired by his experimental
research. One of these is social learning theory, which suggests that behaviors demonstrated by other people in one’s environment
often, in turn, shape that individual’s behavior. In this theory, the initial behaviors themselves are often the result of other environmental factors, including the media. Thus, individuals tend to socially respond in a feedback loop that perpetuates existing stereotypes and behaviors (Poepsel, 2018). Bandura’s theory informs the ideas put forth independently by video game scholars Hackney and Tanner Higgin about ethical behaviors in gaming.

Aligning with eSports scholarship on the importance of identity ethics, Pokémon’s Code
of Conduct and Inclusivity Policy demonstrates leadership’s awareness that unethical
behaviors negatively influence eSports communities and individual players. Hackney analyzes video games and the importance of a
player identifying with one’s character in
video games. Hackney discusses how players
need accurate and respectful representations
of themselves in games. Similar to Higgin’s
research, Hackney’s scholarship furthers
conversations about a lack of diversity in
video game characters and how this stems
from a lack of representation in society.
Hackney uses the example of video game
character customization options including
physical attributes such as body type, skin

As stereotypes from society are often portrayed in video games, harmful representations of marginalized groups can affect a
player’s behavior. Higgin’s work is relevant
because his research on the lack of adequate
representations of black characters connects
discrimination towards black players and
other marginalized groups to unethical behavior online that must be regulated within
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tones, and even species to make her arguments (2018). A lack of accurate representation in video game characters can make minority players not want to play a game or feel
unwelcome. Accurate player representation
through game characters then can fulfill a
player’s personal integrative needs for selfesteem and a sense of belonging.

area” (2019, p. 12). Player comfort and inclusivity are critical aspects of eSports competitions and eSports cannot exist without a
steady increase in participation. Still, Pokémon eSports prize diversity because of the
various qualities eclectic groups bring to the
community. The Play! Pokémon Diversity,
Equality, Equity, and Inclusivity Policy
states, “Diversity, equality, equity, and inclusivity…strengthen and enrich us, our players,
organizers, and the Play! Pokémon program
globally” (p. 1). This policy promotes the
idea that anyone can feel welcome in the
Pokémon eSports community, thus reinforcing the personal integrative needs of players.

Moreover, society has a great influence in
how unethical behaviors manifest in eSports
communities. As researched by Bandura,
Hackney, and Higgin, race and society are intertwined, which is why scholarship should
continuously evaluate ways to achieve shifting intrinsic cultural enjoyment from games.
Video game scholar Jason Bainbridge extends the research of Bandura, Hackney, and
Higgin by proposing Pokémon and Japanese
culture intertwine and affect one another.
Bainbridge describes the relationship between Pokémon and Japan as

Reporting toxic behaviors online is one way
to decrease the amount of unethical behavior
in esports and fulfill players’ and spectators’
personal integrative needs. Generally, individuals may submit a report if they feel their
rights have been violated by unethical behavior. After a report has been submitted, the report will be reviewed either by a machine
learning algorithm, an administrator or an expert team. In esports, reporting players may
result in a ban that prevents those players
from utilizing the game for days, weeks,
years, or indefinitely. Permanent bans happen if the behavior is repetitive and egregious. In some cases, specific restrictions are
enacted such as only banning the player from
using either or both voice and text features
(Adinolf & Turkay, 2018). Resources that
block a toxic player from continuing bad behaviors influence another player’s experience. Play! Pokémon Standards of Conduct
detail what violates the franchise’s standards,
the disciplinary actions that take place, and
the appeal process to create a community that
fulfills players’ personal integrative needs.
Additionally, Pokémon has a three-step process which includes a written warning, probation, and suspension; however, a player
has the opportunity to submit a written appeal and supporting documentation within 14
days. Reported players’ rights are not reinstated until after a decision is made (“Play!”).
Because Pokémon eSports competitions have
a thorough process for eliminating unethical
behaviors,
game
scholars
should
acknowledge the importance of a large franchise taking a proactive stance on instilling
ethical behaviors.

…[a] personal, almost spiritual relationship
with a mass-produced imaginary is what constitutes Pokémon’s social network, connecting both Pokémon’s creators and its audience
not only to the national imagination of Japan
itself but also to the particular concerns of
that nation, its relationship to the environment and its larger place in the world. (2014,
p. 3)
Incorporating Pokémon’s culture is important to understand the intended purpose of
the game from the creator Tajiri, as current
eSports scholarship focuses primarily on racist, homophobic, and misogynistic online
commentary without considering the culture
of the games themselves.
Toxicity, including racism and misogyny, go
against Pokémon’s ideology and a player’s
personal integrative needs and intrinsic cultural enjoyment. The discounting of minorities in eSports coupled with the issue of toxic
participants and spectators has led to many
forms of discrimination including racism,
homophobia, and antifeminist campaigns in
online spaces. As stated by Donghee Wohn
and Gou Freeman, “Esports is still experience centric – how players feel about themselves and their connection with others may
drive them to sustain, support, or leave this
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When racist behavior exists online, regulation is imperative to stop the cycle of discriminatory behavior against minority players, fans, developers, etc. otherwise this behavior can prevent players from achieving
their personal integrative needs. One type of
regulation proposed is automated responses
to unethical behavior. As Hackney points
out, games strictly played on consoles are
easier to regulate because “programmers can
create concrete levels of code that can filter
through inappropriate behavior” (2018, p.
889). However, online games are more dynamic and difficult to regulate. As many
Pokémon eSports players are young and train
online on the Nintendo Switch console, Nintendo has implemented extensive parental
control options for regulating what players
can play and communicate with others online
when training for esports competitions. Specifically, Nintendo offers automated filters
through the Switch Parental Controls™ application to restrict a child from “Communicating with Others” (Nintendo, 2020). The
implementation of the Nintendo Switch Parental Controls™ to allow a parent to monitor a child’s activity on the Switch enacts
Hackney’s research on implementing new
technologies to combat unethical behavior.
While Hackney puts the responsibility of regulation on the company, Nintendo gives the
power to the user to regulate their online environment.

gender, the community’s YouTube commentary expresses interest in continuing to see
her succeed in Pokémon eSports. This is surprising given the toxic perspective that female players are inadequate compared to
their male counterparts. For instance, in an
analysis completed by Hanhan Xue et al., a
common belief is that a male player tends to
master gaming skills and technical prowess
while a female is reduced to an incompetent
player and perceptually framed as lacking seriousness when playing competitive games
(2019). A woman could be discouraged from
striving for the top level of eSports because
of such toxicity and the delegitimization of
her accomplishments. Xue et al.’s findings
relate back to the term stereotyped threat,
which results in a lack of confidence in ability and desire to continue to play the game.
This inequality is unfortunately mirrored
within Pokémon eSports competitions; however, the YouTube example provides support
for Pokémon eSports’ ideologies about inclusivity and diversity. The example also supports Higgin’s message about the importance
of examining community inclusivity in gaming. Because uses and gratifications theory
suggests a player returns back to these mediums if one’s needs are met, Pokémon’s promotion of a largely inclusive community
through proactive leadership helps foster its
growing fan base.
In order to fulfill a player’s personal and social integrative needs video games must work
to disrupt gender inequity and cultural appropriation. Pokémon has created gender inclusivity amongst the “Pocket Monsters” and
human characters in the game and sought respectful cultural representation. Focused on
gender ambiguity and representation, Emma
Westecott argues that minimizing “the layers
of codified expression” allow players to
safely embody their identity (Westecott,
2006, p. 236). Similarly, cultural appropriation can reinscribe racial inequity. Upon recognizing the problematic representation of
the 1996 Jynx “Pocket Monster”, Pokémon
redesigned the character in 1999 and eliminated the racial stereotyping in the character’s original design. Additionally, the gender ambiguity of Pokémon Trainers allows a
player to choose to be represented by a

Pokémon has created
gender inclusivity
amongst the “Pocket
Monsters” and human
characters in the game
and sought respectful
cultural representation.
Pokémon is inclusive not just through the
policies and practices of its organization but
also through the community’s supportive behavior in YouTube commentary. The Pokémon eSports community supports Kaya
Lichtleitner, the TCG Master’s 2019 Pokémon World Champion. Despite her age and
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trainer that may have similar physical characteristics to the player, while also possessing the skills or special qualities in which
a player is interested. Pokémon’s game world
suggests that players creating characters in
their own image is equally important to
“Pocket Monsters” not embodying cultural
stereotypes. While gender inequality and cultural appropriation is pervasive in society as
a whole and esports more specifically, Pokémon seems to strive for inclusivity and equality. Applying Bandura’s social learning theory to Pokémon’s efforts toward equitable
representation suggests that its eSports community is more apt to promote gender inclusivity and racial equity in their communities.

chise will continue to grow in esports, increase fan participation, and allow Nintendo
to continue as a transmedial brand. Since
brand value is the perceived future value of
the company, Pokémon can strengthen its
presence in eSports by building upon the
franchise’s core profit areas and transmediality. Overall, the brand value of Pokémon provides longevity to Nintendo and its fan base
and serves as an eSports model of a socially
important transmedial franchise.
Pokémon’s positive brand value is reflected
through a combination of its diverse product
range and the franchise’s advertising. As one
of the highest-grossing franchises of all time,
understanding its preeminence in the entertainment industry is important for understanding how the franchise entered eSports.
According to Jason Bainbridge, “on the eve
of its tenth anniversary in 2006, Pokémon,
Inc. had made $25 billion internationally”
(2014, p. 3). And yet, Pokémon’s success has
not peaked after ten years, and the franchise
continues to achieve unprecedented growth.
Comparatively, few franchises have succeeded to the extent that Pokémon has as evidenced through its ability to achieve transmediation. Pokémon rivals other global franchises, including Star Wars and Marvel,
therefore making it unique amongst eSports
franchises (Hutchins, 2018). Pokémon is one
of a few game franchises to have so ubiquitously proliferated other markets. Thus,
Pokémon’s unique global market should be
of interest to eSports scholars who focus on
digital entertainment and the economic dimensions of video games.

Furthermore, Pokémon errs on the side of the
aggrieved as evidenced through the process
for the offender being banned during the investigation and appeals process. Thus, establishing a space where an individual can feel
comfortable enough to report negative experiences improves the longevity and success
of Pokémon eSports competitions. The
player must also feel comfortable and included in one’s character choice as an inaccurate representation can keep the player
from engaging in the game and in the community. For Pokémon, it prioritizes a safe and
inclusive community that promotes ethical
online behavior in its eSports competitions
amongst each fan. Moreover, without an inclusive community, Pokémon would not be
adhering to its core cultural values or ideology. The source of and ways to prevent unethical behavior affect the players and without the players, eSports would not exist. Additionally, scholars such as, Bandura, Hackney, Higgin, enforce the importance of understanding where unethical behaviors stem
from and how to combat these negative behaviors.

Pokémon’s brand value can be captured
through the depth of its product line’s success, and in the breadth of areas in which the
franchise is established. Pokémon’s anime
has become the most successful video game
adaptation (Bailey, 2016). Furthermore, the
Pokémon franchise includes the world’s bestselling toy brand, a card game, an anime film
series, a live-action film, books, manga, music, merchandise, and a theme park. The
Pokémon franchise also boasts a large store
in New York, a Pokémon themed café in Tokyo, and pop up shops globally. For instance,
the Pokémon Center Tokyo DX is a depart-

Pokémon’s Brand Value as a Transmedia
Franchise
Scholars view the Pokémon franchise as a
phenomenon because it is a transmedial and
culturally influential brand that embodies
uses and gratifications theory. The brand
value of Pokémon determines how the fran-
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ment store stocked with Pokémon merchandise such as camping attire, utilities, and holiday-themed merchandise. Also, the Pokémon Café Tokyo offers Pokémon themed
dishes, drinks, and limited merchandise in
the same location. The Pokémon franchise
offers merchandise for both the youth market
as well as the nostalgic fan. Game scholars
can benefit from the Pokémon franchise’s
transmedial presence by exploring the impact
extratextual engagement has on eSports.

atmosphere. For example, the official merchandise of the 2019 Pokémon World Championships featured a Pikachu in a safari outfit
holding binoculars, which is aesthetically
pleasing to many individuals. Pokémon uses
elements of yokai culture as kawaii culture,
which can be described as “lovable” or
“cute” traits (Bainbridge, 2014). This aesthetic when applied to Pokémon and Japanese culture generates consistent global success for the franchise and satisfies intrinsic
cultural and aesthetic enjoyment. For instance, Pikachu has pink cheeks - a notable
facial attribute of the kawaii culture - therefore Pokémon is using the unique aesthetic to
increase its popularity globally. Bainbridge’s
kawaii aesthetic shown through Pikachu’s
design demonstrates Jenkins’ term transmediation as Pikachu has become the global
mascot for Pokémon. The success of kawaii
aesthetics for Pokémon’s brand value is
unique as aesthetics plays a large role in how
consumers perceive the games regardless of
the medium. Specifically, Pokémon succeeds
in providing cultural and aesthetic enjoyment
through its effective art styles, graphics, and
layout of their eSports’ live streams. Incorporating attractive aesthetics to a game can
increase the fan base and its participation in
a game or its community. Pokémon’s kawaii
aesthetic is motivating to a fan through its reinforcement of intrinsic cultural aesthetic enjoyment. Specifically, when a game character smoothly performs a move, Pokémon’s
graphics captivates a player or spectator.
Since its inception and now in its eSports
competitions, Pokémon capitalizes on kawaii
aesthetics through cute characters.

Pokémon is a transmedial franchise that
transcends video games. Media scholar
Henry Jenkins has researched and written extensively on the topic of transmediation, specifically considering fans’ interactive responses to transmedia and how the franchise’s various elements interact and exponentially build upon each other (Jenkins,
2007). Pokémon is a transmedial franchise
through its video games, television shows,
movies, manga, stores, restaurants, merchandise, and now, eSports. Pokémon’s slogan
matches Jenkin’s concept of participatory
culture, as fans collect and engage in all of its
various forms of media. Collecting is at the
heart of Pokémon as exhibited by its catch
phrase, “Gotta Catch ‘Em All,” which simultaneously facilitates its transmediation
(Long, 2000). Jenkins states, “Younger consumers have become information hunters and
gatherers, taking pleasure in tracking down
character backgrounds and plot points and
making connections between different texts
within the same franchise” (qtd. in Long,
2000, p. 13). Thus, the ideas of collecting and
engaging in the franchise takes on a more
complex form beyond simply collecting the
playing cards. Collecting every part of the
Pokémon franchise has been lucrative, and
with the addition of eSports, the franchise has
furthered its successful transmediation into a
new area of industry. The brand value of
Pokémon allows us to address several ideas
that are relevant to eSports scholars including
the psychology of gaming and economies.

Furthermore, Pokémon’s ability to effectively proliferate all segments of the market
is a form of lovemark. The term lovemark,
coined by Kevin Roberts, means that certain
brands’ trademarks garner extreme loyalty
that mimics the love and connection that individuals usually attribute to family and
friends (Poepsel, 2018). The strong emotional connection that some brands elicit enable those brands to thrive, as the fan base
gladly anticipates future product releases.
Pokémon’s brand value encompasses the
idea of a lovemark through its widely anticipated trailer drops via its website and stores,
as well as a fan base consisting of loyals that

Transmediation allows for players’ intrinsic
cultural and aesthetic enjoyment needs to be
fulfilled through marketing. Pokémon’s merchandise uses bright colors to draw the attention of the audience and to project a happy
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continues to seek out both novelty and nostalgia in its products. Pokémon’s ability to
elicit the loyalty of the lovemark suggests
that the company is highly capable of having
its fan base satisfy social integrative needs
through participatory culture and membership in a valued social group.

2019). A games and culture author, Andrew
Cunningham, details the reasons why TPP
was created in the first place: a social experiment (2014). Fans popularized Pokémon on
Twitch.tv through TPP, a social experiment
live streamed event made possible through
the Wi-Fi and player versus player (PVP)
features. Namely, 16 days after its launch
TPP garnered over 36 million views,
1,165,140 active players, and over 9 million
inactive players, with a peak of 100,000 people participating simultaneously (Ramirez et
al., 2014). T.L. Taylor (2018) states, “TPP
was the first breakthrough that took the chat
functionality of the site and letting users input game commands via it, facilitated collective play” (p. 43). The creators decided to
stream a playthrough of the emulated version
Pokémon Red on Twitch.tv. TPP included a
level of interactivity between the audience
and streamers through commands such as
“up”, “down”, “left”, and “right” (Cunningham, 2014). The example of TPP is relevant
as it is a further example of transmedia storytelling within the Pokémon brand. TPP is another way for the story of Pokémon to be told
through player-spectator participation that
can be found in a similar way in eSports embedded chat channels through live commentary and interactive conversations during the
competitions. TPP provides a positive experience that fulfills player-spectator’s social
integrative needs such as valued membership, by watching and participating in group
play of Pokémon Red. The player-spectator
had full control over one’s experience whilst
playing Pokémon Red. Participating in embedded chat channels like TPP, allows the
audience to play the game while in other live
streams a viewer watches the player make all
the decisions. Cunningham and Taylor explained how a player-spectator’s ability to
experience an interactive stream can allow a
stronger sense of community as opposed to a
viewer who is restricted to watching gameplay. Further, social engagement and community building are the primary focus of
Pokémon eSports competitions as opposed to
a singular focus on high-level displays of
skill (2014). TPP is a unique example of how
Pokémon utilizes fan participation to create a
sense of community, thus extending beyond
the narrow focus of high skill-based games

In some cases, Pokémon advertises online
through eSports live streams on Twitch.tv
and YouTube, which are integral to social integrative needs satisfying consumers’
through community building on these platforms. Namely, Phillip Napoli discovered
“User-generated content such as comments,
ratings, and reviews also has become an important source of added value for organizations involved in the production and/or distribution of more traditional institutionallyproduced content” (2010, p. 18). User-generated content is important because Pokémon
uses YouTube and Twitch.tv to broadcast its
eSports competitions, which provides feedback to the franchise from fans that helps the
company to address both the positive and
negative aspects of its competitions. After
having a positive experience, a consumer
who has been so successfully persuaded to
purchase and enjoy a product will sometimes
try to persuade a friend to buy the product
too, also known as grassroots convergence.
This exchange extends the reach of advertising within the broader community (Poepsel,
2018). With Pokémon, a consumer may suggest that a friend purchase a video game so
that the pair may play remotely together.
Moreover, Pokémon can utilize the user-generated content to receive feedback from a
consumer while also gaining attention from
Pokémon’s fan base. Pokémon eSports, usergenerated content, and uses and gratifications theory are connected through the audience seeking out Pokémon to fulfill their
needs while actively participating during
Pokémon eSports competitions.
One example of Pokémon’s brand value developed through live streaming is the Twitch
Plays Pokémon (TPP) phenomenon. This
Twitch.tv live stream can be described as “a
Twitch bot [that] would play and complete
Pokémon Red, controlled entirely by viewers
who ordered the bot to press certain buttons
by typing commands in the live chat” (Frank,
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and rather broadening to an inclusive familyfriendly franchise.

James’ perspective strengthens Pokémon’s
ability to meet uses and gratifications needs.

As technological interactivity has played an
integral role in expanding the audience for
eSports, in turn, the participatory culture enhances the audience’s experience and fulfills
the social integrative needs including community building. William A. Hamilton et al.
completed an ethnographic investigation of
TPP to examine the motivations of each
player, the medium, and its participatory culture. Hamilton et al. completed a series of 11
interviews of Twitch.tv streamers and four
interviews of streaming viewers; audio and
video chat interviews which lasted one and
two hours. The interview material was then
analyzed through a grounded theory analysis,
along with field notes from ongoing interactions with the streamers, resulting in 1700 total data points. Pokémon fans were able to
utilize both Pokémon and computing
knowledge to create a unique, interactive
gaming platform (Long, 2000). Hamilton’s
research into the participatory culture that led
to the creation of TPP blends into Jenkin’s
concept of transmedia storytelling. Hamilton
et al.’s study of TPP is vital to understanding
participatory culture translation through live
streaming and the examination of players’
motivation and cultural computing with the
inclusion of TPP.

Community building and participatory culture are vital to Pokémon’s continued success
in eSports, and this creates a connection between the social integrative needs of uses and
gratifications theory and Nicholas David
Bowman et al.’s research. Video game scholars Bowman et al. completed their research
using the drive theory of social facilitation
through a 2x2x2 mixed factorial design. The
first two variables were the audience presence: either an individual was playing alone
or was part of an actual audience. The second
two variables were player skill rated as either
high or low. Finally, the third set of variables
were based upon game challenge as either
low or high . Foremost, this study’s relevance
is that the external support of an audience can
improve a player’s performance (Bowman et
al., 2013). The connection between social integrative needs and the drive theory of social
facilitation is vital for considering participatory culture in eSports and the brand value of
the Pokémon franchise.
As Pokémon eSports competitions add to the
brand value of the franchise, the emotional
desire to spend money on its products is directly related to the social integrative needs
of emotional fulfillment and a sense of belonging. Video game scholars Donghee
Wohn and Gou Freeman completed research
using two surveys that analyze this relationship. The first survey examined the relationship between playing video games and
spending money on platforms used by players to live stream Fortnite. The second investigated this relationship more generally
across numerous video games as opposed to
one game. The results showed that spectator
spending habits strongly correlate with the
perceived relationship and emotional connection they have with the player-streamer
(2019). Wohn and Freeman’s research connects Pokémon and the community building
aspect of a player spending money on attending eSports competitions and buying merchandise. Monetary engagement shows the
emotional connection one must have with a
franchise to engage in its eSports.

Twitch Plays Pokémon also provides a useful
example of Pokémon’s layout, which tends to
be universally appealing as it effectively mirrors traditional aspects of artwork that has
also served as a form of rhetoric. A researcher at Northwestern University examined the layout of TPP and how it mirrors
more traditional artwork, including religious
paintings. The similarities between the layouts are based around the positive aspects of
aesthetics described above. Eric James states,
both TPP and traditional artwork follows
“the rhetoric of arrangement that visually situates objects in relation to one another, often
for the purpose of establishing contrasts and
alignments” (2018). Thus, Pokémon is able
to effectively leverage the placement of each
part of the layout to streamline the audience’s
experience. Given that the live streams rely
on many similar aesthetic aspects to TPP,
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Pokémon’s eSports competitions are archived for viewing on social media platforms, contributing to the social integrative
needs of interaction and tension release needs
of escapism and relaxation. These live stream
archives increase Pokémon’s brand value
through advertising, thereby satisfying tension release needs as a viewer can relax when
re-watching one’s favorite competitions. The
social media platforms allow for Jenkin’s
concept of participatory culture through vernacular creativity and transmediation. Sharing each of these battles throughout the internet is a vital component of marketing these
competitions and an opportunity to earn more
revenue. The connection between integrated
marketing by Bainbridge achieving transmedial marketing by Jenkins is a connection
that uniquely describes how Pokémon
eSports connects to the family-friendly and
approachable brand image.

results of the four-week study from 888 participants surveyed demonstrated that
knowledge of the game, novelty, aggression,
and escapism were positively correlated to
the viewing frequency of fans. Specifically,
escapism links to the fulfillment of uses and
gratifications theory’s tension release needs.
Due to its family-friendly image, the idea of
relaxation serves as escapism in a fictional
world is a way for people to enjoy Pokémon
eSports.
Participatory culture in Pokémon eSports
competitions fulfills the social integrative
needs and intrinsic cultural and aesthetic enjoyment of fans. This framework considers
the interactions between the fan base online
and in-person. While creating a live stream is
important for remote viewers’, creating a
memorable experience for those who can attend live is equally as important. To grasp the
aesthetics and interactivity of the game, it
helps to understand the layout of the game
display. The focus of the live streams is to
ensure a viewer can engage with the actual
battle. A clean layout of the live stream can
help a viewer to follow along easily and to
prevent any potential instances of confusion,
which increases game value through ease of
use. Therefore, Pokémon focuses on creating
a clean and easy to watch its eSports competition live streams that allow the viewer to focus on the competition. Therefore, creating a
live stream format that is aesthetically pleasing, while allowing the audience to simultaneously engage in an embedded chat channel, is important to eSports scholarship.
While Pokémon streams are not necessarily
unique, the incorporation of kawaii aesthetics is distinctive and opens eSports to a
broader demographic, thus making eSports
more inclusive.

As Pokémon eSports gains popularity,
through play the audience achieves tension
release needs of entertainment and relaxation. The essential reward of play provides a
foundation for complex product lines (qtd. in
Vrtana et al., 2006, p. 412) and is reflected in
winning an eSports competition, meeting another player at one’s skill level, or even community building through conversing with
other fans of Pokémon online, etc. Although
Pokémon is designed for multiple skill levels,
frustrating moments exist in terms of challenges created in the game. Yet, overall,
Pokémon’s ideology with their games is to
create relaxing and enjoyable experiences for
players. The ideology of Pokémon is relevant
to brand value as the eSports competitions
extend the research of Roberts’ lovemark
term by transferring this loyalty to its eSports
fan base, thus addressing areas relevant to
media studies scholarship.

The 2019 Pokémon World Championships
VGC Master’s Division fulfills players and
spectators’ aesthetic enjoyment in uses and
gratifications theory through a universally
appealing aesthetic (for example, organized
layout and clear video quality). The
YouTube live stream display contains two
boxes at the top to display each player, a third
box below to show the parties of each player,
and two Pokémon logos on each side of the
third box. Once the battle begins, the display

As Pokémon serves as an outlet for an individual to relax, this quality is also one of the
reasons for increased viewership and participation, thus fulfilling personal integrative
needs, social integrative needs, and tension
release needs. Juho Hamari and Max Sjoblom utilized the Motivations Scale for Sports
Consumption (MSSCF) questionnaire to determine how to define eSports (2017). The
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will change to showcase the battle, the players’ reactions, how many wins each player
has, and how much time is left (“VGC Masters”). Pokémon’s family friendly brand adds
to video game scholarship on aesthetics by
demonstrating the success of an eSports
game rooted in kawaii culture aesthetics.
Pokémon eSports successfully parallels aspects of the eSports live stream layouts while
providing its own cute and inclusive artwork.

As the Pokémon franchise extends its transmedial umbrella, the stable connection with
the audience it’s eSports competitions fosters
a sense of belonging that fulfills social integrative needs and self-esteem that satisfies
personal integrative needs. One example that
accurately displays affective aesthetics is the
battle between Naoto Mizobuchi and Hirofumi Kimura, which showcases the aesthetics of play styles and graphical prowess
of the game. During the match, the audience
erupts in applause and the embedded chat
channels express its admiration for Kimura
when he uses an Umbreon in the battle,
which is an example of the affective aesthetics. Kimura takes a chance using an Umbreon
because most players only use Legendary
Pokémon or Pokémon with the ability to have
a Mega Evolution. When an audience member is present in the convention center, a
viewer gets to experience the reveal of Umbreon in the crowd and join in the uproar,
while an individual watching at home can
only correspond through the embedded chat
channel. The crowd’s uproar causes Kimura
to smile proudly before going back into a
more serious competitive mode, thus demonstrating the audience’s effect on the player as
well (“VGC Masters”). The surprise reveal
of Umbreon can also be referred to as live
stream suspense, which is when spectators
expect the unexpected to happen (Karhulahti,
2016). When watching an eSports competition at the highest level, a fan may anticipate
certain actions, but the way each move or
character is utilized is unexpected. While a
viewer can cheer from home, the difference
is similar to watching a concert from the
crowd as opposed to watching virtually.
Overall, the battle demonstrates how part of
the experience is engaging with all the
senses, thus exemplifying the basis of affective aesthetics and its important role in participatory culture and brand value.

In addition to considering traditional aesthetics, another more interactive form of aesthetics can affect player motivation and interactivity and further contributes to both social
integrative needs, namely community building, and intrinsic aesthetic enjoyment. Affective aesthetics are incredibly important for
the atmosphere based on the different facets
that complete the aspects of this term. The
definition of affective aesthetics within the
in-person medium would include the audience cheering, the stage set up in the convention center, and the banners for the players
(Taylor, 2018, p. 167). Affective aesthetics
strengthen the community surrounding the
Pokémon eSports competitions. Thereby, affective aesthetics builds upon a strong brand
value by increasing participation and community engagement. Pokémon’s use of affective aesthetics enables each fan and player to
build Pokémon’s transmedia presence
through participatory culture, thus combining the scholarship of both T.L. Taylor and
Jenkins in a way that is unique.

Furthermore, the audience and participation
positively affect the
eSports player’s skill
level. These outside
forces draw together the
community, thus, adding
a more integrated level
of involvement in the
battle.

Furthermore, the audience and participation
positively affect the eSports player’s skill
level. These outside forces draw together the
community, thus, adding a more integrated
level of involvement in the battle. Furthermore, the audience members do not benefit
alone from this participatory culture, but also
each player. For example, research from
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Bowman et al.’s study has shown that audience participation increases effort, which
also leads to increased skill (2013). By drawing together and strengthening community
involvement through a combination of affective aesthetics and participatory culture,
Pokémon is able to increase its brand value
through meaningful socialization. Pokémon
eSports competitions effectively demonstrate
the dynamic circular relationship between affective aesthetics, participatory culture, and
player skills through the lens of uses and
gratifications theory.

this form of entertainment is positively adding to the franchise’s success and fulfills the
personal integrative needs, social integrative
needs, intrinsic cultural and aesthetic enjoyment, as well as tension release needs established by uses and gratification theory. Pokémon’s brand value highlights how loyals can
use participatory culture to extend the transmediation of a family-friendly franchise entering eSports.

Moving forward, Pokémon brand value has
created a community where players of any
demographics can come to experience
eSports competitions that prioritize safety,
fun, and inclusivity, thus satisfying the relaxation and entertainment elements of tension
release needs while simultaneously building
upon the sense of belonging and social interaction elements of social integrative needs.
Moreover, interactivity is important because
of the opportunities that Pokémon can have
to further expand its brand by using eSports
as a marketing tool. Increasing interactivity
also allows fans a new viewer to have an easy
time finding accessible ways to watch the
competitions, interact with another fan
online or in-person, and compete with others
at the same skill level. Pokémon already has
a unique place in the eSports community due
to its positioning as an inclusive, culturally
authentic, and family-friendly franchise.
Overall, Pokémon eSports competitions continuously build community through its high
brand value, allowing a player to enter a safe
space where one can satisfy one’s tension release needs of escaping real world issues to
fully enjoy a transmedial franchise’s eSports
competitions.

Pokémon effectively entered eSports culture
by increasing tournament interactivity with
metagaming and participatory culture, promoting ethical behavior on social media and
in embedded chat channels, and expanding
brand value through transmediality and affective aesthetics. Uses and gratifications
theory provides a distinct and effective
framework for examining Pokémon’s successful integration into eSports as a familyfriendly, culturally authentic model. An interactive form of play is demonstrated
through Pokkén Tournament, the Trading
Card Game (TCG), and the Video Game
Championship (VGC). Play is the precursor
to success because it builds a fan base, ensures a company’s relevance, and creates
longevity. The Pokémon franchise’s unique
ability to tap into the concept of play allows
the franchise to achieve success through
three methods: increasing interactivity, promoting ethical online behaviors, and recognizing brand value’s importance in transmediation.

Conclusion

Interactivity is a key component of eSports,
and Pokémon effectively uses this component to fulfill the personal integrative needs,
social integrative needs, and tension release
needs of fans. A dynamic form of play also
fits in with Sicart’s philosophy and in turn,
fulfills social integrative needs (2017, p. 18).
In the 2019 Pokémon World Championships
VGC Master’s Tournament, Hirofumi Kimura uses dynamic play and likely applies it
to his strategy to give himself the best chance
he has at winning the world title, thus fulfilling the personal integrative needs of status
and self-esteem (“VGC Masters”). Both

Overall, the brand value of Pokémon and its
relationship to eSports can be connected via
transmedia storytelling. As Pokémon has established itself as a transmedia storytelling
franchise through its merchandise, video
games, television shows, movies, stores, restaurants, and now eSports has been added to
the franchise’s large umbrella. The importance of analyzing Pokémon’s brand
value is due to the addition of eSports, now
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players find a way to fulfill Sicart’s philosophy of play with an understanding of the
competition and are ready to engage with one
another, thus achieving community building
and social interaction.

Pokémon conveys the message that a player
can be skilled regardless of gender. As described previously, balanced representation
is crucial to Pokémon’s eSports success as it
allows people a safe place to enjoy Pokémon’s online community. Issues concerning
race and gender leads to a discussion of the
importance of accurate representation within
video games. For Pokémon, the inclusion of
character customization introduced in Pokémon X and Y is a step forward but not the solution, as prescribed by Higgin. The inclusion of different skin colors within games is
crucial because a player can identify with a
character while satisfying the personal integrative needs of identification, self-esteem,
and insight to one’s self. Research needs to
continue conducting interviews to determine
what a player of any race, sexuality, gender,
and/or disability would feel comfortable representing one’s group.

Right now, Pokémon provides interactivity
for smaller competitions. On the other hand,
given the pandemic of COVID-19, competitions of any size are likely to be restricted for
the next two years. To adapt, research examining the feasibility and acceptability of
online competitions, as well as if these competitions also serve to fulfill uses and gratifications theory, can be an arena for eSports
scholars. Further, scholars can evaluate the
effectiveness for alternative marketing strategies on aspects such as participatory culture.
With the implementation of Nintendo Switch
Online, Nintendo is keeping up with the popularity of apps like Discord to communicate
while playing video games online. Looking
ahead, adding Pokémon Sword and Shield to
the Nintendo Switch Online app will increase
interactivity. Given misuse of online voice
chat, as with recent hackings through Nest
cameras, Nintendo must take the necessary
steps to prevent similar instances (Gandel,
2019). The Nintendo Switch Online app
could enforce a two-factor verification, similar to the options allowed in Google and
newly implemented with Nest. Incorporating
more security can help with the interactivity
for the community by allowing every member to feel safe. Bandura’s social learning
theory is vital due to Pokémon eSports’
young demographic because of how they
might repeat witnessed behaviors. Future
scholarship could consist of surveying the
parents of young Pokémon competitors on
how they feel about their children being a
part of the eSports community and interacting with others. Also, further research can focus on other technologies that can be used to
further protect and secure interactions.

Limiting unethical behavior has created success for Pokémon in eSports by creating a
safer environment that satisfies the personal
integrative needs and intrinsic cultural enjoyment of the community. Currently, Pokémon
moderates toxic comments through human
moderators, which has been somewhat effective to date. The concern is when increasing
the member base and longevity, the platforms will gain more traffic, which in turn,
may lead to the human moderators having
difficulty keeping track of all the comments
efficiently and in a time effective manner. To
move forward, automated moderators will be
useful as Pokémon continues to expand
therefore, future research should look at artificial intelligence (AI) moderating live
streams. The purpose of Albert Haque’s research is based on distinguishing between
human and bot troll profiles. Haque from
University of Texas at Austin collected 38
million data points from TPP and “using
clustering and distance-based methods, we
use contextual data such as the group’s current goal, the current time, and the username
to classify each point as an anomaly” (2014).
The study’s algorithm is a potential first step
towards being able to automate the removal
of trolls and specific comments from these
individuals or bots. Pokémon implementing
an algorithm is a step that is integral to future

Pokémon eSports leadership enforces a positive and inclusive environment for its community, which gives new information to
eSports scholarship as current research focuses on the negative aspects of toxicity
within the community. Interestingly, Pokémon eSports relies on age-based divisions instead of gender specific divisions. Therefore,
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eSports scholarship especially given the current need to hold more competitions predominately online.

Alienating a part of Pokémon’s fan base
eliminates future viewership and participation in eSports competitions due to Pokémon
Sword and Shield being the video game used
in the tournaments.

The Pokémon franchise is unique to the
eSports community due to its success in
transmedial marketing. Tobin’s work identifies how Pokémon captures a younger audience as well as the nostalgia for older fans at
a magnitude not seen by another video game
in eSports (2004). One example that proves
Pokémon’s longevity is the website Polygon
having a section solely dedicated to Pokémon
(Frank, 2019). Another example includes
Pokémon’s inclusion in the Guinness Book of
World Records in 2016 for the best-selling
JRPG series, first video game on the cover of
Time magazine, Pokémon X and Y being the
best-selling 3DS game, and Pokémon Black
and White being the most pre-ordered Nintendo DS game (2016). Pokémon’s positive
brand value can be attributed to their diverse
products, inclusive community, and familyfriendly atmosphere that has added eSports to
its transmediation.

An individual may play Pokémon video
games for the fulfillment of the intrinsic cultural and aesthetic enjoyment, however there
are times when the graphic aspect of the
video games does not meet expectations. For
instance, when playing Pokémon Sword and
Pokémon Shield in a battle, there are instances of severe lag. Alternatively, the aesthetic enjoyment is embodied through Fernández-Vara’s statement, “the juiciness of a
game is the amplified (and at times excessive) audiovisual feedback that the player receives after every interaction” (2009, p. 6).
The importance of having graphics that are
engaging, improves the player’s experience
and transmediation. Scholars could complete
research consisting of surveys or interviews
to determine reasons a player stopped playing a particular game. Through determining
the importance of intrinsic cultural and aesthetic enjoyment in graphical prowess, scholarship can expand research on the fan’s experience.

Pokémon’s pleasing
aesthetics contribute to
the positive brand value
by creating visually affective products

Pokémon’s pleasing aesthetics contribute to
the positive brand value by creating visually
affective products as well as creating a culture surrounding the artwork, therefore, fulfilling the intrinsic cultural aspect of uses and
gratifications theory. Game Freak and Nintendo could further consult the creator and
current executive producer of Pokémon,
Satoshi Tajiri. Tajiri has not been a part of
the creative team for Pokémon for the last six
years, and a notable dip in quality has developed since being promoted to executive producer. Tajiri being involved more in the creative process could bring Pokémon back to
its roots and may renew relevance and interest from its older fanbase. Additionally,
Sugimori, the artist of the original 151 Pokémon, which authentically represented Japanese culture, has not been a part of Game
Freak’s team since 2014, likewise Tajiri has
been pushed to the background. Bringing
back the original artist could also renew an
interest in the franchise as Sugimori would
be creating brand new Pokémon for future

On the other hand, while Pokémon continues
to have many loyals, the franchise received
mixed reviews with the release of Pokémon
Sword and Shield. One of the major complaints includes the removal of the National
Dex: a list of all Pokémon from the beginning
of the series. Therefore, the elimination of
the Dex diminishes the value of the Pokémon
tagline of “Gotta Catch ‘Em All” because a
player can no longer catch all Pokémon. Additionally, the storytelling falls flat and lacks
interesting human characters and unique
Pokémon. Because Pokémon relies on its
characters for popularity, relevance, and longevity, the removal of the National Dex can
dismantle the foundation of Pokémon. As
Game Freak’s lack of transparency becomes
more apparent, Nintendo must step in to prevent the franchise from dismantling itself.
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video games. The aesthetic enjoyment that
stems from the successful art style of the
Pokémon characters and its artwork on diverse merchandise as well.

duct, witnessed through live streaming, embedded chat channels, and eSports competitions. Tension release needs are fulfilled
within Boluk and LeMieux’s concept of metagaming by integrating casual game play,
thus providing support for Hamari and Sjoblom’s research regarding escapism’s positive
correlation to audience engagement. Intrinsic
cultural and aesthetic enjoyment are addressed through the accurate representation
of art styles within Pokémon games, global
accessibility of the merchandise, the aesthetic appeal of the live streaming layouts,
and the accurate representation of “kawaii”
culture. Future research can continue to delve
into the important aspects of interactivity,
ethical online behaviors, and brand value as
pieces of successful eSports research.

Overall, Pokémon creates a sense of community through play. As discussed by Sicart, “a
form of understanding what surrounds us and
who we are, and a way of engaging with others” (2017). Personal integrative needs are
achieved through Pokémon’s policies, reinforced through Bandura’s social learning theory, and increased through Jenkins participatory culture. Social integrative needs are satisfied through a combination of community
building and inclusivity of play, which is facilitated through Pokémon unique leadership
outlined in the Play! Pokémon Code of Con-
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Revealing the eSport Athlete 3.0
By Memduh Kocadağ

eSports have been in our life for more than a
decade. At the same time, discussions have
gone on about whether or not eSports should
be considered a sport. Meanwhile we analyze
how sports psychology applies to eSports
and how it may effect performance. Based on
the sedentary playstyle of eSports, the fact it
lacks physicality doesn’t effect the application of sports psychology within eSports.
When psychologists work with a race driver
they consider themselves a sport psychologist, not a race car psychologist (Murphy,
2009). Additionally, there are sports such as
archery and shooting which also have limited
physical activity during competition, compared to football or basketball (Kemp,
Pienaar, & Rae, 2020). Therefore, we can assume that eSports and sports have a common
area in terms of sports psychology functionally.

2015; Kari & Karhulati, 2016). This is exhausting for players, as extreme hours in
front of the computer screen means a possible reduction in sleeping time and in some
cases spending less time engaged with other
life activities. eSports players are reporting 4
hours of sleep a day and one of the streamers
streamed content for 17 hours per day over a
month (Chappel, Eatough, Davies, & Griffiths, 2006; Garcia-Lanzo & Chamarro,
2018; Holden, Kaburakis, & Rodenberg,
2018; Goodling, 2019). Blue light spectrum
is causing suppression of melatonin from the
pineal gland. Thus, problematic sleeping patterns may result in mood disorders, substance
abuse and weight gain (Akinbuni & Mashalla, 2014). Exhaustion from gaming
comes with several consequences: Linearity
and undirectional thinking, breakdown of
thinking process, depression, low psychological well-being, and addicted behaviors are
some of the negative effects of playing computer games. “Redeye” one of the most wellknown Dota 2 commentator was suffering
from depression, and there are many examples of frustration which many eSport players also report (Joindota, 2019; Krustofski,
2019; Kocadağ, 2019).

While sport psychology focuses on the mechanism of performance in competitive domains, such as improvement of team cohesion, motor and cognitive skills, eSports
could be of interest to sport psychologists as
the competitive scene shares many similarities. There are several aspects to focus on for
sport psychologists such as individual and interpersonal problems, athlete-family-team
relationships, individual and team improvement, regulating emotions, arousal and anxiety, performance enhancement, as well as
keeping wellness excellent in physical and
psychological aspects. There are three types
of main fields to focus on: problem solving,
performance enhancement and regulation of
conditions.

As well as physical health issues from gaming exhaustion, there are other significant
challenges for eSports players: Toxicity in
the community, player-team owner problems, non-professionalized business, abuse
from fans, being bullied on social media,
abusive opponents, in-game communication
problems and criticism (Joindota, 2016;
Smith, Birch, & Bright, 2019; Steinkuhler,
2019; Talbot, 2019). There are also some internal stressors like lack of confidence, anxiety of staying in team or being dropped (Nilsson & Lee, 2019). Controlling all these
stressors and solving problems may lead to
higher success rate. Contrary to supression of
melatonin which is mentioned above, physi-

eSport Athlete’s Wellness
Most professional eSport players used to play
video games for excessive periods of time,
from 4 hours, up to 14 hours a day (Stanton,
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cal exercises may encourage secretion of serotonin which is regulating brain activities
and known as happiness hormone (Karageorghis & Terry, 2011). Giving exercises helps
eSport players to keep well-being higher and
makes them steady. Even some of professional eSport players are having physical exercises average of an hour every day. Physical exercises make eSport players aware of a
healthy lifestyle, but not to improve their
competitive
performance
(Pereiara,
Figueiredo, Seabra, & Brito, 2019). However, Baltezarevic and Baltezarevic (2019)
claim that playing eSport games pleasurably
leads to emotional well-being. Actually,
playing video games is quite healthy psychologically, as long as the eSport athlete enjoys
the game consistently.

grammes and to work with sport psychologists to improve player’s performance and
wellness (Kemp, Pienaar, & Rae, 2020).
Even some eSport teams have fitness centers
in their facilities. But there is huge difference
about the awareness between the developed
and undeveloped countries relating to necessity of physical exercises. In Western countries mostly in West Europe and North America, eSport players and eSport teams are
aware of how physical exercises are beneficial for life conditions. In fact, some of them
have scheduled exercises to keep their wellness. On the other hand, undeveloped countries are struggling with even non-eSport individuals who exercise less and less (Szepne,
Csernoch, & Balatoni, 2019).
Controlling wellness is crucial for eSport
players. Preventing social media abuse, or
solving in-team conflicts between the players
helps to keep eSport player’s wellness in a
healthy state. As it mentioned above there are
many factors which can break eSport players’ mental and physical health and might
lead to a player underperforming. While
members of the general public are seeking
for a healthy lifestyle, it is momentous for
eSport players to strive for wellness. Mia
Stellberg, who has dominated the scene
within several different eSport teams, says:
“Players need to have a well-being to be able
to perform out there best levels.” Also, being
young at just 19 and giving your soul to get
paid can cause identity problems, this is
where sport psychologist could support
eSport players (Pickard, 2019). There is a
clear difference between the teams who work
with psychologist and those who don’t, also
there will be a difference between the psychologists who know the game and who
don’t. Evidently, we assume that the psychologists who know the game mechanics
are more likely to be successful. Well-being
and physical health may lead eSport players
to advance to the next level in terms of their
achievement, performance and overall success. This case is about the challenges of eSport players and how to support them with
psychological skills. Furthermore, this stand
should motivate sport psychologists to improve their counseling skills and to involve
in eSports.

Aside from mental health, physical health is
another challenge for eSport players. The
lack of physical activity is probably one of
the biggest differences of eSports, compared
to traditional sports. These phenomena are
often framed as problematic, thanks to gaming’s sedentary nature (Hilvoorde & Pot,
2016). Standing in front of a computer screen
for a long time is exhausting for the majority
of eSport players. Many eSport players also
experience blury vision, low back pain, cervical strain and tension headache because of
long computer using times. This issue is also
found in 90% of individuals, consisting primarily of office workers using computers for
more than 3 hours a day (Akinbuni & Mashalla, 2014). In the lower back, non-changing posture increases forces on the interverebral discs. Various vertebral herniations
might occur and cause pain for the rest of
player’s life (Szczygiel, Zielonka, Metel, &
Golec, 2017). Streaming and practicing for
extreme hours is challenging to human body.
Carpal tunnel syndrom is another challenging situation for players, as the syndrom also
will affect the rest of the player’s life, like
other physical injuries. Several top players
have experienced increased levels of frustration and have even had to leave their eSport
careers – “Jerax” was one of them – behind
due to adverse effects on psychological
health. (Krustofski, 2020). Realizing the
frustration of players, some professional
teams were inspired to develop wellness pro-
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Performance Upgrade on eSport Athletes

can also positively affect general physical
conditions as well as the cardiovascular system which results in improvement of the
musculoskeletal system and motor components and enhanced coordination and balance
(Martin-Niedecken & Schattin, 2020). Motor
and cognitive skills development might be
fundamental game changing domains in the
world of competitive gaming. Along with the
physical activities, working on an athlete’s
interactive skills is conducive to the recognition of signals and improvement in the reactions as a result (Riera, Caracuel, Palmi, &
Daza, 2017). Furthermore, ‘exergames’,
which involve cognitive challenging tasks
and provide physical training in a playful environment, indicate greater effects of divided
and selective attention (Martin-Niedecken &
Schattin, 2020). On the other hand, eSport
games are positively affecting individual
skills like multi-tasking, divided and selective attention, strategic thinking, reaction
times, decision-making, problem solving
(Boyan & Sherry, 2011; Bavelier, 2012; Seo,
2013). Apparently, eSports and traditional
sports coincide each other and might have
common ways to improve each other’s skills
individually based on performance.

In sports psychology, improving team cohesion and individual skills, mental skills training, controlling distractions are key elements
to be successful. When you see a sport psychologist being successful in eSports, you realize eSports are not far from the fundamentals of sports psychology. In fact, these exercises work functionally the same. The largest
difference between traditional sports and eSports is the lack of physicality. Standing on
your feet to shoot a target and controlling a
race car to reach a goal give similar impressions of sedentariness to that of the eSport
player. Consequently, sport psychologists
have a great opportunity to work with eSport
athletes on the way of competitive world of
video games.
When we talk about performance enhancement for eSport athletes, basically there are
three aspects to improve upon: motor and
cognitive skills, mental training and team cohesion. Motor and cognitive skills refer to reaction times, various strategies, selective attention, working memory, critical thinking,
ability to analyze the game and fine motor
skills. Mental training focuses on controlling
anxiety, self-confidence, motivation, concentration, setting mood, regulating emotions and finding optimal arousal level.
Lastly, team cohesion is mostly about to team
chemistry, commitment, communication
skills, leadership and peer support (Pereira,
Wilwert, & Takase, 2016).

In sports psychology,
improving team cohesion and individual
skills, mental skills
training, controlling distractions are key elements to be successful.

Teaching game strategies started with the
Dota 2 courses in the colleges of Eastern
countries such as China and Malaysia (Joindota, 2014). Analyzing past games and discussing real-time tournaments were taught
by professional players and game coaches.
And of course, you wouldn’t need to have
sport psychologists to make this happen.
However, working with a coach from eSports
may not be as effective as much as working
with a sport psychologist who knows the
mechanism of physical-cognitive trainings.
Physical exercise can activate different metabolic mechanisms in the brain, thereby improving cognitive functions. Aerobic exercise can accelerate the functioning of the
brain by providing more oxygen and nutrients. Combined physical-cognitive exercises

Sports psychologists use mental training
practices to control anxiety, arousal, and
emotions in optimal level to keep motivated
and concentrated athletes for competition.
Imagery, relaxation, self-talk, self-confidence, goal setting, self-awareness are examples of these techniques to prepare athletes
for big events (Shoenfelt, 2019). With regards to being so young in competitive gaming, improving self-awareness, solving identity issues, regulating emotions, setting
reachable goals are crucial for eSport athletes
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(Pickard, 2019). Nilsson and Lee (2019) emphasize psychological spotlight on anxiety,
emotions and pressure. Research suggests
that eSport athletes who have higher mental
toughness and higher levels of emotional
control were able to reduce perceived stressors and successful to deal with their stressors.
Also, eSport athletes are shown to use coping
strategies more often, if they have achievements and confidence in abilities (Poulus,
Coulter, Trotter, & Polman, 2020). Interestingly, spending more hours on playing games
increases eSport players’ motivation for
competition and improve their mental capacities to show less frustration and to focus on
game more (Lanzo-Garcia & Chamarro,
2018). These results point out video games
may improve individual’s mental strategies
beneficially.

and motor skills, using mental exercises and
building a winner team with close members
who have a stronger social connection might
be the next step for eSport scene. At the top
level of eSports games, many of the players
and teams have similar skill levels. Sports
psychology is a key point to make a difference between the well-matched teams for
now. We already see evidence that including
sports psychology practices worked well
within eSports as we have seen with Mia
Stellberg’s success with Astralis, ENCE, SK
Gaming and OG (Esanu, 2019). We
shouldn’t forget that EternalEnvy’s ingame
suicide in Team Secret - Evil Geniuses game
is resulted with kicked from Team Secret
(DotaElite, 2016; Allen, 2016). Right here,
fundamentals of sports psychology are coming to stage with the skills such as regulating
emotions, controlling anxiety and arousal,
improving decision making. In summary, we
have tried to explain how sports psychology
approaches fit with eSports and how eSports
teams should consider to work with sport
psychologists. When the competition is the
point, sports psychology practices are applicable even within competitive gaming.

Team chemistry is the key element for success. When Perez had built up Los Galacticos
with best footballers in the World, the dominance was expected. However, Real Madrid
couldn’t achieve any noteworthy accomplishment. Also, a similar situation had become reality in the Dota 2 scene with Team
Secret who had won several majors undoubtedly, in 2015. While everyone picked them
as favorite of The International 5, Team Secret at a very early stage in the tournament
causing a large upset with the eSports team
and supporter community as dreams came
over (Dator, 2015). You can have best players, but it doesn’t mean anything without effective team cohesion. Mia Stellberg tells us
team cohesion is one of the main factors behind her success on eSports scene (Pickard,
2019). Also, many successful eSport players
reported getting close with teammates as
building up a team bond is likely what makes
the team unique over the other teams to being
successful (Pereira, Wilwert, & Takase,
2016; Mashable, 2017). Task-relevant communication, practicing role switching or
playable exercises like ‘’Who am I?’’ are potential useful techniques to improve team
chemistry (Murphy, 2009). Effectiveness of
communication and leadership are another
domain for sport psychologists to work on to
make a winner team.

Conclusion
eSports are growing enormously year by year
and evolving thanks to its competitive nature.
There are not many examples to show how
sports psychology concurs with eSports but
we have enough to see how it is being successful. Player’s health is much more important than practicing a game for many
hours per day. If an eSport player or a team
want to be successful, they need to maintain
a healthy lifestyle to perform their best (Pickard, 2019). With the physical exercise, counseling, mental skills, and team bond, we assume that eSport athlete’s healthiness will
make a difference. For now, not only do we
lack the quantity of research needed, but we
also lack the sport psychologists in the
eSports scene to perform that research.
While technology is also growing up, physical activities with ‘exergames’ likely could
take precedence in eSport players’ life to
train combined physical and cognitive skills
(Martin-Niedecken & Schattin, 2020). There

Fundamentals of sport psychology seem associated with eSports. Improving cognitive
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might be many exercises to avoid eSports’
sedentariness, but even the eSport games
may evolve to virtual games with specific
equipment in the future. It is imaginable to
see eSport athletes competing against each

other with exhausting actions in the virtual
world, who knows? For the present, we keep
our imagination in the today’s eSports conditions.

Memduh Kocadağ is a psychological counselor in the eSports scene. He received his Bachelor's
and Master's Degree in Psychological Counseling and Guidance from Uludağ University. Since
2016, he has been working with eSports players and teams. His main aim is to keep players' wellness high for their best performance.
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Risks in eSports and Company
Stakeholder Responsibility
By Jadeite Jackson
eSports capture the interest of video gamers
of all ages, from children to adults. The allure
and passion for eSports continues to grow
every year, attracting substantial financial investments into its ecosystem. This creates the
opportunity for individuals to pursue eSports
as a legitimate financial career, where aspiring or professional players would often dedicate numerous hours to honing their craft.
However, video gaming done in excess can
be problematic as players are exposed to the
increased likelihood of developing health issues due to inherent risks. These factors may
lead to negative short- or long-term health
consequences, which can affect the careers of
eSports players. As a result, there should be
a duty of care for players existing in the eSports space. This raises the following question: who is best equipped to provide a duty
of care for the eSports player base? This article proposes this probable role being satisfied
by video game publishers. Subsequently, the
following question could also be raised: why
video game publishers? The primary reason
is their role in the video game industry.
Video game publishers are responsible for
the manufacturing, distribution and marketing of video games (Greenspan et al., n.d.).
They customarily act as the information providers to the consumer about the product
mainly through marketing and public relations. Thus, they can be responsible for
providing information towards their entire
consumer base ranging from eSports causals
to professionals while impacting the public
narrative of video games.

industry do?”, suggests that video game publishers should be actively involved in providing information and customer care to the
public to help reduce pathological gaming
practice (2013). Van Rooij et al. (2010) also
suggest a dual approach to treating potential
risks; firstly, enlightening their player base
about the risks involving gaming addiction
and secondly, having video game publishers
provide referral services for troubled players.
This article intends to expand on both propositions by identifying, analyzing and evaluating mental and physical health from the perspective of competitive video gaming while
using social responsibility as a risk treatment
tool.
Building an eSport Ecosystem and the Role
of Video Game Publishers
In the eSports ecosystem, there are fundamental differences between “competitive
video game publishers” and “video game
publishers of competitive games”. These
terms can be interconnected with Vera’s et al.
(2019) concept of the Centralized Management Model and the Decentralized Management Model. Here, the centralized management model refers mainly to “competitive
video game publishers” whereas the decentralized management model refers mostly to
“video game publishers of competitive
games”. In the centralized management
model, publishers directly manage its own
eSports events and tournaments. This also
implies that video game design is intentional
to fully embrace the essence of competitive
gaming. Examples of these types of publishers are “Riot Games”; the publishers of
“League of Legends”, “Valve”; the publishers of “Dota 2” and “Blizzard Entertainment”; the publishers of “StarCraft”,

The supposition of video game publishers being actively involved in social responsibility
practices tailored to players was previously
mentioned in published literature. An editorial written by Yousafzai, Hussain and Griffiths titled: “Social responsibility in online
video gaming: What should the videogame
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“Hearthstone” and “Overwatch”. In the decentralized management model, third parties
execute events and tournaments without the
direct control of the publisher. However,
there are video games titles that may fit both
models, where the competitive nature of a
video game can be cultivated through a secondary game mode or avidly developed by a
community.

that increases the likelihood of developing a
disease or injury” (OECD, n.d.).
The purpose of this article is to present a risk
management model rooted in the principles
of Company Stakeholder Responsibility
(CSR) to mitigate substantial health risks in
eSports. From a risk management lens, the
structure for the theoretical analysis will
adopt a risk management process framework
established by the International Organization
of Standardization; ISO 31000. Preference is
given to ISO 31000: 2018 (“IRM”, 2018)
standard as this definitive model is designed
to be nonspecific by its nature, which allows
for a straightforward application (Lalonde
and Boiral, 2012). The following aims to examine existing literature as well as discuss
why this approach should be given consideration. At first, this article provides a general
context of eSports and key differences
among eSports titles. It then explores the
physical and mental health risks facing players (risk identification), the consequences
and likelihood of these risks (risk analysis),
whether these risks be prioritized (risk evaluation) and the theoretical role of the principles of Company Stakeholder Responsibility
(risk treatment).

For example, World of Warcraft (WoW) is a
Massively Multiplayer Online Role-Playing
Game (MMORPG), whose game design archetype is not chiefly based on competitive
play but focused on interacting with multiple
players online in a narrative setting by roleplaying through in-game avatars (Sourmelis,
Ioannou and Zaphiris, 2017). However,
WoW contains a specific game mode called
“WoW Arenas”, which is designed specifically for 2v2, 3v3 and 5v5 player versus
player (PvP) combat. This competitive game
mode generated global events such as: “The
World of Warcraft Arena World Championship”, where eight (8) teams compete from
different regions for the title of “Arena
World Champions” and prize money
(“World of Warcraft”, 2019). Another example is the Super Smash Brothers Series. Creator of the series, Masahiro Sakurai, purposefully designed these games for recreational
fun instead of competitive by nature (Co,
2018, July 9). However, players worldwide
created their own eSports communities and
manifested prospering competitive environments based on their passion for the game.
Consequently, developers began to modify
game mechanics and implement constant developmental changes to the game to satisfy
the competitive community, which ultimately gave the community a sense of validation (Ferguson, 2019). From these two examples, we can infer that any video game
with a competitive element has the potential
of being established as an eSports title.

Literature Review
Risk Identification
This section will identify physical and mental health risk factors, which contribute to
negative consequences caused by excessive
gaming and its impact on eSports.
Mental Risk Factors in eSports
Academic research surrounding video gaming and its mental impact on players has been
investigated throughout the years before the
establishment of eSports as a global phenomenon. An area of frequent focus is the topic
of video game addiction. Gaming addiction
research can be traced back to the 1980’s first
appearing in psychological and psychiatric
literature and studies in gaming addiction
continue to increase subsequently by each
decade (Griffiths, Kuss and King, 2012).

Health in eSports – Through a Risk Management Lens
Throughout this article, we define a ‘health
risk factor’ or ‘health risk’ as “any attribute,
characteristic or exposure of an individual
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Loton et al. (2016) share six factors that characterize video game addiction: Salience – the
act of video gaming directly controls players’
behavior and mental cognitions; Euphoria/Mood Modification – achieving a sense of
elevated ecstasy from video gaming; Tolerance – increased playing time to achieve said
euphoric state; Withdrawal – negative feelings associated when suspending video game
playing; Conflict – constant disputes with
themselves, others or disregarding obligations; and Relapse/Reinstatement – incapability or unwillingness to reduce video gaming time. These ailments overlap with the
main attributes outlined in the definition of
“Gaming Disorder” established by the
World Health Organization:

Game Design
A study done by King, Delfabbro and Griffiths (2011) into linking excessive video
game playing and game design found that
structural game design surrounding reward
systems do contribute considerably to problematic video game consumption. Various
games implement reward systems such as
“loot boxes”, a form of monetary micro
transactions where players gain access to premium content through spending money with
a chance to obtain rare in-game items (King
& Delfabbro, 2019). Literature draws similarities between these types of transactions
and real-world gambling (Drummond &
Sauer, 2018; Zendle & Cairns, 2018; King &
Delfabbro, 2019), which presents potential
future ramifications of exposing children to
the effects of gambling at a developmental
age. Not all rare skins are random and obtained via a ‘loot-box’ system, but game designers may develop certain skins that can
only be attained by completing difficult feats
or achievements. In these specific cases, a direct link is made between appearance and accomplishment; therefore, the image of a
character can be representative of the proficiency or talent of the player.

A “Gaming disorder is defined in the 11th
Revision of the International Classification
of Diseases (ICD-11) as a pattern of gaming
behavior (“digital-gaming” or “video-gaming”) characterized by impaired control over
gaming, increasing priority given to gaming
over other activities to the extent that gaming
takes precedence over other interests and
daily activities, and continuation or escalation of gaming despite the occurrence of negative consequences.” (2018).
The determining factors for video game addiction have not yet been ascertained but it
can apply to a combination of contributory
factors such as game design and the use of
video games as an avenue for escapism. Furthermore, a key mental risk factor specifically unique in eSports is the element of competition. This feasible linkage between video
game addiction and competition positions
eSports players in a complex situation. It can
be argued that spending more hours playing
video games may represent the dedication
that eSports players display in mastering
their craft. Consequently, does this also support the hypothesis that having a mental addiction to video gaming can therefore be beneficial to eSports success? Can addiction be
misinterpreted as passion and vice versa? For
an activity with such inherent risks, it is important that players are always aware of their
exposure to health issues when playing in excess and be in full control of their gaming activity.

Furthermore, a key
mental risk factor specifically unique in
eSports is the element of
competition
Video games that are developed intentionally
for eSports implement in-game calculations
and ranking/league systems to distinguish the
skill level amongst players. For example,
Dota 2 and League of Legends both use a
“matchmaking rating” or “MMR” to measure
the skill level of a player based on their wins
and losses (Newell, 2018, December 10;
“FirstBlood”, 2019). In conjunction with
MMR, both games also utilize a ranking system where players are placed in distinctive
leagues represented by a badge or a medal.
For aspiring eSports professionals, obtaining
a high MMR or prestigious rank is the best
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option available to be recognized by professional players and eSports teams/sponsors.
Oftentimes, these types of ranks are not permanent and require players to either play
continuously to prevent deterioration of their
rank, or reattempting this milestone every
subsequent season (Lee, 2018, November 16;
“FirstBlood”, 2019). The design of these
ranking systems encourages players to invest
more time in playing, which can contribute to
excessive gaming when attempting to
achieve or maintain higher rankings for reputation.

that players view the virtual environment as
realistic as the real world. They found that
online social support can be a useful tool in
managing with everyday issues. However,
players were more likely to experience deterioration in their well-being when offline relationships were alienated and substituted
primarily with online relationships. Hilgard,
Engelhardt and Bartholow (2013) in their research discovered that players using video
games as escapism are higher at risk to develop pathological video gaming tendencies.
On the contrary, Calleja (2010) disagrees
with the ideology that video games are inherently escapist and argues that digital games
are no more escapist than other engaging activities. Calleja also believes that the well-defined characteristic of escapism in video
games is having the ability to simulate experiences and not based on their addictive or
immersive traits. This viewpoint can be supported with two explanations. Firstly, the focus of literature surrounding problematic
video gaming has been mainly focused on
MMORPGs and not all different types of
video games (Collins, Freeman, &
Chamarro-Premuzic, 2012). Secondly, the
interpretation of all video gamers across academia and media tends to be homogenous,
which enforces generalizations of players’
behaviors and motives (Yee, 2007). Motive
for player participation in eSports is important when considering escapism as a coping mechanism. If players are using video
games as a form of escapism, suffering any
type of adversity in a competitive scenario
can be damaging to their mental stability and
overall livelihood. In contrast, players with
no dependency on video games may be more
mentally equipped in dealing with adversity
and detach emotionally. Thus, regarding
eSports, it is imperative to identify the reasons why players may exhibit excessive gaming habits as motives will differ for each
gamer (Yee, 2007; Hilgard, Engelhardt, &
Bartholow, 2013); as the line between ‘problematic gaming’ and ‘committed practice’
can be easily blurred. Further research should
be done on the factor of escapism specifically
for eSports titles and its impact on players.

The element of organized social groups generates another factor of the game design that
can encourage excessive video gameplay; social obligation (Hilgard, Engelhardt, & Bartholow, 2013). They state that video games
involving cooperative play include an element of social interaction as players are required to work together to compete a task.
Players fulfil predetermined assigned roles
within the group composition to maximize
their overall efficiency. Some of these roles
may be classed as a ‘speciality-type’; where
fewer players are able to perform these tasks
because of their high levels of difficulty or
responsibility. The absence of that player’s
specialty role may prevent the entire group
from completing the required activity. Hilgard, Engelhardt and Bartholow (2013) refer
to King and Delfabbro (2009) who state that
a sense of obligation is formed when the
group wants to play. This social responsibility can cause a probable feeling of guilt and
culpability if the player wishes not to take
part, therefore forcing players to join and forgoing their initial feelings.
Escapism
Academic literature substantiates a strong
link highlighting escapism as being a motivating factor for playing video games (Yee,
2007; Dauriat et al., 2011). Escapism can be
defined as the “habitual diversion of the mind
to purely imaginative activity or entertainment as an escape from reality or routine”
(Merriam-Webster, 2019). Using escapism
as a support tool, Kaczmarek and Drązkowski’s (2014) research exploring MMORPG
escapism and social support systems found
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Competition

are often required to
learn and practice complex inputs, which can
be challenging to perform consistently due to
its complexity

For any competitive activity, psychological
strength and high mental fortitude are required for success. For most professional
eSports athletes, motivations for gaming are
more of a job than a recreational activity
(Bányai et al., 2019). Defeat at the professional level not only incurs a loss of tournament earnings, but the potentially losing
player sponsorship or a placement on a team
roster. Thus, the ability to cope with failure
is significant to maintaining a healthy career
for athletes. Himmelstein, Liu and Shapiro
(2017) list some mental impediments facing
competitive gamers within the game such as
excelling under high pressure situations
while competing, lacking the ability to control emotions, inadequate mental preparation
and difficulty in keeping the emotional separation between video games and real life.
Multiple academic studies explore links between violent video games and aggression
(Griffiths, 1999; Sherry, 2001; Anderson et
al., 2008; Ferguson et al., 2008; Möller &
Krahé, 2009; Adachi & Willoughby, 2011),
however, player aggression can possibly
stem from games that are non-violent. Losing
and adversity rather than the level of violence
in a game being played may also contribute
to aggression. Adachi and Willoughby
(2011) propose that elements of competitiveness, difficulty and the pace of action in nonviolent video games can all contribute to invoking aggressive outcomes with each variable being more important given each game.
Furthermore, Breuer, Scharkow and Quandt
(2015) in their study show that experiencing
a loss in a competitive video game can increase player aggression. With competitiveness being the main factor for differentiating
a video game as eSports, players should have
an understanding in managing personal aggressive tendencies that may lead to negative
behaviors.

Video game athletes can also display intense
gaming habits that can blur the line between
what can be considered an addiction and
training. Extensive hours of video gaming
are somewhat mandatory for professional
gamers as they are encouraged to maintain
this effort to keep ahead of their competition
(Griffiths, 2017). Therefore, aspiring professional gamers should duly understand how to
negate risks associated with competition and
preparation.
Physical Risk Factors in eSports
Arduous Usage of Gaming Input Devices
The equipment required to participate in eSports is dependent on the stipulations of the
game and the preference of the player. Common types of input devices for eSports titles
are hand-held controllers, arcade controllers
and the combined use of a keyboard and
mouse. These input devices are reliant on the
movement of the players’ hands and wrists
and does not require full body movement.
Although physical functions are required for
these devices, a common critique against
classifying eSports as a sport is the emphasis
on physicality or the apparent lack thereof.
Jenny et al. (2016) draw a comparison between fine motor skills, frequently displayed
in eSports versus gross motor skills, frequently displayed in sports. They refer to
Haiback, Reid and Collier (2011) who define
gross motor skills being associated with large
muscle groups for moving the body and fine
motor skills for smaller muscle groups,
which is required for increased accuracy and
control in movement. Jenny et al. state that
eSports involves fine motor skills while being in sedentary state and lacks physical
gross motor skills. However, it can be argued

To produce optimum
levels of gameplay in
competitive fighting
video games, players
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that sedentary activities do not negate the
possibility of sustaining short-term and longterm injuries while performing fine motor
skills.

videos, live tournament games and replays.
Without the habit of performing at least moderate physical activity, players are prone to
increasing the probability of developing illnesses caused by sedentary behaviors such as
cardiovascular diseases and type 2 diabetes
(Dustan et al., 2012). Extensive computer
screen time can lead to ‘Computer Vision
Syndrome (CVS)’ or ‘Digital Eye Strain’;
which the American Optometric Association
defines as eye and vision-related issues from
extensive screen usage where the intensity of
negative effects is directly proportional to
screen usage (2019). Common symptoms of
CVS are eye strains, headaches, blurred vision, dry eyes and neck and shoulder pain;
with the contributing factors of CVS being
the computer screen, demographics of the
user, characteristics of the human eyes, location of the computer and the use of the computer (Yan et al., 2008; American Optometric Association, 2019).

To produce optimum levels of gameplay in
competitive fighting video games, players
are often required to learn and practice complex inputs, which can be challenging to perform consistently due to its complexity. Most
traditional fighting games such as ‘Street
Fighter’ and ‘Mortal Kombat’ implement the
use of combinational attacks or ‘combos’ that
are prevalently used as they inflict more
damage than basic attacks (Moriyama et al.,
2014). Intricate inputs are normally required
to perform these combos, which maximize
damage output and increase the chance of
victory. Thus, professional gamers reinforce
these actions, often strenuous, by repeatedly
drilling these complicated inputs so that they
can be bound to their muscle memory.
Real-time strategy (RTS) games such as
‘StarCraft 2’ involves the development of an
army to defeat the opponent’s base by utilizing the micro and macro management of said
army. Professional StarCraft II players can
average around 500 to 600 actions per minute
(APM) during a single game (Lejacq, 2013,
October 24). Lewis, Trinh and Kirsh (2011)
explore the correlation between APM and
chance of victory in strategic video game
play. They conclude that players who can
perform more actions in game increase the
chance of victory since these actions allow to
frequently manipulate the strategic aims of
the game. Although there are other contributory factors to winning, players constantly
practice in maintaining a high APM, thus increasing the chance of manifesting long-term
negative effects on players without proper
physical maintenance.

These health risks factors can oftentimes be
ignored by players. In contrast to traditional
sport where athletes would take mandatory
breaks due to physical exhaustion, eSports
players can oftentimes overlook physical discomfort or persevere through mental exhaustion. Performing these behaviors over extended periods of time can lead to developing
short-term and long-term physical health issues. Awareness of these health factors can
go unnoticed to players who ignore these red
flags. Thus, players should be aware of the
consequences of these practices and their impact.
Risk Analysis – Consequences and
Likelihood
The integration of physical and mental risk
factors may lead to detrimental consequences. This chapter will now examine
these consequences to its players and the
eSports industry and present-day factors that
increase the likelihood of these health risks
in eSports.

Sedentary Behavior and Computer Vision
Syndrome (CVS)
Owen et al. (2010) defines sedentary behavior as “sitting, lying down, and expending
very little energy.” eSports players tend to
spend a significant number of hours exhibiting sedentary behavior while viewing a monitor. The duration of time can be spent not
only on playing eSports games but viewing
other types of eSports content such as tutorial

Physical Consequences in eSports
Repetitive Strain Injuries and Deep Vein
Thrombosis
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Frequent and improper gaming practices may
lead to repetitive strain injuries. The term
‘Repetitive Strain Injury’ (RSI) is an overarching expression that defines discomfort in
the areas of the muscles, nerves and tendons
resulting from recurrent use over a period of
time, which normally affects upper areas of
the body such as forearms, elbows, wrists,
hands, neck and shoulders (NHS, 2018). The
overall reliability on computers in the workplace intensify the research focus of RSIs affecting employees, which help explore ways
in identifying, assessing and treating RSIs.
However, academic research specifically involving RSIs and eSports has been unexplored. Contributory factors to this lack of research can be the new-found acceptance of
video gaming globally and the time required
to perform longitudinal research to thoroughly investigate the relationship between
RSIs and video gaming through a competitive lens. However, the lack of academic literature does not negate the risk exposure of
players to these RSIs. Common RSIs that
gamers are exposed to are: de Quervain’s Tenosynovitis (or Gamer’s Thumb), Carpal
Tunnel Syndrome (CTS), Trigger finger and
Tennis Elbow (Motus, 2018). The following
are some brief definitions of these RSIs:
•

De Quervain’s disease affects the tendons responsible for moving the thumb,
which causes pain and inflammation
along the wrist and weakens the ability
to grip objects (Patel, Tadisina, & Gonzalez, 2013).

•

Carpal Tunnel Syndrome is the compression of the median nerve located in
the wrist causing pain, numbness and a
tingling sensation throughout the hand
and arm (OrthoInfo, 2019).

•

Trigger Finger is a condition that locks
the fingers or thumb when they become
bent resulting from repeated movement
or inflammation (WebMd, 2019).

•

Lateral Epicondylitis or ‘Tennis Elbow’
is inflammation that occurs after straining the muscles attached to the elbow responsible for straightening the wrist
(NHS, 2017).

injuries or even developing life-threatening
complications. One of the world’s best
League of Legends players for “Cloud9”, Hai
Lam who was 23-years-old at the time, was
forced to retire from competitive gaming due
to a repetitive strain injury affecting his
wrists (Kedmey, 2015, April 27; Lam, 2018,
July 18). Professional Super Smash Brothers
Melee (SSBM) competitor, Aziz “Hax” AlYami, age 21 at the time, had to forcefully
abstain from tournaments due to extreme
hand pain even after two prior hand surgeries
(Lee, 2016, May 1). Blood clots from sedentary behaviour can result in life threatening
ailments. One 20-year-old woman in China
almost died from developing deep vein
thrombosis (DVT) after playing a video
game for almost 40 consecutive hours while
sitting (Jou, 2013, April 29). Another 20year-old man suffered from DVT and died
after records show evidence of long gaming
sessions, with some sessions being up to 12
hours (BBC, 2011, July 30).
Mental Consequences in eSports
Competition inherently involves high pressure situations with the possibility of creating
a winning or losing scenario. These situations manifest from multiple internal and external expectations, which are dependent on
the success of the player. Expectations can
exaggerate negative feelings such as anxiety
and stress, which can be detrimental to a successful performance in any competitive setting leading to burnout. An example of this at
the professional level of eSports is SSBM
player, Justin “Plup” McGrath in 2015, suffering a panic attack at the largest fighting
game tournament, Evolution Championship
Series, causing him to start medical treatment
after the episode (Erzberger, 2018, August
24). Therefore, mental preparation in dealing
with stress and anxiety should be a staple for
the success of any current or aspiring eSports
athlete.
Having the ability to cope mentally with losing may present itself as aggression and can
affect the emotional well-being of the player
and the safety of others. The display of aggressive behavior when losing or after a loss,
which is commonly expressed in video game

Intensification of these injuries can lead to
video game players sustaining career-ending
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vernacular as “raging”, is a common occurrence in video gaming. These aggressive actions between players are normally expressed
through verbal or written communication
online, which represents a form of cyber-bullying. Physical violence between players in
video games is rare but the potential for its
occurrence is highly possible. In 2018, a
mass shooting took place at an American
football eSports event in Jacksonville Florida
where a participant with a known history of
mental illness, killed 2 individuals and injured 10 others before taking his own life
(Pagliery, Devine, & Griffin, 2018, August
28). An eyewitness from the event stated after the shooter was eliminated from the competition, he inquired the location of other specific gamers before his attack (James & Perez, 2018, August 30). Although this was a
one-off event, the relationship between mental health and video gaming unfortunately
creates the possibility of these acts of violence being repeated.

eSports along with an increasing player base
may intensify the desire and effort for more
individuals to pursue professional eSports as
a full-time career. Thus, insufficient
knowledge of physical and mental health
risks facing players may lead to a wider population being affected by the consequences of
said risks.
The Dearth of Guidance for Aspiring eSports
Athletes
For athletes aspiring to pursue a professional
career in any sporting activity, the support
and cultivation of athletes can be traced from
amateurism to professionalism. At an amateur level, athletes are exposed to sporting activities, commonly at a young age and under
the tutelage of coaches, mentors, guardians
and/or parents. Here, amateur athletes learn
techniques and lifestyle suggestions to optimize their abilities in the respective sport.
This type of support transfers over at the professional level, where players earn income
through endorsements, player contracts
and/or tournament earnings. In eSports, aspiring eSports athletes play eSports titles
generally for recreational purposes and are
responsible for their own playing habits.
Overall guidance is severely lacking for aspiring professional eSports athletes although
recently, academic institutions are beginning
to play a role in holistic eSports development. In North America, 128 colleges and
universities compete in varsity collegiate
eSports in multiple athletic leagues (Morrison, 2019, February 11). North American
colleges are also recruiting students to compete for their school by providing full scholarships (Asarch, 2019, May 30). Universities
in the United Kingdom implement eSports in
their curriculum courses, which focuses on
both the competitive and business aspects of
eSports (Sacco & McVean, 2020). In South
Korea, ambitious competitors can enrol into
gaming academies officially recognized by
the South Korean government, where players
are placed under the guidance of coaches not
only to improve their skills but also develop
attributes such as sportsmanship and professionalism (Kim, 2018, September 21). Although this is a step forward for managing aspiring eSports players, a gap still exists since

Likelihood
This article suggests two root causes that
may increase the likelihood of these health
risks: 1) the rapid growth of eSports and 2)
the dearth of guidance for aspiring eSports
athletes.
Growth of eSports
Newzoo projects that the eSports industry
will become a 950 million-dollar entity by
the end of 2020 (Newzoo, 2020a). eSports
viewership has steadily increased over the
past two years, with the audience total being
395 million in 2018, 443 million in 2019 and
a projected 10.5% increase to 495 million by
the end of 2020 (Newzoo, 2020a). The figure
representing the total audience is divided into
two parts: “Occasional Viewers” and
“eSports Enthusiasts”, where eSports enthusiasts are defined as “all people who engage
with games through playing, viewing gaming
content and/or hardware or peripheral ownership” (Newzoo, 2019b). From this definition, we can deduce that the number of players actively participating in eSports would
also increase. A growing overall interest in
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it is only beneficial to players attending these
institutions.

the effectiveness of this law. This study suggests that this policy, if properly enforced,
can control the time spent playing games,
however it may be more unfavourable to its
players than intended. It was observed that
players were keener to play after the curfew,
became upset when required to stop playing
and negatively affected their gaming experience.

Risk Evaluation – Low, Medium or High
Priority?
Health risks factors facing players should be
considered as a high priority for video game
publishers and by extension the eSports industry. An epidemic of these primary health
risks can lead to extensive secondary risks,
such as legal, social and reputational risks
possibly affecting the overall eSports industry. Tangible examples of these risks can be
the over-regulatory response to video game
addiction by the South Korean government
(legal) and the official classification of video
games as a risk for problematic behavior (social), which affects the overall perception eSports (reputational) since all eSports are frequently labelled under an overarching category.

Social Risk
As mentioned previously, the World Health
Association in 2018 categorised excessive
gaming officially as a disorder in their 11th
Revision of the International Classification
of Diseases (ICD-11), which ultimately correlates video gaming as a social risk in developing behaviours commonly associated with
a disorder. On the contrary, academic researchers have strong reservations for the official classification of the term ‘gaming disorder’. The stance by Van Rooij et al. (2018)
was one of caution as they argued that there
is insufficient evidence to warrant this classification. They urged that the exploration of
underlying motivational factors of problematic gaming should be foremost. Bean et al.
(2017) also discuss the possibility of ‘moral
panic’ as a factor for the classification, stating that WHO officials were compelled by
Asian countries and stakeholders to include
video gaming as an addiction disorder.

Legal Risk
The first sign of eSports being a staple in a
country’s source of entertainment can be
traced to the popularization of Blizzard’s
1998 video game, StarCraft, in South Korea.
StarCraft games were broadcasted on local
television with the aid of computer-to-television broadcasting technology, which helped
boosted its popularity across Korea (Wagner,
2006). The popularity of eSports combined
with the developments in internet technology
spawned the creation of “PC Bangs”. These
are 24/7 social gaming cafés equipped with
high-end computers and high-speed internet,
which can be accredited as the cornerstone
for gaming and eSports in South Korea
(Bräutigam, 2016, November 16). These advancements in technology unfortunately
aided in the materialization of internet and
online video game addiction amongst youths.
In attempt to curb this crisis, the South Korean government enacted a “Shutdown
Law”, which prohibited gamers under the
age of 16 from playing online games between
midnight and 6 a.m. unless given permission
from their parents (Sung-mi, 2016, July 19).
Király et al. (2018) refer to an experiment
done by Davies and Blake (2016) to measure

Reputational Risk
These two situations can give credence to the
potential over-arching effect that governments and organizations can impact the overall eSports industry. In both cases, it can be
argued that implementing sweeping positions such as these can be considered inconvenient to most players rather than the minority. The fundamental trigger for these wideranging reactive responses is the social perception. Negative perceptions surrounding
gaming activities will not only generate legal
and social repercussions but may affect financial stakeholder involvement. Companies
may be inclined to withdraw from eSports as
companies may not want to endorse an industry that develops physical deterioration or
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mental illness of its core player base. This
narrative can therefore create a reputational
risk for competitive video gaming. The
grouping of all eSports under one umbrella
also blurs possible health issues that may be
unique to only one type of eSports genre.
Thus, these health issues can be perceived to
have an overlapping effect on the entire
eSports industry.

This article suggests that a Company Stakeholder Responsibility approach may address
these limitations. We will now briefly cover
the concepts that shape Company Stakeholder Responsibility.
Corporate Social Responsibility and Stakeholder Theory
Corporate Social Responsibility has been
heavily discussed by academics throughout
history (Carroll, 1999) with multiple different definitions according to the facet of the
‘social responsibility’ being determined. An
analysis by Dahlsrud (2008) examined the
definitions of Corporate Social Responsibility. The author discovered that each definition fell into one or more of the following
five dimensions; stakeholder, social, economic, voluntariness and environmental.
Although corporate social responsibility can
satisfy these multiple dimensions in accordance with the type of activity being implemented, the foundation of corporate social
responsibility remains constant for any business; providing a duty of care to society
while maximizing profits for their shareholders (Carroll & Shabana, 2010). In some
cases, pursuance of corporate social responsibility by businesses is not purely philanthropic as financial opportunities may arise
from these practices. Carroll and Shabana
(2010) refer to Kurucz et al. (2008) by arguing the following as benefits for businesses
that may practice ethical and philanthropic
responsibilities associated with corporate social responsibility: reducing cost and risk exposure; achieving a competitive edge; improving business reputation and legitimacy
and; seeking beneficial results for all parties
through synergistic value creation.

Risk Treatment
Current Practices
Owners of eSports teams place high priority
in maintaining the physical and mental wellbeing of their sponsored eSports players.
Professional eSports organizations are heavily investing in infrastructure to act as holistic eSports training facilities, equipped with
high-end computer hardware, gym facilities
and personal chefs (Byrne, 2019, January
16). eSports teams are currently utilizing the
services of sports psychologists to provide
players with various ranges of mental health
support such as building self-confidence, anger management, individual counselling and
team building exercises (Jurkic, 2019, January 3). Physiotherapists are being hired by
eSports sponsors to teach their players proper
ergonomics, hand and wrists exercises and
provide rehabilitation services (Ring, 2017,
October 10). Physiotherapists also utilize social media and streaming services to promote
their services by providing free educational
content and exercises to prevent and treat injuries to video gamers (Jolly, 2019, July 29).
Although this is a progressive step to managing health risk factors, there are some limitations to providing these services on a general
scale. One limitation is the financial strength
of the eSports sponsor. Sponsors may be unable to provide such comprehensive services
for their players as it would be costly to
maintain. The absence of regulatory control
is also a factor as sponsors are not mandated
to deliver these services for their players. A
third limitation is the distribution of health
information to the public. Lack of exposure
limits the impact of health practitioners’ free
services as they may only be viewed by players actively seeking their content.

On the contrary, corporate social responsibility actions may be viewed as untrustworthy
by businesses whose goods or services are
linked with negative publicity. Yoon,
Gürhan-Canli and Schwarz’s (2008) study
explores the relationship between companies
with bad reputations and corporate social responsibility. It was found that consumer perception of the company’s corporate social responsibility activities was based on the level
of salience and the information source. When
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considering activities with high benefit salience for a company, they discovered that
consumers were sceptical of the company’s
intentions, which crafted a negative outlook
of the company if these activities were selfpromoted instead of from a neutral source.
However, consumers viewed activities of
low benefit salience for a company as more
genuine when promoted from neutral source.
Considering the potential advantages and
disadvantages of corporate social responsibility practices, it is therefore imperative to
evaluate the current social perception of the
business, which ultimately determines the
business approach to Corporate Social Responsibility activities for maximum effectiveness.

independently and (II) corporate social responsibility is only applicable to corporations and not all different types of organizations. This led to the ideology of Company
Stakeholder Responsibility and the following
ten principles:
“(1) We see stakeholder interests as going together over time.
(2) We see stakeholders as real people with
names and faces and children. They are complex.
(3) We seek solutions to issues that satisfy
multiple stakeholders simultaneously.
(4) We engage in intensive communication
and dialogue with stakeholders, not just those
who are ‘friendly’.

The concept of Stakeholder Theory was first
theorized by R.E. Freeman in his 1984 publication titled “Strategic Management: A
Stakeholder Approach” (Stieb, 2009). Bird et
al. (2007) outline the overall purpose of this
approach as extending the resources of a
company to satisfy the needs of an expansive
range of stakeholders instead of primarily its
shareholders. There are some intersectional
traits between the concepts of Corporate Social Responsibility and Stakeholder Theory,
but they do have their own dissimilar traits.
A key distinction that Freeman and Dmytriyev (2017) identify is the perspective; how
the company is viewed through the lens of
each concept. They state that Stakeholder
Theory values the interests of all interdependent stakeholders of a company whereas
Corporate Social Responsibility caters to the
overall responsibility of the public over the
value of stakeholders.

(5) We commit to a philosophy of voluntarism – to manage stakeholder relationships
ourselves, rather than leaving it to government.
(6) We generalize the marketing approach.
(7) Everything that we do serves our stakeholders. We never trade off the interests of
one versus the other continuously over time.
(8) We negotiate with primary and secondary
stakeholders.
(9) We constantly monitor and redesign processes so that we can better serve our stakeholders.
(10) We act with purpose that fulfils our
commitment to stakeholders. We act with aspiration toward our dreams and theirs.”
(Freeman & Velamuri, 2006, pp.16-22).
These principles were intentionally designed
to be used as a business tool for further development by businesses (Freeman and Velamuri, 2006). Therefore, these principles of
Company Stakeholder Responsibility are deliberately fluid by design, focusing on the social qualities of Corporate Social Responsibility and its stakeholders. It can then be assumed that the relevance of each principle is
purely subjective to the business; as each
principle may be weighted different based on
the purpose and goals of the company. Each
principle may also be more beneficial to one

Company Stakeholder Responsibility
Company Stakeholder Responsibility can be
considered the union of both Corporate Social Responsibility and Stakeholder Theory
or a “Stakeholder approach to Corporate Social Responsibility”. This concept developed
by Freeman and Velamuri (2006) aimed to
address two inadequacies of Corporate Social Responsibility: (I) corporate social responsibility encourages the philosophy that
business and social issues can be addressed
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group of stakeholders over another, consequently providing varying levels or types of
value for each stakeholder.

health risks. The values in figure 1 represent
the actual count of all responses. There were
37 responses in total.
This data was further analyzed by constructing a scale with the use of these rating questions. Values were assigned to each response
with the use of coding and reverse coding for
negative responses (Saunders, Lewis, &
Thornhill, 2016). The coding was as follows:

Findings
The following was based on the results collected from the author’s research from their
master’s dissertation.

-3: Extremely unimportant; -2: Unimportant,
-1: Slightly unimportant, 0: Neither unimportant nor important (Neutral); 1: Slightly
important; 2: Important; 3: Extremely important

To help shape the model, a questionnaire was
distributed to rank the hypothetical impact of
treating health risks if video game publishers
were to implement said principles. Questions
were designed using a Likert Scale format as
participants were asked to rate each principle
based on their applicability in addressing

The results are depicted in figure 1.
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Figure 3: Rating of Company Stakeholder Responsibility Principles by eSports Players in
Treating Potential Health Issues
eSports – CSR Model

ability to treat health risks, but each principle
varies in their individual potential impact. To
facilitate in constructing this model, this paper separates and groups these principles by
hierarchy, which will aid in shaping the
model based on the rankings from the results.
The principles are classified into the following general categories of relevance: High
Relevance, Medium Relevance and Low
Relevance. The design of the model was influenced by these results.

The role of video game publishers and corporate social responsibility has been briefly
mentioned in academic literature; however,
no studies have explored developing a theoretical model on how video game publishers
can act more socially responsible for the direct betterment of its players. Thus, based on
the results and findings, this article proposes
a socially based model for video game publishers. This will attempt to incorporate actions that may minimize excessive gaming
health risks factors facing eSports players.
From aggregating the results from the CSR
rating analysis, it illustrates that eSports
players believe that each principle had an

High Relevance (score of 50 and above)
Principle (4) - We engage in intensive communication and dialogue with stakeholders,
not just those who are ‘friendly’.
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Principle (3) - We seek solutions to issues
that satisfy multiple stakeholders simultaneously.
Principle (2) - We see stakeholders as real
people with names and faces and children.
They are complex.
Principle (5) - We commit to a philosophy of
voluntarism – to manage stakeholder relationships ourselves, rather than leaving it to
government.
Principle (9) - We constantly monitor and redesign processes so that we can better serve
our stakeholders.
Medium Relevance (score of 40-49)
Figure 2: eSports - CSR Model

Principle (1) - We see stakeholder interest as
going together over time.
Principle (10) - We act with purpose that fulfils our commitment to stakeholders. We act
with aspiration towards our dreams and
theirs.

First (1st) Stage: – Initiation
Initiation correlates to the philosophy of
Principle (5) and the approach to volunteerism (high). Before embarking on creating solutions to reduce health risks, video game
publishers will have to first willingly intend
to adopt this approach. Publishers will first
have to understand and accept the potential
impact of the health risks to their business
and the global eSports business environment
in which they operate. This will require video
game publishers to recalibrate their approach
to video games where ensuring the well-being of players becomes a priority alongside
financial profits.

Principle (8) - We negotiate with primary
and secondary stakeholders.
Low Relevance (score of 39 and under)
Principle (7) - Everything that we do serves
our stakeholders. We never trade off the interests of one versus the other continuously
over time.
Principle (6) - We generalize the marketing
approach.
The original numbering chosen by Freeman
and Velamuri (2006) in their academic literature was used to maintain uniformity. The
model considers the weighting of these
scores as a guide in developing its multiple
stages. It is imperative to note that these
scores are based on the subjective hierarchical quantitative analysis of respondents,
which is used as a general starting point for
developing a proposed, introductory theoretical model regarding eSports and CSR.

The rise in eSports popularity expatiate the
awareness to health risks surrounding video
gaming, which may justify further social advocacy for video game companies to assume
responsibility for the consequences of these
risks. This can lead to over-regulation
through government intervention, which
publishers and developers will be legally
bound to comply. A proactive approach may
decrease the severity of government sanctions or even negate the possibility of government intervention. This stage may be the
most significant to accept, but also the most
challenging to implement. Acceptance of this
approach verifies to the public that video
gaming/eSports present inherent risks to its
players. If this narrative is managed incorrectly, it can produce external pressures from
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Third (3rd) Stage: – Marketing

society that can jeopardize the growth of the
eSports industry. It may also be difficult for
publishers to rationalize volunteerism as a
necessity because of the current upward trend
of the eSports business.

This stage satisfies the following two principles: principle (3) - seeking solutions to issues that satisfy multiple stakeholders simultaneously (high) and principle (2) - we see
stakeholders as real people with names and
faces and children; they are complex (high).

Second (2nd) Stage: – Collaboration and Assessment

Video game publishers are responsible for
the manufacturing, distribution and marketing of video games. The main responsibility
of publishers that this model will consider is
their marketing function. After collaborating
with stakeholders and assessing the major
health risks of the video game’s player base,
publishers can utilize a multitude of methods
to disseminate knowledge regarding health
risks. A knowledge-based marketing method
that can be beneficial for eSports publishers
is adopting a “thought leadership” approach.
McCrimmon defines the basis of thought
leadership as “the power of ideas to transform the way we (people) think” (2005). In
terms of marketing, a thought leadership
marketing strategy can be described as establishing a business as an expert and leader in
their field through the creation and distribution of exceptional knowledge for its stakeholders (FirstPageSage, 2019). A content
creation approach through social media and
streaming platforms can be valuable for distributing knowledge. This method should be
highly considered as eSports players customarily follow video game publishers through
multiple online platforms. The thought leadership marketing approach can benefit from
digital distribution as players routinely view
eSports content online. Types of content creation that video game publishers can use are,
but are not limited to, frequent posts regarding the ramifications of excessive gaming
through social media; audio/video podcasts
and blogs with healthcare professionals
through streaming services and utilizing influencer marketing by sponsoring popular
eSports/streamers to promote physical and
mental well-being.

The second stage is “Collaboration and Assessment”, which satisfies the viewpoints established by both Principle (4) (High) and
Principle (8) (Medium), which promotes
thorough discussions, negotiations and alliances with all primary and secondary stakeholders, including critics. This stage draws
insight proposed by Yousafzai, Hussain and
Griffiths (2013) from their editorial “Social
responsibility in online video gaming: What
should the video game industry do?” They
suggest that video publishers should collaborate with academics, healthcare and the video
game industry to combat pathological gaming patterns. However, for the purpose of this
model, the concept of collaboration focuses
on addressing health risks caused by excessive gaming of eSports players and not solely
pathological gaming. It is important that
eSports publishers understand holistically
the categories of risks of their player base so
that these risks can be properly treated. eSports publishers should liaise with current
eSports stakeholders who provide services in
identifying, assessing, and treating health
risks related to competitive video gaming
such as physiotherapists, academic researchers, psychologists and establishing relationships with global organizations such as the
World Health Organization (WHO). Stakeholders may impart significant value in addressing these risks; however, they may be
firm criticizers of the current nonchalant approach of video game publishers to improve
the well-being of their players. Negotiations
with stakeholders will help cultivate mutual
long-term in providing continuous well-being for eSports players.

Publishers can also undertake traditional
marketing techniques such as:
•
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Use of advertising slots on popular video
streaming platforms such as Twitch and
YouTube to promote quick and simple

hand exercises when viewing streams.
Short public service announcements
promoting the importance of physical
and mental well-being during these advertising slots may also be beneficial.
•

Raising awareness at physical video
game events such as eSports tournaments and video game conventions.

•

Sponsorship/philanthropy of academic
research in the areas of video games,
health risks factors and eSports.

•

Sponsorship of eSports related content
online to include well-being practices
(tutorials videos, tournament videos,
eSports programmes, etc…)

will provide a comprehensive picture between successful and unsuccessful methods.
As a result, publishers, in collaboration with
their stakeholders, should then aim to improve on ineffective methods through continuously reviewing and redesigning said methods. From the diagram model, the fourth
stage feeds back into the initiation stage. This
is a critical step to acknowledge that this approach is a cyclic process as video game publishers need to continually provide this support for its players. This in turn provides constant information and guidance for eSports
players and displays a level of commitment
from video game publishers.
Remarks

It is imperative that publishers produce consistent content that are educational, valuable
and genuine for all age groups (Zottola,
2019, August 15), as player interest and participation in eSports are wide-ranging from
children to adults. Health risks factors caused
by excessive gaming affect players of all
ages; therefore, publishers should consider
various marketing approaches to benefit
players across all age groups. This approach
also “humanizes” players, viewing them as
not just a consumer, but real individuals that
can face exposure to health risks factors
stemming from video game practices.

This model aims to provide eSports players
at all levels with knowledge to minimize the
health risks generated by excessive gaming.
For aspiring professional eSports players,
this familiarity of health risks factors from
the beginning can be beneficial to player longevity when competing in eSports tournaments. Players would be well-informed of
optimal techniques that reduce physical and
mental health risk factors, which can be advantageous to their prospective eSports career. Therefore, this theoretical model by nature when viewed holistically addresses two
incessant principles of CSR when considering aspiring professional eSports players:
Principle (1) - We see stakeholder interest as
going together over time (medium) and Principle (10) - We act with purpose that fulfils
our commitment to stakeholders. We act with
aspiration towards our dreams and theirs
(medium).

Fourth (4th) Stage: – Review and Redesign
The review and redesign stage correlate
mainly with Principle (9) (high); constantly
monitoring and redesigning processes so that
we (video game publishers) can better serve
our stakeholders (eSports players). This step
will examine the influence of publishers’ various marketing strategies and redesign approaches where necessary. Measuring short
term impact may be difficult to determine for
this type of marketing strategy. A direct way
of quantitative analysis can be calculating the
frequency of content viewership across social media or commonly referred to as “number of hits” per content shared. A qualitative
approach can be performing unstructured interviews with players of all levels at tournaments to assess their interaction with the content. Assessment and feedback from players

Should video game publishers adopt this
model?
Video game publishers adopting this approach may experience different advantages
according to their relationship within their
eSports ecosystem. In a centralized eSports
management model where publishers and developers are responsible for their own eSports events, video game publishers may
mimic the role of an over-arching eSports
federation by providing a duty of care to its
players. This may alleviate potential excessive laws and regulations if governments
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were to intervene. It would also signify a
sense of maturity and professionalism of
their eSports ecosystem, which can encourage further financial investors. In a decentralized model where third-party tournament organizers are mainly responsible for eSports
management, direct engagement from video
game publishers may help validate and grow
the budding eSports community for that
video game. This in turn may encourage new
players into eSports and may garner support
from the community for other published
games.

factors that contribute to mental health addiction. With eSports being promoted as a newfound career choice while incorporating the
additional element of competition, this can
intensify existing risk factors and introduce
new risks factors concerning all players of
eSports titles. Widespread publicity of health
issues affecting players may create emergent
secondary risks, which may cause over-regulatory governmental intervention due to societal pressures. For an activity that poses inherent health risk factors that cannot be
avoided, knowledge of preventative
measures can be a justifiable risk treatment
option to improve the performance and the
longevity of its players.

Can video game publishers adopt this
model?
Implementation can be limited by the resources available to video game publishers.
Proactive implementation of this model involves heavy collaboration with other businesses than may not be currently involved in
eSports. Building relationships between multiple stakeholders can be time-consuming
and expensive to implement. Therefore, the
publishers practicing these principles require
a holistic approach when investing in this
strategy. Support from shareholders should
also be essential before undertaking this approach. The primary function for video game
publishers is maximizing profit, thus video
game publishers will be required to understand the equilibrium necessary to create harmony between generating profits and providing a duty of care to its players.

This article suggests a 4-step cyclic approach
that video game publishers can adopt to treat
health risks factors through marketing; initiation; collaboration and assessment; marketing; review and redesign. These steps were
built on the principles of Company Stakeholder Responsibility and its design was
based on feedback from eSports players.
Stage one involves initiation, which will require video game publishers to care for the
management of their player base without being coerced by governmental bodies. Stage
two encompasses collaboration and assessment, which entails the proactive cooperation between video game publishers and
other eSports stakeholders to assess the risks
of their player base. Stage three involves
marketing, which assumes a thought leadership marketing approach. This approach creates and distributes knowledge to its stakeholders, aiming to provide solutions to these
risks and appreciate that their player base are
more than just consumers of their product.
Stage four deals with reviewing and redesigning of marketing approaches and revaluation of stakeholder involvement based on
the effectiveness of their marketing strategies. This theoretical model may be effective
for video game publishers; however, this effectiveness is dependent on the sincerity of
their efforts and prior to the possible exacerbation of health risks factors caused by excessive video gaming. Pursuance of these actions after societal or governmental pressures
may appear disingenuous, which can affect
the reputation of video game publishers and

Conclusion
The growing popularity of the eSports industry creates a multitude of new opportunities
for investors, businesses and competitive
video gamers alike. Financial investments
from renowned corporations and substantial
tournament earnings create an allure for aspiring eSports players to pursue eSports as a
financial career. This creates a scenario for
players to optimize their skills, which encourages players to increase their playing
time and the intensity with which they play.
However, excessive gaming has been linked
with severe physical injuries of all levels of
video gamers. Video gaming has also been
discussed in academia to inherently contain
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the eSports industry. To implement this approach is also dependent on the commitment
and resources available for video games publishers.

CSR and video gamers. One scope can be the
further analysis of the model and how this approach can be implemented from the views
of multiple stakeholders such as players,
publishers, healthcare professionals and academics. Furthermore, research can examine
the applicability of this approach to not only
eSports related games but being established
as standard practice by publishers across all
genres of video games. A third topic of research can be an evaluation of excessive
gaming across multiple eSports titles; do all
eSports expose their player base to the same
level of risks? If not, what are the distinguishing factors that contribute to this diversity? A fourth area of research relating to excessive video gaming and physical health
risks factors can be the exposure facing video
game streamers and the relationship between
monetary gain and excessive gaming practices.

Widespread publicity of
health issues affecting
players may create
emergent secondary
risks, which may cause
over-regulatory governmental intervention due
to societal pressures
This article simply acts as a starting point for
an expansion of further research involving
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